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Abstract
APEX:
the APL Paraitel Executor
Robert Bernecky
Master of Science
Graduate Department of Computer Science
University of Toronto

1997
APEX is an APL-to-SISAL compiler, genenting high-performance. portable, paraIlel code that executes up to severaI hundred times faster than interpreted APL. with serial performance of kemels
cornpetitive with FORTRAN. Pretiminary results indicate rhat acceptable multi-processor speedup is
achievable.
The excellent mn-time performance of APEX-genented code arises from attention to a11 aspects of
prograrn execution: run-time syntax analysis is eliminated, setup costs are reduced. algebraic identities
and phrase recognition detect special cases, some matrix products exploit a generalization of sparsematrix algebra. and Ioop fusion and copy optimizations eliminate many amy-valued temporaries. In
addition. the compiler exploits Static SingIe Assignment and a r r q rnorphology. our generaiization of
data flow analysis to arrays. to generate mn-time primitives that use superior algorithms and simpler
storage types.
Extensions to APL. including r m k ,

ciit,

compiled and interpreted code performance.

and a monadic operand for dyzdic rrducriarr. improve
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Humans are tool builders. The tools we create are, by and large, physicat ones that multiply our
muscle power. The digital computer stands out as a non-physical exception that instead multiplies
Our mental power. Yet. the computer is not itself a tool. so much as a meta-tool that hclps us to
exploit the real tools of thought - forma1 notations, such a s mathematics and logic. and prognmming
languages. such as APL and LISP.
Analysts use prognmming languages to build new tools - computer prognms - for the design. modeling. and analysis of large, complex systems, then execute those programs on powerful
computers to explore areas as diverse as banking, c h e r n i s q , economic modeling, insurance, and
physics. Analysts measure their productivity and. frequently, the success of their organization. by
tinte-to-sol~ition:that is, the rate at which they are able to find solutions to the unique and constantly

changing set of problems facing them. Since those solutions continually require the creation and the
use of new tools. the abiiity to develop prograrns faster is as important as improved performance

of those programs. because advances in either development speed or execution speed will improve
time-to-solution. In areas such as financial trading, economic modeling, or computational chemistry
for pharmaceutical design. a late answer c m be worthless. Therefore, extremely n p i d development
is a major factor in analysts' choice of computer languages; time-to-solution is as critical to analysts
as time-to-market is critical to manufacturers.
Although analysts are always on the lookout for faster development toots and faster computers.
we shall see that choosing a computer language for analysis is not a simple task - languages that
F~cilitaterapid application development often execute slowly, whereas languages that execute quickly
may substantially slow the pace of prognm development. The family of prograrnming Imguages
used as computational analysis tools may be broken into two classes based on their design ethos those that reflect the computer. and those that reflect human thought. The former class is exemplified
by conventional languages, such as FORTRAN and C , which were primarily designed with an eye
toward machine efficiency. The latter class of prograrnming languages, such as LISP. APL, PROLOG.

and J, include those that arose from logic and mathematics.' Each computer language has its own
unique advantates and disadvantages, but several important qualities - development speed, mn-time
performance, and portable paralfelism - tend to be shared by al1 members of the class to which they
belong. We shaIl now take a brief look at these characteristics.
The thought-oriented class of Ianguages are terse

- they

Ride the details of computation. per-

mitting a programmer to concentrate on brvhat a computation should do, rather than huit. it is to
be done. APL is a typical exarnple of such a thought-oriented language. Based on linear algebra.
APL is an array-oriented extension and ntiondization of mathematical notation. APLTs abstract
data, array-valued primitives, and higher-order hnctions allow programmers to design and develop
systems up to an order of magnitude faster than if they had used computer-oriented Ianguages

[Mar82.Yos86.Wea89,RB90]-APL's abstraction improves program reliability and significantly reduces the size of programs. In addition, the terse programs that result fram the use of APL may
facilitate the comprehension. maintenance, and enhancement of applications. Since these characteristics reduce tool development time. APL is frequently an analyst's language of choice.
By contrast, computer-oriented serial languages, such as C++, ADA. PLA. and PASCAL, force
programmers to pay critical attention to numerous coding details, including rnemory management,
counters. and loop limits. al1 of which are not germane to the problem being solved. Attention to this
irrelevant detail slows the pace of program development by increasing the amount of code that must
be written to obtain a functioning program. Furthemore, that detail is likely to increase the prograrn
bug n t e by an amount proportional to the text size, for typographical and logical m o r s inevitably
creep into any large body of human-authored text. The presence of excessive detail also obscures the
algorithm being expressed, increasing the difficulty of enhancing, maintaining, and comprehending
programs. and complicating the task of making assenions about program correctness. These factors
dramaticaIly increase development and debugging time, and reduce the utility of computer-oriented
languages as computational analysis tools.
Turning to nin-time performance. a second important characteristic of computer languages. we find
that the development-time advantage that abstract languages offer over cornputer-oriented languages
is not obtained without cost. APL programs. for instance, may execute as much as several hundred
times slower than the same programs coded in a cornpiled language, due to interpretive overheads
and other factors to be discussed in Chapter 2. This nin-time performance penalty rnay reduce or
elirniniite any time-to-solution edge offered by an abstract language's superiority in development time.
A third quality of a computer language, now emerging as a critical factor in reducing time-tosolution. is its ability to express paraIIel computations in a portable and efficient manner. Reduced
time-to-solution - getting answers sooner from an application - requires faster computers. irnproved
language translators. and parallel computers. Although we expect the performance of computers and
language translators to improve apace, we find that the design of computer languages for exploiting
parallel computers lags far behind our capability to design and buiId such computers. If we are to
[Indecd. Iverson's Turing Award speech was entitlcd Notation as a Toul of Tholcghr [Ivc79].

exploit the power of paralIel computation to reduce time-to-solution, we need to provide non-experts
with tools for portuble pnrallelism

- tools that will let them make effective use of

ri

wide range

of parallel computer architectures without requiring that they be familiar with the intemals of those
architectures, any more than a car driver needs to know whether a car is powered by a V-8 or a
straight-6 engine.

1.1

Reducing Time-to-Solution

Time-to-solution. like many other problems in computing, involves a time tradeoff

- we can have

slow development and fast execution by using FORTRAN, or we c m have rapid development and
slow computation by using APL. When we seek ways to reduce time-to-solution. we naturally look
at methods for improving the slowest parts, since the biggest payoffs will arise from making them
faster. This suggests Looking at ways to speed up development in FORTRAN and to improve execution
performance in APL interpreters. as summarized in Section 2.4. However, to date, such efforts have
not been wildly successful, so we turn to the possibility of compiling APL.
Since many languages use compilers to achieve high levels of an-time performance. it is natural
to consider compiling APL to obtain the performance levels we desire. Compiling APL is. in fact. the
approach we advocate for reducing tirne-to-solution. If a compiler could eliminate mn-time syntax
analysis and conformability checking, reduce memory management costs, and perform traditional
compiler optimizations, then APL could provide extremely rapid tirne-to-solution - rapid development
would be cornbined with fast execution and excellent portable parallelism. Chapter 7 shows how
such an APL compiler might perform against FORTRAN in both serial and parallel environments to
obtain a dnmatic ridvantage time-to-solution over FORTRAN, arising from the longer development
times that FORTRAN programs require; it is exacerbated in a parallel environment by the addition
tirne required in FORTRAN to obtain acceptable levels of parallelism.'
Given this potential, one expects to see high-performance APL compilers on the market. Yet,

APL has proved resistant to high-performance compilation. Although little information about specific
performance problems in compiled APL has been published, some known problem areas are inadequrite data flow analysis, absence of global and interprocedurai optimization, failure to implement
state-of-the-art algorithm for APL primitives. poor memory management, and naive code generation.
The net result is that the run-time performance of APL compilers have been less than spectacular much of the work done in interpretive environments was still being done at run-time in the compiled
environment, thereby negating much of the potential performance benefit of compilation.
Creation of a high-performance APL compiler requires an integrated approach to design, in which
d l performance-related issues are addressed. Failure to adopt such a design attitude will result in
limited performance improvements. To see why this is so, consider the effect of ignoring just one
aspect of performance-related design - memory management - in an othewise superb hypothetical
' ~ c v e n lrcsearchers are buitding tools to assist the programmer in parailelizing FORTRAN code.

compiler. Note that interpreted APL applications may spend large amounts of time allocating and
deallocating may memory: a typical APL interpreter will spend 10-258 of processor time performing
memory management f ~ n c t i o n s .Now.
~
contemplate the very unlikely case of a hypothetical compiler
in which memory management performance was identical to that of an interpreter and al1 operations
not related to memory management were executed instantly. Amdahl's Law tells us that a compiled
application with the above memory management profile could not run more than four to ten times
faster than it would under an interpreter. If we were to pick some other isolated aspect of compiler
design. we would observe similar disappointing performance resulis. Hence, we conclude that, to be
competitive, an APL compiler must concurrently address and solve a number of design problems.
Although it is only one of the problems facing an APL compiler writer, run-time rnemory rnanagement is a nightmare for most functional languages. Fortunately. the memory management problem
for one functional language. SISAL, has been largely solved [JSA*85]. Researchers on the SISAL
Language Project enhanced the Optimizing SISAL Compiler (OSC) so that it was able to remove a
majority of mernory management operations from typical applications, generating functional language
applications whose performance was competitive with FORTRAN [Can92a,SSS8]. Intriped by the
possibility of reducing tirne-to-solution by exploiting these advances in data sharing. copy avoidance,
and reference count removal. we were led to write an APL-to-SISAL compiler, dubbed APEX - ~ k e

A PL Pcrrcrllel E - r e c u t ~ r . ~

1.2

The APEX Audience

APL has been described as a borrriqite langunge - it caters to a relatively small group who know
what they want and are willing to pay a premium to get it. To see why this group might want an

APL compiler. we will now look at the APL user community of today. It is fairly apparent that
the community exhibits a bipartite distribution. One major group of APL application writers are

those who use rnainfnmes to provide services to a large body of users of shared corponte data. The
organizritions involved comprise data providers such as Reuters; financial institutions including the
Bank of Montreal. Credit Suisse. Deutsche Bank, and Morgan Stanley; insurance cornpanies such
as Irish Life. Massachusetts Mutual. and Sun Life; and manufacturing firms including IBM, Novo
Pharmaceuticals, and Xerox. There are probably about 2,500-3,000 sites operating such large APL
systems. The other large class of APL users are those who operate PC- or workstation-based APL
systems serving one or a few users. These people either use APL directiy, as an analysis tool, or
create software products that happen to use APL as an implementation language. The absence of
hard industry data here makes it difficult to estimate the size of this market segment, but it probably
lies between 20.000-1 00.000 sites.
' ~ h i sfigure is based on the author's analyses of mainframe APL applications. performed with hardware monitors as
wclt as with intempt-driven statistical monitors. Details of this data are presented in Chapter 2.
'~lthouphthe term executor 1s usually reserved for interpreters. the acronym was irresistible.

When we consider the set of curent users of APL who could readily benefit from the use of

APEX, we find that they fa11 into a few major classes: analysts; developers of large. rapidly evolving
applications: and maintainers of legacy systems. Potential new users include computational scientists
who have been unable to use APL for their work because of inadequate interpreter performance. The
benefits of compiled APL for analysis have been discussed already; the other classes of user ment
some mention.
The developers of complex. npidly evolving applications have a major problem with APL performance. They use APL because it is the only tool that perrnits them to keep pace with changing
application requirements. A typical example of such use is the maintenance and delivery of large
volumes of financial data. In such data-intensive applications, data may be coming from stock exchanges around the world, in dnstically different formats. encoded according to rules that change
haphazardly and with little or no warning. The same stock may trade on sevenl exchanges under
different names and with different currency and different trading rules. Attempting to receive. filter.
and validate data is a major task in itself, as is the job of updating the affected data bases. Developers
of such systems have found that only APL is up to the task of being adaptable to such a constantly
changing environment.
Since APL fiicilitates rapid adaptation of applications to changing needs. APL has remained in
production use even when management, following the latest in industry fashion trends, h a . made
decisions CO cease use of APL and convert to a fourth-generation language. such as C++. Several of
thesc initiatives have clearly dernonstrated APL's development time edge to management. In three
cases the author is familiar with, large teams of C programmers labored for several years to wnte
code to replace an extant APL application. By the time they were finished. the production APL
application had evolved to something radicalIy different from the already-obsolete C code. The APL
applications remained i n place; the corporations had expended millions of dollars in development
funding to no productive end. Wiedrnann and Busrnan cite similar examples [Wie86.BFK95].
The downside of APL's flexibility is a high cost in delivery - APL applications often consume
entire mainframes. at a cost of millions of dollars. Some of this cost is mandatory, because the VO
bandwidth available with large mainframes is required to support the demands of such applications.
The processor time, however. goes largely to APL interpreter overhead - time that could be eliminated
by effective use of an APL compiler. with significant hardware cost reductions for the site.
A related class of users who could benefit from APEX is the maintainers of APL legacy systems.

Many of these applications were written in the 1970s, before the advent of the personal cornputer.
Although they would probably not be wtitten in APL today, they often provide functionality that is
still unavailable in contemporary products. Hence, these applications remain in use today. providing
services such as email. remote printer divers, and text and program editors. These applications
frequently operate on small arrays and are therefore dorninated by interpretive overhead. Compilation
of these applications could reduce site processor demands and improve response time for their users.
Finally, if APEX parallei performance is high enough, it rnay attract a new class of users

-

supercornputer users who absolutely require the performance available with parailel computers to
solve their problems. The performance and parallet expression available with APEX. combined with
its capability for rapid developrnent, may provide an impetus for supercomputer users to move to
APL.

1.3 APEX

- the APL Paraiiel Executor

Our general strategy in the design of APEX was to rninimize Our implernentation effort by using, as
much as possible. existing compilers and tools, and to adapt existing compiler theory, such as data
fiow analysis and static single assignrnent, to our needs. For example, nther than re-invent the wheel
by rewriting the OSC array storage analyzer and optimizer as part of APEX, we chose to exploit the
OSC research by generating SISAL as the output of APEX.
We originally decided to generate F I , the Intermediate Representation Ianguage used within
OSC. Unfortunately. I F 1 proved to be an intractable language for the job. it was extremely difficult
to build IF1 code fragments for the code generator. Debugging the fragments was tedious. Trivial

enors in code fragments. such as unreferenced definitions, would cause OSC to abort. Generated code
was completely opaque - it was impossible to tell what a piece of code was intended to do. After
about six months of struggling with the IF1 code generator, we decided to try generating SISAL code
instead. This was a breath of fresh air. Within a week, we had a SISAL code genentor with more
functionality than the then-existing IF1 genentor. SISAL code fragments proved to be easy to wrlte
and easy to debug. Furthermore. SISAL code generated by APEX is human-readable. facilitating
debugging at the generated code level.
Altematively. the compiler could have produced C code directly, rather than going through
the intermediate steps required by generation of SISAL. However, we feIt that SISAL provided
us with a number of important benefits in exchange for minor restrictions in the APL we could
support. Specifically. we obtained the excellent array optimizations of SISAL. inherent parallelism.
and support for many target systems, in exchange for the inability to represent certain empty arrays
[Can89.Can92b.CWF92].
Sirnilarly, we could have generated machine code directly, but this wouId have entailed an
enormous development effort. limited the range of supported target platfonns, and probably resulted
in performance levels inferior to that achievable by use of extant C optimizers and machine-dependent
code schedulers.
With regard to the application of extant compiler theory, we attempted to minimize the need to
invent or reinvent by adapting state-of-the-art algorithms to our needs. Basically. we treated arrays
in the same rnanner that scalar-oriented compilers treat scalars, and counted on OSC to perform the
array copy-avoidance analysis that is required for adequate performance of opentions such as indexed
assignment.
Data ffow analysis and static single assignment were both critical in Our quest for performance.

Data flow anaiysis let us statically determine array type and rank, both of which are critical factors
in generating efficient code to handle scalars and to avoid mn-time code dispatching based on type
or m k . Static single assignrnent (SSA) enabled us to perfonn data Row anaiysis on ~ e r n i - ~ l o b a l s ~
and to create purely functional SISAL programs from APL programs that were not expressed in
functional fom.
Figure 1.1 shows the global structure of APEX. The shaded components are ones that we developed for this thesis. We see that the SISAL output from APEX is passed to OSC, after which the C
code produced by OSC is passed to a C compiler which ultimately genentes executable code. This
cross-compilation approach offers a sensible division of labor among the three compilers involved in
the process of compiling APL, yet does not result in excessive compilation times. With APEX, we
obtain the abstract expressiveness of APL. the parallelism and array stonge optimizations of SISAL,
and the excellent performance of cornpiled C code.
APEX is written in Extended ISO Standard APL, using the control structure extensions irnple-

mented in APL20ûû's APL+Win interpreter. We chose APL as an implementation language because
it offered a rapid development environment in which we could convenientty and quickly explore

variants in data structures and algorithms. In addition, compiler debugging was facilitated by APL's
interactive nature.
We ran into two problems with the adoption of APL as a compiler implernentation language.
First, the compiler is relatively slow, with large programs taking several minutes to compile. This is
due, in part, to the poor performance of APL interpreters on iterative code, but it also arises from our
concentration on the mn-time performance of APEX-generated code, rather than of APEX itself. We
believe thrit this problem wili be resolved by rewriting a few major code hot spots and by compiling
the compiler. The second problem is that our licensed version of APL+Win wil1 only mn under MS
Windows, but we have not yet ported the SISAL compiler to operate in that non-Unix environment.
Hence. we currentl y have to switch cornputers or operating systems during the compilation process.
We plan to port the SISAL compiler to Windows to resolve this inconvenience.

APEX performs parsing. syntax analysis, static single assignrnent translation, and data flow anal-

ysis at the level of APL primitives, defined functions, and derived functions [Mor84]. The data flow
analysis phase extracts morphological information such as the type and rank of each array created
during the execution of a prograrn. APEX then uses this information to generate its output - a SISAL
program. The APEX code genentor uses code fragment tables and relies on cpp, the C preprocessor,
to simplify the task of code generation and ease the task of generating optimized code. We created C
macro definitions for APL primitive scaIar opentions, adverbs and conjunctions, type coercions, and
mn-time library functions. Each APL primitive or derived function generates an invocation of some
C macro that is expanded by cpp into an rippropriately customized piece of SISAL source code.
The Optimizing SISAL Compiler. OSC, performs parsing and syntax analysis on the SISAL
C
~ semi-globals.
y
wc mcan variables that are local to one function. but visible to its callees. due to APL's dynamic
scoping rulcs.
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Figure 1.1: The Big Picture

code generated by APEX. OSC handles m y storage and reference count analysis and does function
inlining. It dso performs traditional compiler optimizations at the array level, including common
subexpression elimination (CSE). code motion, and loop fusion. OSC determines which code c m be
executed in pmllel on the target system and then generates appropnate C code as its output. Target
systems that OSC currently supports are the Alliant FX,Apple Macintosh. CRAY T3D. CRAY X-MP.
CRAY Y-MP. CRAY C-90. CRAY 3, Encore Multimax, Hewlett-Packard Series300/400/700, IBM
RS/6000. IBM-compatible PCs running Linux, Sequent Balance, Sequent Symmetry, Silicon Graphics
SGI Power Challenge, SUN3, SUN Sparc, Thinking Machines CM-5.and geneRc uniprocessor UNlX
workstations. Systems to be targeted in the future include IBM-compatible PCs running Windows 95,
the iBM S E . and a version using explicit message passing (MPI).
By generating C. a portable target language, rather than generating assembler code. OSC allows
the target system's C compiler to petform the tasks it is best suited for, such as register allocation
and code scheduling on RISC architectures. The C compiler, of course. also performs traditional
scalar optimizations such as strength reduction and common subexpression elimination.
Thus. we see that each compiler perforrns work that is uniquely suited to its nature. There is little
or no redundancy among their tasks, and each is able to exploit the work done by its predecessor.

1.4

Contributions of Thesis

We have created APEX - the APL ParaIIel Executor - a high-performance APL compiler that pro-

duces SISAL code for serial or paralle1 computers. We claim that APEX rnakes compiled APL an
effective tool for arr-y-based computation, offering excellent performance on serial computers. We
will demonstnte compiled APL performance that is frequently competitive with hand-coded C and

FORTRAN and that c m be as much as three orders of magnitude faster than interpreted APL. Preliminary results also suggest that APEX-generated code obtains good speedup on parriIlel systems.
with kernel benchmarks showing neariy Iinear speedup on a srna11 number of processors. Letting
the SISAL back end handle the synchronization and communication details of parallel computation
for parallel systems facilitates the porting of applications across both serial and parallel target systems. Programs written in the traditional APL style, when compiIed with APEX. provide excellent
performance. thereby reducing tirne-to-solution by a considerable arnount.
These achievements have been accomplished by:

applying static single assignment. data fiow analysis. and other static analysis methods to APL
applications;
exploiting advances in memory management and parallelism in functional Ianguages;
applying local. global, and interprocedural data flow analysis at the array level;

0

0

0

0

0

O

automatically tmnsfonning APL programs containing side effects into stmctured, purely functional f ~ r r n ; ~
adopting an integrated approach to compiler design, in which dl aspects of compiled code
performance are considered;
designing the code generator to best exploit the optimization capabilities of the Optimizing
SISAL Compiler:
showing why it is important to use applications, rather than kernels, to measure the relative
performance of language processors:
using state-of-the-art dgorithms for the irnplementation of APL primitives and derived functions; and by
piggy-backing on the SISAL and C compilers to automatically generate optimized, paralle1
code.

Details of these contributions are described in the remainder of this thesis. Chapter 2 examines

APL performance issues and suggests methods by which an APL compiler might resolve them. It
also discusses some ways that the APL language both helps and hinders a compiler in generating
high-performance code. Chapter 3 presents the design of APEX in the light of problems that we
had to address in compiling APL to SISAL - hindrances arising from the APL Ianguage itself,
from compilation into a functionat language such as SISAL. and from the SISAL compiler, OSC.
Chapter 4 gives the experimental frarnework benchmarks we used to evaluate the performance og

APEX. Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 present the results of a series of experiments we conducted on various
hardware platforms to quantify the extent to which our implementation realized the design goals of
APEX. Those experiments compared the execution tirne performance of APEX-genented code to that
of interpreted APL and FORTRAN 77 for applications and for synthetic kemels. Chapter 7 suggests
some ways in which APL c m hide the details of parallel expression from the programmer, permitting
parallel applications to be written in a highly portable fashion. Finally, Chapter S summarizes Our
researc h findings and presents topics for future researc h.

"By purely functional. we mean that al1 functions accept explicit arguments and producc explicit results. and that al1
assignments to variables are static single assignrnents.

Chapter 2

Issues in Compiling APL
In this chapter. we examine some APL performance issues and suggest methods by which an APL
compiler might resolve some of them. We also present some of the ways that the APL language
both helps and hinders a compiler in genenting high-performance code. Finally, we give a summary
of related work. We will start with a look at APL interpreters to see why many APL applications
perfom slowly in an interpreted environment.

2.1 Why are APL Interpreters Slow?
Most interpreted APL applications execute slowly. That is, they consume significantly more computational resources than they would if written in a scdar-oriented compilable language. Understanding
why interpreters are slow rnay provide enlightenment into how compiled APL c m make APL applications execute faster.
As noted earlier. APL's poor run-time performance arises from its abstract nature. Each name
in an APL application crin theoretically change rneaning from one instant to another. A function's
argument may be

ri

Boolean vector in one call, but a character matnx in the next; a function mrty

become a variable or disappear entirely. The task of executing an APL prognrn c m become quite
complex with al1 these meanings shifting underfoot. In computing, the price paid for complexity
is lost performance. This complexity manifests itself largely in the form of interpreter mn-time
overheads, also known as setrip cost, and in the forrn of array-valued intermediate results. We now
examine each of these overheads in some detail.

2.1.1

Setup Cost

Much of the run-time O-rerhead encountered in interpreted APL is due ta the manner in which an
APL primitive is executed. Execution of an APL primitive comprises four phases: syntax analysis,

conformability checking, memory management, and execution of primitive-specific operations. During Cntotr analysis, an interpreter examines the currently executing line of the program to detemine
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which function to execute next and what its arguments are. Confomabiliy checking ensures that the
function's arguments confom in rank and shape. It also determines, in most cases, the shape of the
result. Mernoq management obtains space for the function's result; after the primitive has completed
execution. memory management discards the arguments to the function. The execute p h s e performs
the actual work of the function. e.g.. summing the elements of an array.
Of these four phases, the first three consist of run-time checks. APL interpreters perform these
mn-time checks for e v e p APL primitive executed in order to deal with the potentially fluid situation
engendered by APL's abstract and interactive nature. We denote the time spent by the processor in
perfoming these mn-time checks as setlcp cost and the time spent in the execute phase as execution
cost. Whereas compiled languages incur setup cost only once, during compilation. the setup cost

within an interpreter is ongoing, incurred during every execution of each primitive in an application.
To get a feet for the impact of setup cost on execution time, consider the performance profile
shown in Figure 2.1. This figure shows the breakdown of the execution time of an actua1 APL
apptication that is a major part of a very large application used to facilitate the borrowing and
lending of securities. It was written by an expert team of APL programmers and is highly tuned for
maximum performance. Since this part of the application includes a database join on Iarge m y s ,
setup costs are amortized over a considerable amount of computation on large arrays. Hence, this
represents a well-written APL application, operating in the optimum part of the APL performance
envelope.
We collected the data in December 1990 at Reuters Information Systems in Toronto as part of a
performance study of the application. The data presented in Figure 2.1 was obtained by running the
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application under control of the E3M 3090 Program Event Recording facility, creating a histogram of
each instruction executed. The resulting histogram data was then matched against the APL interpreter
tink-edit map and then accumulated by subfunction. Each subfunction name was manually classified
as belonging to one of four classes: syntax anatysis, conformabiIity checking, memory management.
and execution. The histogram data was then summarized into those ctasses to produce the information
shown.
Figure 2.1 highlights the excessive mount of time consumed by setup cost: Half of al1 processor
time is devoted to the overheads of syntax analysis, confomability checking, and memory management; half goes to the execute phase which represer.3 useful work. Yet, this application represents
an excellent performance profile for a redistic APL application. Applications operating on smaller
arrays wilt exhibit f x greater relative setup cost. This is because the execute phase. having less work
to do, will execute faster, but setup remains the sarne, because the sarne primitives are executed in
both cases. Figure 2.3, presenting the results of Wiedmann's measurements of APL expressions on
small arrays, shows the execute phase comprising less than 32% of total execution time mie€%].
Our observations of APL systems, made over more than twenty years with both hardware and
software monitoring tools. shows remarkable stability of that distribution for al1 but a few applications.
In fact, deviation from that distribution is cause to examine the application's performance in detail,
as it often reflects a serious bug in the application. For example, in the securities appIication, original
measurements showed excessive time being spent in symbol table management. A trivial correction
to the application cut its cost in half and restored the processor time distribution to the values shown.
As m a y sizes are reduced, the relative proportion of time spent in the execute phase goes down

APL Primitive Overhead
tirne/elernent for (Intvec+intvec)

# elements in array
Figure 2.3: Per-element cost of APL a m y operations

and setup cost rises. When array sizes are very small, such as when operating on scalm, the impact
of setup cost is considenble. To get an indication of the effect of setup cost on per-element execution
time, we performed the following simple experiment on an IBM 3090 mainframe system. We used
the system's high-precision processor timer facility to measure the CPU time required to perform a
simple APL operation (a+b)on integer vectors of varying length. Figure 2.3 presents per-element
execution time versus array size. Note that an operation on a scalar executes at Ieast thirty times
slower than the same operation on one element of a 25-element vector. Setup cost, therefore, has
the potential to cause severe performance degradation on small arrays, These ratios are supported by
Wiedmann. who claims that ". . .interpretive overhead in the form of setup is awesome, and is of the
order of 100 times as much as the per-element time" [Wie83].
Excessive setup cost on small arrays naturally leads to the question of whether. in practice, maIl
arrays are used extensively in APL applications. Since APL is an array Ianguage, one wouId naturally
expect that programmers would exploit its array semantics; large array sizes would be very commonly
observed during the execution of an application and small arrays would be a rarity. The reality of
the situation is quite different - srnaIl arrays abound in APL applications.
In order to rneasure the distribution of array sizes in production APL applications, we instrumented
a mainframe time-shared APL interpreter at Soliton Associates Limited to increment a histogram of
array size for every operation perfomed by the interpreter. We then ran this instrumented interpreter in

production mode for several weeks at the end of 1993, collecting information for every executing APL
task. This system is typical of APL. executing APL-based applications for electronic mail, system
scheduling. high-speed print facilities. application development, data base systems, and program
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editors. The mainframe legacy applications discussed in Chapter 1 have similar execution profiles.
Most of these applications were written by highly experienced APL programmers and hence are
representative of excellent APL coding style. The distribution of array sizes executed during the
experiment is surnmarized in Figure 2.4. Note that, across a wide variety of APL applications. 76%
of ail operations occur on a m y s with fewer than eight elements, and about half of al1 opentions are
pexformed on zero- or one-element arrays. The last line of Figure 3.4 sumrnarizes a similar study of
1.9 17 APL sessions performed by Jordan [Jor79].
Since these figures include measurements made of applications, such as text editors, that are
thought of ris atypical for APL. an argument might be made that they skewed the data toward small
arrays. This argument can be rehted by appeal to a detailed study of APL array size distribution
by Willhoft. who coIlected data for three large APL applications: a data base verfication system. an

interactive education catalog and enrollment system. and an engineering/business graphics system.
His results are highly consistent with ours and those of Jordan: one-element arrays account for 45%.

53%. and 56%. respectively, of al1 primitive opentions w191].
Thus. setup cost plays a large role in even the most well-written APL application. We have seen
that half of the cost of a typical interpreted APL application is spent in setup. This suggests that
elimination of setup cost would producc at most a factor of two improvement in execution time.
However. as we shall see later. removal of setup is only the first step. It is often possible to obtain
two or more orders of magnitude improvement in performance via compilation.

2.1.2 Array-Valued Intermediate Resuits
Another major source of interpreter mn-time overhead is the creation of array-valued intermediate
results. Naive APL interpreters execute one primitive or denved function to completion at a time.
This mode of execution creates array-vaiued intermediate results, or temps, which are relatively rare
in scalar-oriented, non-functional prognms. Temps have potentially high mernory and processor
costs.
To see why this is so, consider the simple task of summing the first Nintegers. in a scalar language
such as FORTRAN, this would be done by an iterative constmct that would create a succession of
integers and add them to a mnning total. For exarnple:

656

total = O
do 6 6 6 i=l,N
total = t o t a l + i

This ripproach requires memory for only two integers, regardless of the value of N: a compiler would
probably allocate those integers to registers, resulting in increased performance. Contrat this with an
equivalent array-oriented APL expression: +/ LN.First, the index generator function. LN,creates a
Iist of the first N integers, then the plus reduction, i/,sums the elements of that list. The list created
by index generator produces a temp which requires N integers of mernory.' Hence, a computation
thrit requires a fixed. small amount of memory when expressed as a loop has turned into one that
requires a variable. potentially very large, amount of memory when expressed as array operations.
Furtherrnore. since the list cannot be allocated to registers, it must be placed in rnemory. This
c m produce a significant slowdown in today's cornputers, due to the disparity between processor and
memory speeds. The difference in performance cm exceed an order of magnitude. For example, a
prime number generator (primes) we used as an early APEX benchmark exhibited poor performance
due to a compiler bug. The bug inhibited loop fusion, thereby causing excessive rnernory usage
due to creation and use of temps. When the bug was fixed, we observed a 67-fold improvement in
performance of that benchrnark.
Two further examples of amy-valued temp generation in typicai APL code are taken from the
benchmarks we present in Chapter 5. Consider the computation of the pivot row in the rnatnx inverse
benchmark, mdiv. and the location of silent T's in text (as in "witch") in the metaphon benchmark.
The pivot row of the matrix A used in the ith itention of mdiv is computed by the expression shown

on the first line below:
i4( l i c A [ ; i I ) i r / i i 4 A C ; i ]
A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

'Some APL interpreten. such as Siemens APU4004, provide support for arithmeric progression vecrors (APVs) to
crrcumvcnt this pmicular problem (Ive731. APVs are a primitive data type that represents an arithmetic progression as
s t a r t + stridex 1coun t. APVs do not. however. solve the generril problern of amy-vrilued temps.
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Execution of this expression creates nine temps, marked by the carets in the second row. Of these. six
are vectors, three are integer scalars. Similarly, in the metaphon benchmark. silent T's are marked
using the expression:
( ~ m e g a = ~ T ~ ) ~ ( l d)/\2@='HV
I=~C'
A

A

Ah

A

Ah

Naive execution of this expression creates seven Boolean temps of the same size as the argument
m y . In both of these examples, rewriting the code using scdar-oriented loops would eliminate ail
array-valued temps, albeit at

ri considenble

cost in code clarity and maintainability.

Thus. we set: that the temps associated with naive execution of APL can significantly increase
the processor time and memory requirernents of APL applications. When this factor is cornbined
with setup cost, it becornes very clear why APL interpreters have a severe performance handicap
compared to compiled Ianguages. With this understanding of the performance problems, let us now
see how compiled APL could solve some of those problems.

2.2

Reducing Interpreter Costs via Compilation

In order to see how compiled APL can out-perform interpreted APL, it is natural to look first at the
areas of high interpreter overhead, Figure 3.1 highlighted the considerable senip cost that interpreters
encounter in performing syntax analysis. conformability checking, and memory management. First,
we shall examine ways in which those overheads could be reduced by compilation. Then, we shall
present methods by which an APL compiler c m improve on the performance of the execute phase
of primitive functions.
2.2.1

Reducing Cost of Syntax Analysis and Conformability Checking

The first, and most obvious. part of setup cost that compilation can deal with is that of syntax analysis.
As mentioned earlier, syntax analysis is an ongoing activity in an APL interpreter. brought about by

the possibility of the environment changing underfoot. For example, an identifier may change from
ri

variable to a function; a function argument may be a Boolean scalar for one d l , but an integer

matrix for the next; a user may intermpt execution in mid-line, e m e or create objects, then restart
execution. Given this state of affairs, it may seem that an APL language processor has no choice
but to repeatedly reexamine its environment. However, the reality of the situation is quite different most production applications are well-behaved and rarely exhibit the above exotic f o m s of behavior.

If we accept a prohibition on dismpted execution, then we c m exploit the above characteristic of
good behavior to avoid repetitive syntax analysis. Such a prohibition is considered a natural aspect
of compiled code. but it does require that the APL user agree to abandon the flexibility of interaction.
Since we have now established a terra f i m a of narnes and their meanings, we can then perform
syntax analysis on the application once and be assured that the meaning assigned to each token
encountered in the analysis will remain unchanged. Therefore, mn-time syntax analysis c m be
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eliminated. producing a significant speedup in the performance of APL applications.'
Having eliminated syntax analysis from the run-time picture, we tum to conforrnabitity checking,
the largest single overhead in many APL applications. Conformability checking comprises activities
including, but not necessariiy limited to:

Type checking - in x+y. are both arguments numeric?
0

Rank checking - in x+y, do both arguments have the same number of axes? If not. is one
argument a scalar or singleton?j
Shape checking - in x+y.do both arguments contain the same number of elements dong each
a.xis3
Detennination of compute type - depending on the argument types and the primitive function
being executed, the data type used to perform the actual computation wiH vary. For example,
in x+y. if x is integer and y is Boolean, the compute type will be integer. In the power
function *y. the compute type will be floating unless both arguments are Boolean.
Determination of result type - the result type is frequently the same as the compute type,
but there are exceptions. For exampie, in x=y, the result type will be Boolean, although the
compute type could be Boolean, integer, floating, or character, depending on the types of x
and y.
Determination of left and right fetch type - Depending on the compute type, it may be necessary
to coerce the left or right argument from its storage type to the compute type. For exarnple, in
x+y. if x is Boolean and y is integer, then the fetch type of x will indicate Boolean-to-integer
conversion. and the fetch type of y will indicate the identity , integer-to-integer conversion.
Determination of execution function - there may be several specific functions associated with
a generic primitive function, depending on the compute type required. For example, x+y wilI
use different code for addition if the compute type is integer than if the compute type is floating.

These conformability checking tasks, although fairly straightforward, are responsible for a considerable arnount of interpreter overhead. This overhead c m be largely eliminated by analyzing the
well-behaved nature of production APL applications through the use of data flow analysis. a s will
be discussed in Chapter 3. Data flow analysis, pxticularly when combined with the renaming of

variables through static singIe assignment analysis, permits a compiler to make decisions about the
properties of each m y created during the execution of an APL application. Thetefore, the work
done in conformability checking c m be done once, at compile time, except for shape checking, some
of which usually must be deferred until run-time.
The specific form of data flow analysis devoted to detemination of array properties is denoted as
array rnorphology. to emphasize the fact that we are interested in the structure and properties of arrays
'ACORN was a simple research APL compiler that did little more thm eliminate run-time syntax analysis. yet scalar
loops cornpiled under ACORN produccd a five-fold performance improvement over interpreted APL [BBJMgO].
'A singleton is an any a r n y that con~ainsonly one element. e.g.. a scalar. one-element vector. one-by-one matrix. A
singleton. X. is any rirray chat satisfies the predicate l=x/PX.
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rather than scalars [Ber93]. In APEX. a m y morphology is required to determine the n n k and type
of arrays. but it is also used to deduce other anay properties. including shape. value, and predicates
such as Arra~IsSonedUp,ArrayIsSortedDown. and ArrqIsPennrttationVector. These properties and
predicates often enable a code generator to generate code that exploits superior algorithms for specid
cases of certain functions. For example, if an a m y is known to be a permutation vector, then it c a .
be sorted using a linear time pigeon-hoIe algorithm; binary search can be used with set membership
if one argument is known to be sorted; upgrade of an already-sorted array can be done in linear time,
because the result can be generated without any examination of the data elements of the argument
array .
The only remaining part of conformability checking, shape checking, could be conditionally
removed for operations where rnorphological analysis at compile time was able to show that two
a m y s must always be cori.formable. APEX does not yet fully implement this particular optimization.
Nonetheless, even the relatively simple analysis performed by APEX permits the vast majority of
conforrnability checks to be eliminated from the run-time picture.
We conjecture that performing morphologicai analysis in a naive interpreted environment is not
worthwhile, as it is a very time-consuming operation. Its use in an interpreted cnvironmsnt is
precluded by its detrimental effect on setup time. It would, however, be interesting to explore a
h ybrid compiler-interpreter that performed such analysis in the background or during a user's think

time. Such an approach might be able to combine the interactive flexibility of an interpreter with the
high performance of compiIed code.

2.2.2 Reducing Cost of Memory Management
Having thus dealt with the overheads of syntax analysis and conformability checking, it is time to
turn to the next major performance bottleneck of interpreted APL - memory management. A m y
memory management is a challenge for APL and other functional languages. In functional Irtnguages.
arrays are not statically named objects to be allocated in memory and modified in situ. as they
are in FORTRAN. Rather, arrays

art:

the ephemeral progeny of functions. created and destroyed

dynamically as execution proceeds. This process of creation and destruction of array-valued temps
hum performance. If we could but escape this cycle of continual creation and destruction of large
intermediate results, considenble run-time performance improvements would accrue. Luckily, in
functional prognmming, unlike in real life, there are ways to get off the wheel of birth and death.
Some of the methods by which a system can reduce the performance impact of array-vaIued temps
are loop Fusion. copy avoidance, reduced reference counting, and speciaI treatment of scalars. Let us
examine these methods in tum. to see how memory management costs can be reduced.
In programming. the fastest code is the code that is not there: the best way to make a piece of
code run faster is to eliminate it from the program. Similarly, the best way to handle the performance
Ioss engendered by large temps is to avoid genenting them. In APL. it is quite common for one
function to generate its result in tom as a temporary array in one function, then to feed that temporary
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result to another function as one of its arguments. This materialization of an entire array increases
memory requirernents and slows execution speed, due to the need to access main memory for storing
and fetching the temporary m y elements. Consider, instead, a f a q method of function evaluation,
which postpones genention of results untiI they are needed by another function [Abr7O,Bud88].

Lazy evduation often eliminates the need to generate array-valued temps entirely. thereby saving
execution time and rnemory space. For example. in the +/ LN example, a lazy evaluator wouid have
the reduction (?/) generate repeated requests for the index generaror function ( I N )to produce the
next element of its result. As these were generated, the reduction would consume them by adding
them to its total. Thus. only one element of the List of integers would exist any point in time. In
addition, the processor time penalty imposed by memory access times could also reduced, because
the few array elements in existence at any given point in time could often be allocated to registers
or would be very likely to reside in cache memory, perrnitting n p i d access.

Lazy evaluation c m be irnpiemented by having the compiler perform loopjï~sionto merge the
control flow structures associated with similar computations [Abr70]. For example. if x. y, and z
are vectors, the expression x + p z rnight be naively written as:

The above code, which reflects the way that most APL interpreters would actually execute the

expression. senerates an array-valued temp, templ. The code inchdes two instances of control flow
overhead for loop counter increment. limit testing, and conditional branching.
Modem cornpilers recognize loops such as the above and combine, or fuse, them. Hence, the
name foopfirsiori. The result of appIying loop fusion to the APL code fragment produces:

666

do 666 i=l, shape(y)
templ ( i ) = y ( i )*z(i)
temp2 ( i ) = x ( i )+templ ( i )

Loop fusion has removed one set of control fiow overheads from the execution.
Further optimizations replace the use of templ(i ) with a scalar temp, to produce:

This optimization has replaced an array-valued temp, templ,by a scalar temp, temp3. This change
may significantly reduce the memory cost of the computation; both of the changes described above
reduce execution time.
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As noted earlier in this chapter, the use of Ioop fusion to remove array-valued temps c m pro-

vide a performance boost that is in excess of an order of magnitude. Thus, Ioop hsion is a quite
sensible and powerful feature to include in an array Imguage compiIer. but it is difficult to introduce into interpreters except in very special circumstances. The problems of environmental shift and
the requirement to perform conformability checking across a number of primitives makes the task
complicated and, moreover, increases setup cost*
Two other techniques for reducing the cost of memory management are elimination of array
copying operations, and elimination or reduction of reference count opentions. Cornputer Ianguages
usually provide a way to replace elements of an existing m y with new values. In a functiond
language, the semantics of such a replace operation usudly specifies genention of a new arny
copy of the original array

- with certain elements replaced by

-a

new values. Copying arrays during

replace operations is very time-consuming when arrays are large. Therefore, most APL interpreters

attempt to eliminate the copy opention when there are no other active referents to the argument
array. so they can efficiently perform the replace operation in place. This is typically done by
associating a reference count with each array when it is created, and maintaining the reference count
as primitives refer to, or cease to refer to, the array. A replace operation that intends to modify an
a m y will perform the operation in pIace if the array's reference count indicates that there are no
other referents to the array. Otherwise, a copy must be made. Reference counting has other benefits,
such as eliminating the need to copy arguments to functions. These optimizations tend to provide
a system-wide improvement in interpreter performance, but they do exact a price in increased setup
cost. If the benefits of copy avoidance could be achieved without having to maintain reference counts
for al1 array operations, then overall system performance would improve. The analysis required to
perfom this is fairly extensive, but is quite tolerabie in a compiIed environment.
As noted earlier. much of the work in APL applications is perforrned on scalars. Most APL

systems represent scalars as tank-0 arrays, with concomitant overhead to maintain their descriptors.
If scalars were special-cased. instead of being treated as merely another a m y , their maintenance
would be simpIer since no descriptor maintenance would be required. However. special cases are
the hobgoblins of interpreters. Determination and filtering of special cases increases setup cost and
drives up interpreter size. even when the probability of being able to exploit the special case is low.
The interpreter designer therefore walks a tightrope between increased setup cost and the ability to
exploit a highly beneficial, but rarely encountered, special case. A compiler, by contrast, can detect
scalars at compile time. This permits the compiler to generate high-performance scalar code without
adversely impacting the performance of the test of the system.

2.2.3

Reducing Cost of Execution

Although the above picture of setup cost may make it seem otherwise, every APL function does
eventually get around to actually openting on an array to do real work - e-g., adding the eiements

of arnys. This facet of operation. denoted the execrcte phase, is where APL interpreters can shine
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- for those classes of applications where a few APL primitives dominate the computationd load.
Array primitives offer the interpreter designer excellent high-level seniantic information about the
opention to be performed. There is usually rnuch more information available to the interpreter than
a scaiar-oriented compiler would ever have available. For example, the interpreter will know that
it is performing a specific form of matrix product on a Boolean matrix ruid a rank-3 integer tensor.

This gives the interpreter the ability to exploit a high-performance, special-case algorithm to perform
the operation. By way of contrast. a scalar-oriented compiler would only observe sevenl nested
loops combined with IF statements. Thus, an array-oriented compiler or interpreter has a good g n s p
of the situation. whereas the scalar-oriented compiler sees only a fog of detail obscuring the big
picture of the operation to be perforrned. Extensible languages with overloading, such as C++. rnay
be able to obtain a view of the situation similar to that of APL, but it is not clear whether they are
able to efficiently handle other aspects of abstraction, such as function composition. In any event.
APL, whether interpreted or compiled, has a good view of the computation in the large. and thus has
opportunities for exploiting improved run-time algorithms.
Within an interpreter, increased setup cost limits the performance gains that can be obtained by
exploiting APL's larger view of the computation. However, an APL compiler c m extract most of
the potential benefit with no increase in setup cost. To see how this can be done. we will look at
determination of special-case functions, phrase recognition, and array coordinate mapping.
Once a compiler or interpreter knows the type and rank of a function's arguments. it has most of
the information it needs to efficiently perform the execute phase of the function. In an interpreter,
a relatively genenc choice of execution function is made during setup. Specid cases. however, are

tùnction-specific. and their detection is deferred to the interpreter execute phase. For example. the
APL table lookup function. indes-OJ is frequently used to search for a single value. rather than a

whole array of values. In such a case. a sophisticated search algorithm usually does not pay off; a
simple linear search is most effective [Ber73]. To choose the appropriate algorithm, an interpreter
must always. therefore. check the array sizes involved in the operation. A compiler. by contrast.
knows at compile time that one argument is scalar and will genente optimal code for that case
without requiring a run-time check. Thus, a compiler c m obtain the benefit of special-case algorithm
selection without the burden of increased mn-time cost to detect its presence.
Compilers and interpreters c m also genente more efficient code by performing phrase recognition
or idiom recognition [Per79]. Idiomatic expressions often appear in APL programs in place of calls
to library routines. For example. the phrase D P x gives the rank - the number of axes - of the array
x; the expression ( ( 1 ox)=xlx)/x produces the set of unique elements of the vector x ; the phrase
(v\xf

' ' 1/ X removes leading blanks from the text vector x. The ability to recognize phrases

offers an opportunity to generate faster or more memory-efficient code to implement them. Phrase
recognition is done to a limited extent in most interpreters [Ive73,Bro85], but it is usually restncted to
a few simple. common expressions, because of the cost of pattern matching and expression validation

within an interpreter. A compiler. by contrast, could detect a large set of phrases with no loss of
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run-time performance.
Array courdinate mapping is a third method that cornpilers and interpreters can use to produce

more efficient code. Pioneered by Abrams and later extended by Guibas and Wyatt and others

[Abr70.GW78.Bud88.Mu188,Mu190],array coordinate mapping offers a way to eliminate the perelernent execution time associated with many APL structural functions. Structural functions, such as
ravel, reversal, transpose, take, drop, and some cases of reshape, change the array stmcture or the
ordering of array elements without changing the element values. When naively implernented in a
form that involves element-by-element copying of the argument, their execution time is proportional
to the nurnber of elements in the result array. Array coordinate mapping, by contrast, converts these
operations on array elements into manipulations of their array descriptors. This permits functions that
would otherwise require time and space proportional to their result size to opente in a small. fixed
amount of time and space. A m y coordinate mapping has been irnplernented in a few APL compilers
and interpreters [Bud88,Bro85]. Within an interpreter, array coordinate mapping increases setup cost.
because al1 functions must be able to distinguish normal arguments - those given as a basic set of
descriptors - from those given

ris

a function of descriptors. Since a compiler would statically deduce

whether a function's argument was normal or mapped, no increased setup cost would be incurred
for compiled code. Thus. a compiler c m obtain a11 of the benefits of array coordinate mapping with
none of the costs.
We now see that compilers are better able than interpreters to exploit APL's larger view of
computation, by not having to withstand increased setup cost. Moreover. compiled code enjoys an
added benefit - synergy - that is not possible to achieve in an interpreted environment. Synergy
results when optimizations work in concert to produce performance levels that exceed the sum of the
optimizations working independently. To see how synergy arises in this context. we will look at the
impact of one very important aspect of compiled APL: function inlining.
Many scalar language cornpilers routinely inline fùnctions, replacing their invocations with a
suitably rnodified copy of the text of the function itself. The immediate and obvious benefit of
inlining, particularly for leaf-IeveI functions, is to remove the cost of function cal1 and exit from
each such invocation and to provide a potential improvement in the cache performance of instruction
fetch. In addition. inlining offers additional performance benefits through synergy with local and
global optimizations.
In an APL compiler. these optimizations work across the boundaries of APL primitives, offering
levels of performance that are difficult or impossible to obtain in a purely interpretive environment
in which optimizations are limited to a single primitive. For example, fùnction inlining tends to
increase the size of basic blocks, giving register allocators and FüSC code schedulers the opportunity
to do a better job than they could in the absence of inlining. Inlining also exposes other possible
optimizations. including common subexpression elimination, partial evaluation, and in-place updating
of a m y s . Most importantly. function inlining enables loop fusion to take place across APL primitives.

OSC inlining merges. into a single block, the APEX-generated SISAL code that implements several

APL primitives and defined functions. This action enables OSC's loop fusion optimizations to reduce
loop control overhead. It also facilitates the complete removal of many may-vaiued temps. Inlining
thereby provides performance improvements that are afI out of proportion with what we expect from
inlining and loop fusion working independently of one another. This particular synergy is critical in
obtaining APL performance that is competitive with cornputer-oriented Ianguages.
Interpreters, by contrast. have sevenl difficulties in attempting to exploit these optimizations in
isolation, let alone in concert. Inlining is contmy to the nature of a pure interpreter, as it involves
dynamic code generation. Those interpreters that do achieve some of the effect of inlining by dynarnic
code generation are either unabte to perform loop fusion or perform loop fusion only in restricted
circumstances when vector hardware assists are available m 8 9 ] . Without loop fusion, the potentiat
benefit of code scheduling is substantially reduced. We are not aware of any APL interpreter that
exploits common subexpression eIimination. This situation is probably due to the complexity of
analysis and increased setup cost entailed by run-time validation of the subexpression. Interpreted
applications, therefore, are not able to take advantage of the synergy availabIe to cornpiled applications

and. therefore. suffer concomitant performance loss.

2.3 Language Characteristics
APL has a number of characteristics that set it apart from most popular computer languages. These
characteristics inchde array operations. higher-order functions, absence of declmtions. nameclass
changes, dynarnic scoping, and little need for explicit loops. Some of these ease the task of compiting

APL; others complicate or fnistrate it. Let us look at both sets of these characteristics in turn and
see how they impact the compilation of APL.

2.3.1

Language Characteristics that Benefit Compilation

Among the characteristics of APL that simplify the task of compiling or interpreting APL are array
operations, higher-order functions. and little need for explicit loops. They also often enable interpreters or compiIers to execute complex primitive or derived functions, such as upgrtrde or inde-rof.
considerably faster than the code that most programmers would tend to write for serial languages.
A m y operations are frequently viewed as syntactic sugar, merely offering the user convenience
of expression. A m y operations, in fact, make the language processor's task of high-performance
code generation easier in several ways. First, by subsuming the decision of elemental evaluation
order. the Ianguage processor is able to rnaxirnize the effective use of target system resources such
as cache and distributed memory on a multiprocessor. A programmer working at the serial Ianguage
level, by contrat. might ignore or misuse these resources. e.g.. permuting loop order and thereby
making poor use of cache. Second. APL's a m y operations eliminate most side effects and loopcarried dependencies. This simplifies the compiler's job and facilitates extraction of parallelism.
Third, m y operations c m easily be performed in paraIIel on multiprocessors. In addition, several
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elemental opentions can be performed in parallel, even on uniprocessors. For instance. if Boolean
data is stored as one element per bit, the Boolean functions c m be performed a word at a time. thereby
producing a considerable parallel speedup with no changes to application code. Our application of
this technique to the class of Boolean inner products, such as v A. typically used for cornputation

.

of transitive closure in Boolean graphs, resulted in a thousand-fold speedup in the speed of these
derived functions in SHARP APL. Clearly, such optimizations can be exploited by compilers as well
ris by interpreters.
The higher-order functions of APL describe families of commonly used operations including
scans, reductions, and inner products. As with the arny opentions, these operations often c m be
performed with a level of efficiency achievable by few programmen. just as the BLAS (Basic Linear
Algebra Subroutines) obtriin high performance by paying careful attention to algorithms and to cache
and processor characteristics. The higher order functions of APL are also usually implemented using
extremely sophisticated algorithms that are similar in spirit to the BLAS, but APL's algorithms are
more general because of the nature of APL's higher-order functions. For example, APL perfoms al1
matrix products efficiently, not just the +. x of the BLAS. Few send language programmers would
take the time to directly write rilgorithms of the complexity of BLAS into applications, for reasons
of maintainability or development schedule. Yet, that Ievel of performance is immediately available
to the user of interpreted or compiled APL. because of the power of higher-order functions.
For higher-order functions. a compiler has a slight performance edge over an interpreter, because
algorithm selection is made statically, rather thm at run-time. Given sufficient predicates from array
morphology. a compiler would gain a significant edge. For example, if one argument to matrix search
(a variant on inner product represented as A . = ) was known to be sorted, a compiler could generate
highiy efficient binary search code instead of the more expensive, general case of the code for inner
product.
The dearth of explicit loops in most APL prograrns offers a slight compile-time advantage over
other languages - APL prograrns have a small number of basic blocks. This speeds up data flow
analysis and other compilation tasks. Other improvements derive from the minuscule size of APL
programs compared to those written in scalar-oriented languages. We have not attempted to measure
the magnitude of these differences, as they are probably not significant in most cases.

2.3.2 Language Characteristics that Hinder Compilation
Just as APL has certain characteristics that enhance compilation, it has others that hinder the work
of a compiler. These include the absence of variable declarations, imprecise conformabi lity rules.
dynarnic changes of array type. dynamic scoping and overloading of functions, nameclass changes,
and absence of an ISO APL Standard for flow control structures. We will briefly discuss each of
these characteristics and their impact on the compilation process.
The APL language does not include declarations for variables; functions are declared by virtue
of their presence in the workspace. APL interpreters and some compilers address this problem by
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attaching type and rank information to each arny created during execution and propagating it as
execution proceeds. Since this approach increases the work required to execute each primitive and
reduces opportunities for inter-primitive optimizations, we shall not discuss it further. A better way to
handle the absence of deciarations is to let the compiler deduce the type and rank of each m y created
by the prograrn. This method pennits generation of highly efficient code [Ber93,CNSS9,Saa78].
The deductive approach works quite well for realistic applications, except for the arguments to the
"main" functions, for which we have no way to deduce types and ranks. To see why these arguments
present a problem, consider a trivial prograrn consisting of a single function, such as LN. It is not
possible to deduce the type of N. It could be Boolean. integer, or floating. It could be anv rank, as
long as it is a one-element m y . We know the result is art integer vector, but that is no help to us
in tracing backwards in the data Row gxph.' Thus. there is no way to deduce the type and rank of
certain function arguments without assistance from a programmer.
A second problem is that the type and rank of a variable c m change from point to point in a

.

program. In the contrived expression Xx (X+0. 3 0 . 4 0 5 1+X+X4-2, the variable X is first an
integer scalar, then a floating vector.
Finally. an array resulting from a single expression may v q in type from cd1 to d l , due to
type promotion. For exampte, the power function N*5 may return a Boolean (if N is a Boolean).
an integer (if N is a small positive integer), or floating (if N is floating or large enough to cause
integer overflow ). This presents a problem to a compiler that must detennine the type of each array
at compile time.
A compiler must. therefore, dea1 with at least three distinct problems arising from the absence
of variable decIarations in APL - type and rank deduction. the same name being used for different
objects, and type promotion.
The dynamic scoping rules of APL present another challenge to compiler writers. ISO Standard
APL is defined to use dynamic scoping, just as early dialects of LISP did. Dynamic scoping allows
ri

function's globals to change type or rank depending on the cal1 site of the function. Similarly.

globals that are set by that function may change their type and nnk, thereby affecting al1 later uses of
those globals by the application. Dynamic scoping makes it impossible to perform data flow analysis
on a single function in isolation. Instead. the entire application must be analyzed as a whole using
interprocedunl data flow andysis.
A related problem in analyzing how arrays are used in APL aises from APL's ability to dynamically manipulate the set of narnes - functions and variables - in the workspace. Functions can
be created and expunged on the fly; character strings created at run-time can be executed by the
interpreter as if they were APL expressions embedded in the program text. A programmer or user
can interrupt execution of a running application, create, expunge, or edit any function or variable in

?bis problem anses. in pan. [O the irnprecise conformabitity rules that were adopted for APL, in the name of programmer
The folly of pro_enmmerconvenience has since bcen recognized by APL language designers and imprecise
conformability rules have been rejected in more recent languages. such as J, that are denvatives of APL.
convenience.
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the workspace. then continue execution of the application. This leads to a potential for continually
shifting sands in a desert of names and meaning. Since compilers depend on a certain stability in
names, they will have problems handling these aspects of APL.
A final area of difficulty in compiling APL is that of control fiow. APL. unlike most other

modem languages, has no standard for flow control structures; a conditional goro is its only method
of controlling flow. This complicates the job of computing a control flow gnph for an application. a
necessary task if the application is to be compiled. APL's goro presents sevenl unique problems to
the compiler writer. The ultimate argument to a goro is a line number. not a line label. This permits
users to create such perverse. but ISO Standard-confonning, code as that which implements a CASE
stritement by branching to the sum of a line label and an integer index. Second, the definition of
conditional branches complicates matters, as a goro is defined as not-taken if the argument to the
goro is an empty vector. Although several vendors have released APL interpreters that support

stmctured flow control mechanisms, other vendors have not yet taken any action in this area. Thus,
application writers who wish to write portable code are constrained to use APL's goro construct,
thereby sacrificing code maintainability and a substantial arnount of performance [Ber931. ClearIy,
goro represents a considerable challenge to both the application programmer and to the APL compiler

writer.

2.4

Related work

Projects to improve the productivity of programmers and computers have been with u s since the
first computer was invented. These efforts, al1 ultimately aimed at reducing time-to-solution, involve
enhrincing programmint languages to provide more general and concise methods of expressing alsorithms, providing cornpilers to rnap those languages into a form directly executable by computers.
and using sophisticated compiler optimization techniques to generate more efficient code. We will
now summarize some of these research results, where they are germane to this thesis.

2.4.1

Methods for Reducing Time-To-Solution

Time-to-solution c m be dealt with by reducing the time it takes to wnte an application or by reducing
the execution time of the application. Not surprisingly, the APL and FORTRAN communities are
adopting concepts and methods from each other to achieve this end.

FORTRAN is chancterized by poor development time and exceIlent run-tirne performance. The
Fortran 90 and HPF communities have undertaken to support parailelism and to streamline application
development through adoption of APL-like features, including array and structural operations and a
few reductions. Atthough this approach would seem to offer the performance of a compiled l a n g a g e
combined with the flexibility and expressiveness of APL, it fails to achieve that end [Ber91]. First of
all, many facilities taken from APL were not ueated in a general manner. For example, ADJUSTL,
akin to APL's rotate primitive, is defined for chmcter vectors only - it will not opente on numeric

data nor on matrices, limiting the urility of this added facility. SecondIy, the absence of unifying
design principles inhibits the creativity and expressiveness of the programmer. The ability to compose
functional expressions and to derive new functions in a simple, concise, and consistent manner is
the key to idiomatic expression and rapid application development in APL. yet this capability was
not added to Fortran 90. Finally, the fundamental problem with moving a serial Ianguage into a
parallel world is that it is difficult to make substmtial changes to a Ianguage once it has an instdled
user base. HPF and Fortran 90 retain their scaiar heritage; they do not Iend themselves to the type
of expression that is essential to insight and rapid application development. Thus. although these
lanpages do offer shorter devetopment time than their ancestors. their scalar lineage suggests that
they will remain unable to compete with thought-oriented langages in the application development
phase of time-to-solution.
In contrast to FORTRAii, APL offers excellent development time and poor execution time. APL
interpreter designers, seeing the poor performance of APL on many applications relative to compiled
code, recognized that, if APL run-time performance could be increased to the point where APL wris
cornpetitive with FORTRAN and C . time-to-solution wouId be greatly decreased. However. we are
not aware of any projects to improve interpreter performance that have achieved this goal. As an
example of one such approach, interpreters that use semi-static parsing methods to reduce syntax
analysis overhead provide about a twofold performance improvement, yet they have proved to be
fragile and difficult to debug and maintah5 Interpretive systems that perforrn even the simplest m y
anaIysis in order to exploit algebraic identities or known properties of arrays do not run substantiaIly
faster than existing naive interpreters [Ive73]. These disappointing levels of performance mise from
the considerable amount of run-tirne bookkeeping required by these methods. The increased setup cost
incurred by keeping track of possible optimizations usudly outweighs any performance benefit gained
by their exploitation. Our own research into improving the performance of an existing interpreter,
by reducing instruction path lengths for primitive function setup, suggests that production application
performance could be improved by 13

- 20%. Although this is quite significant for certain large

mainframe applications, it is not in the same bal1 park as the performance improvement we expect
from compiled code.
Interpreter performance is also affected by the inability to exploit powerful compiler optimizations. Only in rare cases do interpreters employ optimization techniques such

ris

loop fusion and

common subexpression elimination. Absence of loop fusion introduces additional temporary arrays
and radically increases memory subsystem traffic. E M ' s mainframe APL3 interpreter does support
loop fusion, but only under special coding circumstances and then only with optional vector process'ln the course of running benchmarks for this thcsis. we discovered such a performance bug in one such commercial
APL interpreter. The interpreter used a semi-static parsing scheme to reduce mn-tirne syntax anatysis, rcscanning a line
whcn it detccted that the environment had changed in a way that might invalidate the previous syntax state. Unfonunately. a
bug had bcen tntraduced into the interpreter. causing syntax analysis Co be performed on every execution of a line containing
3 comment. This rcsulted in a factor of 25 performance degradation for itentive benchmarks such as shume. We inforrned
rhe vendor of the problem and the bug was fixed. The benchmark resutts presented here use a corrcctcd version of the
intcrpreter.

ing hardware. Even then, the performance gain at the kemel level is usually iimited to a factor of two
to three m 8 9 ] . The dynamic code dispatch techniques used in most interpreters limit the ability to
exploit low-level optimizations such as code scheduling and register assignment on RISC machines.
Given the unresolved performance problems of current APL interpreters, we cm safely assume that
dramatically improved interpreter performance is not likely to materïalize in the near fbture. and we
must tum to compilation as the path to high performance.

2.4.2

APL Cornpilers

Most compiled APL projects have gotten off to a good start, but have ended up as rusting hulks
on the banks of the river of APL history. To date. no commercially successful APL compiler bris
appeared on the market. and no APL interpreter has ever been able to c o m p t e with compiled scalar
langages on itentive applications. Nonetheless, a number of valuable ideas that have emerged from
efforts to improve the performance of APL are wonhy of mention. as we have adopted some of them
in APEX.
Several authors. including Driscoll and Orth, Saal, Weigang, and Wiedmann. have written comprehensive sumrnaries of the problems of compiling APL and possible benefits arising from its compilation [J086.Saa78.Wei85,Wie85.Wie79].These outline the history of APL performance problems
and attempts to cope with them.
The history of APL compilation consists of two major streams. One strearn is that of tme
compilen whose output is another cornputer language. assembly or machine code. or source code in
FORTRAN, C. or SISAL. The other strearn is that of dynamic compilation, in which an interpreter
generates executable code in the process of running an APL prognm. The latter might immediately
discard the executable code after use or preserve it for reuse. The second stream. although of
considerable interest and coincidentally that which the author has had most experience with, is
beyond the scope of this thesis. because of the difficulties of dynamic code generation without the
assistance of a compiler. Consequently. we shall not discuss it further. The first stream. that of
language translators for APL. is our major interest here.
Several compilers for APL or APL-like languages have been constructed over the past decade,
mostly as research projects. These included Wiedmann's APL*PLUS compiler for the S/360. Ching's
APU370 and COMPC compilers. Driscoll and Orth's Yorktown APL Translater (YAT), Budd's APLe
compiler, Bemecky and Brenner's ACORN, and Sofremi's AGL compiler. To date. none of those
have been commercially successful, in the sense of k i n g widely used in the APL community, although
Wiedmann's compiler achieved enough customer use that we might properly cal1 it a product. These
set the stage for our work.
Early work in compile-time conforrnability checking is discussed by Bauer and Weiss [BS74].
Weiss and Saal used similar techniques to make a static determination of the syntax class of APL
objects [WS8 11. Their approach, which formed the b a i s for data flow analysis methods used in
several APL compilers, uses def-use anaIysis to detemine the syntactic class of each named object

ju
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in an APL application. This differs from our method in that they did not make any attempt to
detennine the a r n y rnorphology of the program. That is, their analysis ceased at the point of having
found out which names are niladic, monadic, or dyadic functions, and which narnes are variables.
Our approach concentrates on determining the morphological information - primarily type. nnk. and
shape - associated with each function (primitive, derived, or defined) in the program.
One mesure of the success of a research project is its eventual availability as a product. The
earliest commercial offering of an APL compiler was that offered by STSC and designed by Wiedmann
wie79,Wie83,Wie85]. The Wiedmann compiler transtated a single APL function into 51360 machine
code, which manifested itself as a locked function in a mainframe timesharing user's APL workspace.
The compiler's major drawback was its limited applicability

ruid

excessive compile times, with

compilations of relatively simple functions requiring ovemight processing on a large mainframe.
Budd deveioped a compiler for APLe. an APL-like language. We say APL-Iike. because his
compiler did not strictly reflect the semantics of APL [Bud88,Bud83]. For example, his static name
scoping rules were quite different from those of APL and some primitives were implemented with
quite different semantics from those of ISO APL. The array copying avoidance techniques proposed
by Guibas and Wyatt were adopted by Budd in his APL to C compiler [BudSS]. These techniques
were later extended by Treat and Budd [BT82,Ti384], dthough the extensions appear to be of little
practical value in today's machines, as they require execution of integer rnod~tlmoperations in the
inner loop of operand fetch. The extensions rnay yet provc useful if the performance of rnodullrs
c m be improved or if current trends in processor speed versus memory access time continue. The
compiler also used data flow analysis techniques simitar to those used by us in APEX and by Ching
in his compiler. Budd's compiler did not perform interprocedural data flow analysis. which may have
caused its performance to suffer. Budd presents an idgorithm for performing data flow analysis in
APLe [Bud85]. He also presents a rationale for data flow analysis in an APL compiler. and discusses

some of the issues associated with APL data flow analysis.
Ching developed a compiler for a subset of VS APL that directly generated S/370 machine code
[Chi86a.Chi86b.CX87.CNS89]. The back end was later rewritten to emit C code [JCgI]. Ching's
compiler is d s o the only one other than APEX and ACORN that have produced code for a parallel
cornputer. His compiler did not perform optimization beyond the level of a basic block in APL.
Driscoll and Onh. of IBM Research, developed YAT (Yorktown APL Translator), an APL to
FORTRAN compiler [J087,5086]. This compiler was eventually licensed to Interprocess Systems,
but its current product status is unknown. From the standpoint of performance, code optimization.
and compiler sophistication. their compiler is probably superior to the others discussed in this section.
It also provides inter-primitive optimizations which go beyond anything we have encountered and
which have the potential to out-perform APEX-generated code for certain idioms. Driscoil and Orth

also present a concise and insightful history of APL compilation [J086]. Like APEX. YAT requires
knowledge of the type and rank of al1 arrays created dunng the execution of a program.
Brrnecky and Brenner designed and implemented ACORN, a research APL to C compiler tu-
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geted at large seismic applications on a CRAY X-MP [BBJM90,Ber90aBer90b]. ACORN, a joint
project between I.P. Sharp Associates Limited and Mobil Research Development Corporation, was
intended to smdy "the use of APL as a delivery vehicle for paralle1 computation." In a related project.
Schwarz ported the compiler to the Thinking Machines Corporation CM-2 [SchgO]. The ACORN
compiler performed fairly well for a compiler that was designed and written by two people in two
months and did no optimization whatsoever. Despite the absence of vectorized C versions of many
library routines, the mconvo convolution benchmark performed within a factor of four of the CRAY
production FORTRAN code.6 Since the only data type supponed by ACORN was double-rd. the
performance of array indexing code adversely impacted several benchmarks. The ACORN tokenizer.
like that of APEX. was non-itentive, using APL SKMD operations controlled by a Boolean mask
a m y to identify the tokens of an APL program. The ACORN compilation unit was a single APL
function. Compilation of a complete application required repeated invocation of the compiler for each
function to be compiled. However. the absence of a data flow andysis phase meant that compilation
speed on a mainframe was essentially instantaneous. so this did not represent a serious problem.
Alfonseca describes a translater which compiles a subset of APL, defined to operate on integer
vectors only, to S y s t e M assembler code [Alf73]. Alfonseca's introduction of control structures
into his APL dialect established a behaviorai pattern which is still with APL compiler wnters today.
Jenkins attributes part of the performance problem of APL versus other languages to the lack of
control structures in APL [Jen73].
Sofremi. a French Company. developed an APL to C compiler, but we are unaware of its current
status [Gui87]. The author clairns that ". . .compiled code is as efficient as standard FORTRAN
code." but does not present any benchmark results. In our experience the Sofremi booth at two APL
conferences. their product was unable to compile even relatively simple APL functions.

2.4.3 Compiler Optimizations in Compiled APL
The use of traditional compiler optimizations in APL compilers has often taken a back seat to the more
fundamental problems of identifying array characteristics and dealing with control flow. Nonetheless.
as an understanding of solutions to these problems was reached. compiler wnters started to deal with
the compilation issues that are common to al1 programming languages. Data ffow analysis techniques
have evolved from none to ad hoc to def-rrse. Now, with A P E X , static single assignment methods are
being used. Weiss and Saal exploited def-use chains as the basis for their andysis of syntax classes.
The method we use in APEX, although similar in spirit, begins by transforming the compilation unit
into static single assignment (SSA) form. This simplifies and speeds up analysis, in that each name
has but a single definition point. It also improves the quality of analysis, in t h SSA provides more
precise information for optimization. in areas such as reaching definitions.
h ~_rot
e around the lack of a vcctorized square mot libnry routine by wnting an APL function implementing a NrwtonRaphson square roor function and using ACORN to compile that into vectorized form.

Loop fusion. often important in scalar Ianguages, is crucial in obtrtining excellent performance of
compiled APL applications. This fact has k e n recognized by a number of those who have worked
with APL. First suggested by Abrarns, who uses the term dragalong, the role of loop fusion and
other traditional optimizations in compiled APL is also discussed by Johnston. S u l , Weigang. Weiss.
and Wiedmann [Abr70,Wei85,Wie85].

Like APEX. the YAT compiler supports a number of traditional compiler optimizations including
cornrnon subexpression elimination and constant folding. We presume that YAT, like APEX and
unlike traditionai language compilers. performs these optimizations on arrays as weII as scalars, but
have not been able to confirm this presumption.

Chapter 3

The Design of APEX
Now that we understand some of the ways that an APL compiler might alleviate many of the run-time
performance problems associated with interpreted APL applications. we are in a position to l e m how
the design of an actual APL compiler - APEX - de& with the hindrances to compilation that were
presented in Chapter 2. Once we know the solutions to these fundamental problems of compiling
APL, we can focus Our attention on the specific problem of compiling APL into SISAL.

Since APL was originally designed as a notation for teaching mathematics rather than as a
compiled language, it presents a number of unique challenges to the compiler writer. Inference of
a m y type and rank are fundamental problems. as is the ability to redefine names dynamically. Our
stntegy for dealing with these compilation problems began by classifying language features into one
of four areas: mandatory. deferrable, rarely used, and prohibited. Our classification based on Our
familiarity with the behavior of large APL applications. generally corresponds to the static frequencies
of APL operations O bserved by other researchers[B in75j.

Mcrnclnron. fenrwes are those, such as the scalar functions and array restmcturing operations,

that are required by nearly al1 APL applications. Without support for mandatory features. an APL
compiler cannot be deemed to be operational.
Deferrable featwes are those that may be used in large applications, but that can usually be

avoided in new code or srnaIl benchmarks by adoption of an appropriate coding style or by making
small changes to existing applications. Deferrable features included those that we felt were required
in a practical compiler. but that presented us with considenble difficulties in design, analysis, or code
generation. Among these were explicitly itentive code using goto, overloading of defined functions,
and support for globals. semi-globals. and side effects.
Rnrelv used features are those that are defined by the ISO APL Standard, but that are not often
used in production application code. Examples of these include the hyperbolic arctangent variant of
the circle primitive and dyadic transpose with a variable length left argument.
Prohibired fearures of APL are those incompatible with a cornpifed APL dialect. Typical functions
in this class are those, such as O f x . Onl,a, and Ucr, that manipulate the APL namespace or create
functions dynarnically. The APEX compiler provides no support for prohibited features.
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This classification of Ianguage features, shown in Figure 3.1. allowed us to concentrate our
early design and development effort on the fundamentai issue of compiling simple. straightforward

APL programs. in order to make decisions about the feasibility of the project as a whole. Mandatory
features were implemented immediately, as an APL compiler without them would be of little practicd
value. This approach let us make an early verification that our generated code would have a reasonable
level of performance. Then, as specific benchmarks arose that required use of deferrable facitities,
we undertook their design and implementation. If a workaround of some sort was available. we often
used it in the interest of expediency. For instance. some of our application benchmarks needlessly
used semi-globals when pure functions would have worked just as well. Before we had implemented
support in APEX for semi-globals. we were able to nin these benchmarks by rewriting them into
functional form, Once we had semi-global support implemented properly, we could then run the
benchmarks in their original form.

We also deferred. again in the interest of expediency, the implementation of tanpage features
that are rarely used or tedious to implement properly. For instance, we did not initially write al1
the code fragments required to support primitives operating on arrays of rank four or higher. These
were written on an as-required basis. In general, when we could easily provide more functiondity
for a facility, such as support for arbitrary argument rank or type, we would do so. Wowever. if
the facility required significant development work for Little or no immediate payoff, we deferred
its implementation. Since generation and testing of code fragments is a generally straightforward
process, this tumed out to be an effective way to prioritize Our development efforts.
During the course of compiler development, the structure of APEX evolved into that shown in
Figure 3.2. The APEX compiler comprises five major phases: tokenization. syntax analysis, static
single assignment transformation ruid semi-global analysis, data flow analysis, and code generation.
These phases will be referred to in the discussion that follows. A related technical report presents
detailed information on the stmcture and intemds of APEX fBe~-971.
We now discuss how we dealt with the challenges to APL compilation. We begin with resolutions

to the semantic issues arising from the APL Ianguage itself that are common to the design of any

APL compiler. We then tum to a presentation of the challenges we encountered in the use of SISAL

as an intermediate Ianguage for parallel compilation. Finally, we address the semantic differences
that are inherent between compiled and interpreted dialects of APL.

3.1

APL Compilation Challenges

The semantics of APL present a number of challenges to the compiler writer. Foremost arnong these
is the absence of declarations for identifiers. Overloading of the domain of defined and primitive

functions is a related problem. The scoping rules of APL, loved by neither user nor implementor,
combined with APL's limited argument passing capability, often force application writers away from
a functional programming style and into an imperative style that uses side effects and semi-global
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Figure 3.1: APEX classification of APL Ianguage features
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variables. Dynarnic changes in the narneclass of identifiers is another serious problem. The absence
of stnictured control fiow capabilities in most APL dialects also complicates data tlow analysis and
hinders generation of high-performance code.
These challenges, summarized in Figure 3.3, must be dealt with in some fotm by any APL
compiler, but they are greater if high performance of generated code is a prirnary goal of the compiler.
We will now discuss each of these challenges in the light of the design of APEX.

1

1
1

Solution or workaround
Challenge
Deduce via data flow analysis.
Array type and
Specie via declarations.
rank determination
Defined function overloading Clone functions.
Use SSA.
Variable type
and rank conflict
Clone functions.
Dynamic scoping of names
Transform code into functional form.
Use SSA to facilitate transformation.
Transform code into functional form.
Semi-globals
Use SSA to facilitate transformation.
Defer.
Unrestricted goro
Use APL+Win control structures.
1 Eventually suppon via
Erosa & Hendren transforms.
Use SSA
Side effects
1 Transfonn code into functional form.
Prohibit.
Dynamic nameclass
changes

1

-

-

-

-

Figure 3.3: APEX solutions to APL language compilation challenges

The fimt stumbling block one encounters when attempting to write a high-performance APL
compiler is the absence of variable declarations in APL. In order to generate efficient code. a compiler
must know the type and rank of al1 result m y s created during execution of the source APL program.
Traditional languages obtain this information by requiring the user to declare that information as part
of the source program. Since the APL Ianguage does not include declarations for variables. APEX
takes another approach to obtain most of this type and rank information.
We adapted traditional data flow analysis methods to the analysis of APL programs, in the spirit
of others who have trod this path [Mi179,CNS89,Bud88,Ber93]. One difference between sorne f o m s
of traditional data flow analysis and the methods used to andyze APL programs is that we treat al1
arrays as atomic values: no attempt is made to disambiguate references to specific array elements.
Theoretically. this may inhibit certain optimizations and reduce the effective m o u n t of panIlelism in
compiled code, but the array-oriented coding style encouraged by APL largely mitigates this effect.
The data flow analysis methods used by APEX to extract type and rank information from APL
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prograrns may require an occasional assist from the application programmer in cases where there is
inadequate semantic information available to deduce that information. For example, in the trivial
function:
rtx add y
rcx+y
there are no restrictions on the ranks of x and y; they may be scalars, vectors, or arbitrary anays.
Because addition is defined only on numbers, their types are known to be numeric, but they may
be any combination of Boolean, integer, or double-real numbers. There is no way to deduce this
information statically, so we have no choice but to adopt the well-known technique of requiring
that the programmer supply a declaration to the compiler specifying the function arguments' types
and ranks. To do this, we defined a simple pngma-like fonn of variable declaration. represented

TYPE RANK VARIABLENAME.
For example. if x was a Boolsan vector and y was an integer scalar, the function with declarations
in the source APL prognm as comments, expressed as

dcl

would look like this:
rcx add y
a d c l boolean vector x
a dcl integer scalar y
r+x+y
The number of declarations required is typically one or two per application for the "main" function
arguments, as in the above example. Such declantions proved adequate, with a few exceptions, for
the entire suite of benchmarks presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. Almost al1 other types and
rrinks can be deduced given that information. This agrees with the data flow analysis findings of
Ching [CNS89]. For instance, in the above example, if add were called from another function with
a Boolean left argument and an integer right argument. no declarations would be required for the
add function, as interprocedural data flow analysis would determine this information automatically.
The compiler does not, at present, prompt the user with information as to which variables require
explicit declarations. However, it does deduce where data flow analysis has failed. so addition of
such feedback would be straightforward. Our experience with the compiler suggests that a graphical
presentation of this information, with the offending function displayed in a window, would be quite
effective. The function's variables could be colored to indicate their properties. highlighting those
for which data Flow analysis had failed.
Closely tied to data flow analysis and identification of the morphological properties of each
function in an application is the issue of conflicting morphologies of defined functions as a result of
overloading. Consider nub. a typical utility function that retums the unique elements of a List:
r+-nuby
r-( ( LPy)=yLy)/y
This function might be invoked with an integer argument at one cal1 site and with a double-real

argument at another. Each invocation of nub will, therefore, require different data flow analysis,
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since the function's argument, intermediate results, and result may have types that differ for each
call. A simple way to handle the type conflict is to clone a distinct copy of the function at each
calling site. To clone a function. we replace each invocation of the function with a uniquely named
copy of the original function. then make

ris

many copies of the hnction as there are invocations.

each renarned to match the new invocation name. This permits data analysis to proceed for each
invocation without morphologica1 conflict. After data flow analysis is complete, cloned functions
with identical morphology could be merged to reduce the volume of generated code. The cloning
approach increases compilation time. but it is simple and robust.
Data flow analysis is also used to extract other morphological information, including array shape.
element count, syntax class, value. and predicates such as ArrayfsSonedUp and ArraylsPermtrtationvector (to permit algebraic simplification of expressions and to dlow generation of improved

execute-phase algorithrns). Another useful property, not currently collected. is the original source
of arny shape information. This could be exploited to permit improved removal of mn-time length
conformability checks. as was apparently done in YAT [J086].
Data fiow analysis propagates morphological information throughout the abstract syntax tree as
analysis proceeds, with constant propagation occurring as part of data flow analysis. For example,
catenation of two m a y s whose shapes are known, but whose values are not, will propagate the correct
result shape of the catenation, potentially improving the quality of generated code.
Data flow analysis is the key to genention of high-performance code. Nonetheless, data flow
analysis. by itself, is not an ridequate tool for determining the type and m k of al1 variables in APL.
This is because APL permits the same name to take on different type and rank at any point during a
computation. In the unlikely expression Xx ( ,Y-0 .3 O .5 +X+X+2.the variable X appears first as
an integer scalar, then as a double-real vector. Naive data flow analysis will detect

3

conflict in the

properties of X and be unable to proceed, leaving the compiler with insufficient information for code
generation.
Such reuse of variable names frequently reflects a APL coding styIe used by application programmers to implicitly free the memory associated with the previous value of the variable. This style
arises largely from the naive execution mode1 used by APL interpreters, wherein there is no detection
of dead variables. The space a dead variable occupies is freed only when the variable is assigned

a new value. or rit function exit time, when the variable is delocalized. The inability of interpreted
APL to know when a variable is dead is a constant source of annoyance for application programmers
who. working in a memory environment of fixed size, the APL workspace. must e-rplicitly eliminate
large dead variables if their applications are to mn successfully.
Interpreted APL programs would produce identical tesults if this sort of name reuse was avoided,
although rnemory requirements would increase due to the presence of dead variables. If variables in

APL programs were renamed to avoid reuse. the problem of conflicting array properties would not
anse and code generation could proceed apace. This brought about two questions. First. how could
renaming be performed without changing the semantics of the program? Second. what effects on
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memory usage wouid arise from such renaming?
We had looked to work done by Cytron, et al., in static single assignment (SSA) for a solution to
the mapping of APL programs into a form suitable to the semantics of SISAL [CFR*89]. We found
that if we treated APL arrays as atornic entities, the mapping of APL applications into SSA form was
relatively straightforward, with the exception of a minor problem arising from the APL concept of
value error, which we discuss later in Section 3.2. In the course of our research into this mapping,

we realized that SSA was exactly the cool we needed for perfoming the renaming of APL variables
so that data flow analysis would not produce conflicting m y properties. SSA would also provide
the information needed to deallocate each variable as soon as it becomes dead. thereby avoiding
any potential problems with excessive memory usage.' We added an SSA phase to APEX. thereby
solving both problems - array propeny conflict and memory management - in one fell swoop.
The use of static single assignment also served as the b a i s for addressing the problem of side
effects in APL applications engendered by use of global and semi-global variables. SISAL and other
functional languages prohibit references to global naines; they require that al1 arguments to, and
results from, a function be explicit. APL functions, by contrat. cannot accept more than two explicit
arguments nor produce more than one explicit result. This restriction forces programmers to write
in a non-functional. implicit style, referencing and setting global and semi-global variables by name.
This practice causes problems in prograrn comprehension and maintenance, but it is unavoidable for
al1 but the most trivial applications.' Because the use of globds and semi-globals remains a common
practice in production APL applications. an industrial-suength APL compiler must be able to perform
the interprocedural analysis required to support gtobals and semi-globals.
Support for semi-giobals required extensions to the data flow analysis and code generator phases
of APEX, as well as requiring the introduction of two new analysis phases into the compiler. We
will now discuss APL-related aspects of this support; SISAL-related issues of code generation for
semi-globals are discussed in detail elsewhere [Ber97].
The p r i m q task of data fiow analysis is to determine the type and rank of al1 arrays created during
the execution of an APL application. Within a pure function, these are precisely determined by its
forma1 arguments. However, if semi-global parameters are involved, this morphological information
c m only be determined if the type and rank of the incoming semi-globals are known at the invocation
point of the function. Since there is no obvious connection between the last setting of the semi-global
and the function invocation, it would seem that the semi-global could potentiafly take on as many
different types and nnks as there are sets to the semi-global in the entire application, thwarting any
attempt to determine the correct morphology for the function.
This is where SSA. combined with interprocedurai analysis of semi-global sets and references,
saves the day. Static single assignment resolves the ambiguity of multiple definitions of semi'SISAL. k i n g ri single assignment Ianguage. performs dead variable deailocation automatically for us. All we needed
to do was CO map APL prognms into single assignment form to exploit this capability.
'i\jewer dialects of APL permit the use of recunive data structures (nested arrays) to work riround thesc restrictions. but
the code rcquircd for such circurnlocution is convoluted and difficult to maintain.
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globals. Once this is done, interprocedurai analysis transforms al1 references to semi-globals into
purely functiond forrn.
The potential difficulty of analyzing serni-globals was exacerbated by APL's lack of a standard
for stmctured control flow. The goro, implemented via the right arrow, is the only rnechanisrn
prescribed by the ISO APL Standard for non-linear control flow. Besides encounging convotuted
paths of control flow. goto entails the use of side effect.s3 The anarchic nature of APL's goro permits
run-time branching to any line of a function. This potentially cornplicates data flow analysis to the
extent that compilation of functions with arbitrary branch constructs may Se fmitless, as it hinders
the generation of efficient code by a compiler.
Ultimately, we chose to sidestep the issue of arbitrary branch targets, as they are almost never
usrd in practice, because of the obvious application maintenance problems engendered by their
use. Sidestepping allowed us to attack analysis of control flow independently from analysis of side
effects. First, we deferred dealing with the issue of goto by forbidding its use for the present, and
adopting stmctured flow controls as defined in the APL+Win APL interpreter. Because the problern
of analyzing structured code is considerably sirnpler than that of analyzing the spaghetti-Iike code
resulting from use of goto. we were quickly able to wnte an analyzer that allowed u s to compile
APL programs wntten in that dialect of APL. Our intent is to support goto expressions by mapping
them into control flow structures. This will be done by use of the stmcturing algorithm of Erosa and
Hendren [EH93].
A solution to our second problem. that of eliminating side effects within loops. was facilitated by

static single assignment. Introduction of Q-functions by the SSA phase of APEX identified induction
variables and loop-carried variables. This permitted us to create functional iterative constructs that
were free from side effects: al1 inputs to. and outputs from, the iterative block were explicit. Use
of stnictured control fIow and SSA thus simplified data flow analysis and allowed us to generate
efficient. functional code.
Happily. the approach we adopted for dealing with gofo also provided us with the means to rnap
iterative APL constmcts into the purely functiond forms supported by SISAL. SISAL differs from
other languages in that it does not have a goro and its structures are strictly functional in nxture.
returning explicit results with no side effects. Unlike APL, SISAL is a single assignment language,
in which a given name may be assigned a value at only one locus within any given lexical scope.
Furthemore, SISAL'S iteration constructs are functional, accepting arguments and producing explicit
results. whereas APL's iteration constmcts resemble those of traditional languages. The mapping of
such general iteration constmcts into SISAL form would, therefore, have been extremely complicated.
Our use of SSA and structured flow controls facilitated this mapping, simplifj4ng the task of code
generation. By translating the APL source prognm into SSA form early in the compilation process,
the set of names used or defined within each itention block was clearly identified, thereby simplifying

ri

' B sidc
~ cffccts. wc rnean using variables to store state information, as opposed to a purely stateless. functional approach:
purely functio~alprognm crin be written without the use o f named variabtes.
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the analysis and code generation problem.
Another challenge to the APL compiler writer is nameclass changes during execution, as when
an executing program changes the definition of a name from a variable to a function. Dynamic
nameclass changes are not always easy to handle in APL interpreters, where they remain a rich
source of system errors. However, nameclass changes are rare in production code for the simple
reason that they exacerbate code maintenance problems. Hence, we. like other designers of APL
compilers [Bud88.CNS89.Wie79], chose to disallow dynamic nameclass changes in our compiler.
We feel that the cheoretic restriction this places on application designers is a fair price to pay for the
gains obtained frorn a high-performance compiler.
In summarizing how we sotved the problems of APL analysis, we see that data flow analysis
and static single assigrment were key factors. Introduction of structured control flow into APL
facilitated use of the above analysis techniques. These techniques are genenl. in the sense that they
are applicable to any APL compiler. We encountered other problems, some arising from differences
in semantics between interpreted and compiled APL, and others arising from our choice of SISAL
as an intermediate code. We now turn to the approaches we took in dealing with those semantic
incompatibilities.

3.2 Sernantic Differences in Compiled and Interpreted APL
Just as there are semantic differences in the APL dialects defined by various APL interpreters. the code
generated by APEX differs in some respects from that of interpreted APL. One of these differences,
e p e detertni~zc~tion.
arises out of traditiond compiler design; the others a i s e from a design decision to
use SISAL ris an intermediate language for the compiler. Although the impact of these differences is

generally minimal. their presence is visible to the application pro-mmmer. This visibility necessitates
a discussion of the differences and possible resolutions of those semantic differences. These issues

rire summarized in Figure 3.4.

1 Non-scalar singletons in 1

Solution or workaround
Use declarations.
Prohibit im~licit~romotion.
Produce double-reaI resul t.
Use declantions for integer coercion.
Restnct to vecton.

Semantics of value error

Support subset. Eventually,
fix SISAL or redesign code generator.
Workaround.

Challenge
lnteger overflow

and ceiling

1 dyadic scalar functions
1 Ernpty m y s

Figure 3.4: APEX solutions to APL-SISAL semantic challenges
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To achieve high levels of run-time performance, language compilers fix the stonge type of arrays
at compile time. APL interpreters. by cornparison, make type determinations dynamicaily. during
execution. Normally, this distinction is not important for production applications, as data types tend
to remain unchanged over the course of execution. There are, however. two situations in which
dynamic type determination is desirable. These are the iiandling of integer overflow and treatment
of the APL Joor and ceiling primitives.
Although applications tend to work consistently on the same data types, numbers that are considered to be integer may be forced, on occasion, to a stonge type of double-real, because of integer
overîlow. An example of this rnight be stock trading volumes on Black Monday. Although failure
to handle such events properly is undesirable, APEX currently requires the programmer to exp1icitIy
declare the type of such potentially double-real quantities. This is safe from the standpoint of getting
correct results, but it does require additional andysis by the programmer and has the potential to
incur a loss in memory space and performance. More exotic solutions would require considerable
development work, such as generation of multiple sets of code and run-time detection and handIing
of integer overflow. As the C language does not provide any mechanism for detecting overfiow rit
the hardware level, other methods must be used. Two approaches that have been taken with APL
interpreters are assembly code, which does support such overfiow detection, and coercion to and
from floating point for a11 integer arithmetic. A third method would be to adapt Wortman's legality
assertions for signcd integer arithmetic operations in Euclid[Wor79] to this task. This would permit mn-time integer overfiow to be detected explicitly but, like the floating point method, exacts a
hrirsh performance penalty even when overfiow does not occur. In the longer term, generation of
multiple code sets and mn-the integer ovedow detection may represent a sensible way to obtain
the flexibility of interpretive execution without sacrificing mn-tirne performance. However, since it
has the potential for creation of an exponential number of code sets, it may be impnctical for real

applications.
Another area where compilers force a change in APL's semantics is in the Joor and ceiling
primitive functions. Since APL interpreters attempt to represent arnys in the most compact form that
does not lose numeric precision. the opentions o f f i o r and ceilirtg have the dua1 effects of rernoving
the fractional part of a double-real number and simultaneously attempting to coerce the storage type
of the resulting integer-valued double-real to integer. if the magnitude of the resulting value is too
great to allow it to be represented as an integer, it remains stored as a double-real number. The APL
programmer need not, in most cases. be concemed about the storage type resulting from use ofpoor
or ceiling. except for its impact on memory usage.
This behavior creates a conundrum for APL compiler designers, because the code generated for
a specific invocation o f f i o r or ceiling must always produce either an integer result or must always
produce a double-real result. Either approach is problematic. An integer resuIt risks producing the
wrong result when the magnitude of the argument is too large to be stored in an integer; a double-real
result may cause performance problems or it may produce wrong answers if. for example. passed to
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a C function that expects an integer. We chose to separate the coercion function from that of floor
or cuiling, by always returning a double-real result. This preserves correct results at the expense of
increased memory space. In the rare case where integer or BooIean storage type is required, APEX
requires that the programmer insert. after the invocation offloor or ceiling, an assignment to a narned
variable with declared integer or Boolean type. This technique will produce the s m e result as an
interpreter because the type coercion will have aiready been performed by the interpreter and the
assignment is hannless. Other approaches to this problern, such as introducing a system function for
coercion, are less palatable. because they would be incompatible with interpreted dialects of APL.
We see. therefore, that the act of compiling APL into code that has fixed storage types produces
nin-time behavior that may differ from that of interpreted behavior. Generation of multiple code
threads, to be dispatched on the basis of m y types at mn-time, may be a feasible solution in
pnctice. but runs the risk of exponential code growth and increased setup cost.
One more semantic difference between interpreted APL and compiled APL lies in the treatment of
singleton arrays in dyadic scalar functions. The APL Standard definition of scaiar Cunction execution
rnakes it impossible to use the argument ranks of dyadic scalar functions as the sole determinant of
the result rank. Rather. the result tank is dependent upon argument ranks and argument shapes. Since
the data flow analysis phase of APEX requires that rank be determinable at compile time. APEX is
unable to support this aspect of the definition. However. since singleton extension is rarely exploited
in applications. we opted to disallow it, and instead require that the argument ranks match or that
one argument be a scalar or one-element vector. We do support extension of one-element vectors,
due to the high frequency of their use in applications, particularly when invoked implicitly. such as
in the expression

(

10 0 5 2 P 4 +y1 ( 10 0 1P 5 1. Adoption of this restriction has not presented a

problem for any of our benchmarks.
Other semantic differences in cornpiling APL anse from the target language senerateci by the
compiler. The decision to compile to SISAL, nther than directly generating C code, was a tradeoFf
wherein we gained significant benefits in performance and portability in return for rninor differences

in the behavior of APL applications. In one case, the change in behavior is potentially troublesome:
one other represents, in out opinion. an improvement over ISO Standard APL; others are mereiy a
nuisance for the compiler writer.
The most serious limitation that SISAL imposed on APEX is SISAL'S inability to represent a
subset of the empty arrays. It is serious in the sense that this [imitation is the one most likely to
cause unexpected mn-time failure of production applications. Empty arrays are those containing at
least one zero in their shape vectors. c g . , an n-by-0 or O-by-n matrïx. Although empty arrays may
seem to be of Iittle interest, the algebn of such edge conditions is often important to the proper
functioning of prognms. The problem with SISAL in this regard is that it does not support arrays
as tme arrays, but as vectors of vectors, much as C does. SISAL is, therefore, unable to represent a
O-by-n matrix. aIthough an n-by-0 rnatrix does not present a problem.
Currently, we are ignoring the empty may problem, as it has not materiaily affected the behavior
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of any application we have compiled. In the longer tenn, it may tum out that relaxing the conformability requirement for catenation of ernpty arrays may be adequate for most purposes. However. we
are not cornfortable with this approach, as we have not considered al1 of its design implications. nor
discussed it with other APL language designers. A better long-term solution is to enhance SISAL
to include proper support for matrices. nther than vectors of vectors. Besides correcting a semantic
problem in APEX. such an enhancement would provide two performance benetits for SISAL. First,
it would eliminate the requirement to dereference array row pointers, thereby producing a substantial

performance improvement for certain applications, as will be shown in Chapter 5. Second. it would
permit introduction of a r r q coordinate rnapping, as discussed in Chapter 2, offering fixed-time execution of many strucrural array operations. We are currently discussing the benefits of such a change
in the definition of SISAL with the SISAL Ianguage designers. The Iikelihood of this change k i n g
adopted depends l q e l y on its impact on extant SISAL applications and. to a lesser degree. on the
difficuity of implementing the change within OSC.
The use of SISAL as a target lanpage also forces a change in the behavior of irafile error. In APL.
3

reference to a name that h a s no current referent, i e . , an undefined variable. causes the interpreter

to signal value error and suspend execution. The programmer c m then correct the prognm or give
the offending name a value. then continue execution from the point of suspension. The semantics
of SISAL. however. are such that vatue error cannot occur. Potential value errors are detected at
compile time: programs that offend in this manner are rejected by the SISAL compiler. Since APL
provides no mechanism for static detection of value error. a programmer is forced to perform careful
testing of applications in an attempt to ensure that value ecror cannot arise. By contrast. when an
APEX-generatcd SISAL program is compiled successfdly, it is griarantred to contain no value errors.
Since APEX does a better job of APL code validation than does interpreted APL. we declare this
semantic difference to be a feature, rather than a bug or implementation restriction.
The guannteed absence of undefined variables presents a minor problem in mapping APL to
SISAL. The loop semantics of SISAL are purely functional - they have no side effects. That is, each
SISAL loop accepts arguments and retums results, just as a pure function does. This requires that
each variable that is assigned within the scope of a loop be assigned an initial value. This provides
support for the case of a zero-iteration loop, whereby that initial value becornes the result of the loop.
When we map APL into SISAL, we have to provide such an initial value for each toop. The proper
initial value to be used is obviously the value of the variable at the time of entry into the loop, as
a zero-iteration loop would then have the effect of propagating that value, unchanged, through the
loop code. But what if the variable has not been assigned a value yet? We would Iike to preserve its
undefined value, valrie error, but SISAL has no way to represent such an undefined value. Hence,
APEX uses an array of fil1 elements as the initial value for the variable, e.g., zero for numeric arrays
and blank for character arrays. This works perfectly, unless the original APL source program contains
a bug that would permit the loop to be executed zero times. In that case, the original APL prognm
would eventuatly signal vallie error upon a reference to the variable, but the SISAL program would
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continue execution, potentially producing erroneous results.
One possible resolution to this problern is a SISAL extension to support a distinct ~rndefiined
value: another approach is to generate different SISAL code for loops that have such an undefined
variable as an initial value, so that zero-iteration loops cause a run-time abort. Although these cases

are tnvid to detect at compile time. the compiler presently ignores this aspect of the problem.

3.3 Summary
We have now discussed the hindrmces to compiling APL and the methods - function cloning. static

single assignment. interprocedural data flow anaiysis, semi-global analysis - that we used to solve or
circurnvent them: rnodifying the semantics of some parts of APL, introduction of declarations, and
the use of modem APL flow control structures in lieu of goto. We consider the altered behavior of
undefined variables in APEX to be a language feature, while the problem of empty arrays in APEXgenerated code is cIearly the major outstanding semantic problem k i n g us today. In the remaining
chapters. we will examine the performance of code compi1ed with APEX and look at the impact of
the unsolved probIems that are still with us.

Chapter 4

Experimental Framework
We conducted a series of experiments on various hardware platfoms to quantify the extent to which
our implementation realized the design goals of APEX. This chapter presents the experimental framework we established for that purpose. Our experimental results, comparing the execution time performance of APEX-generated code to that of interpreted APL are shown in Chapter 5; a similar
comparison against FORTRAN 77 is given in Chapter 6. The results of preliminary experiments,
performed to measure the parallel speedup achieved by compiled APL on three multiprocessor systerns. are presented in Chapter 7. We give results for both applications and synthetic kemels so that
we may illuminate both the saiient features and the dark underbelly of system behavior.
We performed uniprocessor benchmarks of compiled APL on two RISC and one CISC processor.
using interpreters provided by two APL system vendors. Our aim in using seversl platforms was
to isolate hardware effects. such as concurrent instruction issue, f o m the effects induced by the use
of a particular C compiler or APL interpreter. Henceforth, we will refer to these systems by the
platform name only (cg.. RS/6000,SUN, 486), with the understanding that they retèr to the testbeds
ris

confipred here. The systems and compiler options we used on these platforms are shown in

Figure 1.1. The SISAL compiler generates parallel code by default; we used the compiler option
- s q to force generation of sequential code on uni-processor platforms.

The remainder of this chapter opens with a discussion of the metrics we used as the basis for
measurement. We then introduce the benchmarks we chose to evaluate the performance of APEX.

4.1

Metrics

Our desire to obtain equitable performance measurements of interpreted APL. FORTRAN. and APEXgenerated code led us to face several probtems. In the timing of benchmarks, we had to deal with
processor time granularity issues and the differing modes of use of interpreted and compiled code. In
scaling of benchmark sizes. we had to address problems of considerable disparities in performance
and real memory size. We finally adopted a measurement protocol for benchmark timing and scaling
that we believe provides relatively precise and teproducible results.

Hardware
Operating System
256KB L2 cache Win3.1, DOS 6.22,
Linux 1.3.13
PCIDSA bus
SunOS R4.1.3-U1
SPARC 10
SUN 4m
1 Mode1 550
1 AIX V3.2
IBM RS/6000
SGI Power Challenge 1 12 processors
p I X
CRAY C90
! 32 processors
iUMX
1 2 roce essors
hJNX
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APL+Win Vl.3.00
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1
1

1

1

1
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I
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C Development Set V2.0.1
CC V3.2
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1

1

SAX V4.7.0
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I

1
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gcc V3.6.3
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1

I

I

1

-

1

I

1
I

osc -O -externC fmod
-seq -cc="-03"
-DCONFORM -inlinealI -cpp
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cc -O
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1
1

Figure 4.1 : APEX Testbed Configurations

The timing hcilities thrit were available on Our testbed platforms forced us to use slightly different
measurement techniques to obtain acceptable timer precision. For APEX code mnning on the 486.
wt: measured user tirne. via the Linux shell time command. We measured APL interpreter time on
the 186 by use of the Cits system hinction.'

On the UND( RISC platforms. we measured time

via the /birl/rinte command. as the shell rime command was only precise to one second. As the
RISC machines were multi-user plritforms over which we could not exert control over user Ioad, we
restricted our use to periods of minima1 system usage. For interpreted APL on those platforms. we
measured user tirne with the O a i system function,' to minimize the effects of interference due to
other usage of the system.
We wished to minimize the effects of non-systematic garbage collection, interference from other
tasks. and startup effects. To achieve this, we ran each benchmark a minimum of three times, on
lightly loaded or dedicated systems. If dl times were not relatively close to each other (within a
few percent), we re-ran the offending benchmark until stable results were achieved. In such cases,
' ~ h i systern
s
function retums the tirne o f day. typtcally to the precision of the host system dock.
' ~ h i ssystem function returns the processor time uscd by the APL iask. typically to the precision of the host system
processor timer.

we recorded the lowest three such measurements. Although one might argue that the discrepancies
arising from the above cffects should be included in our timings. our interest lay in measuring the
relative performance of the applications, rather than system-wide performance. In any case. the times
we measured were. by and large, within one percent or less of one another.
The mode of use of compiled code is different from that of interpreters. Compiled codes are
typically initiated by a command shell. whereas interpretive use typically involves starting an APL
interpreter. loading a workspace. then executing one or more applications under that interpreter. In

an attempt to address this difference in usage style, we did nor rneasure the time to start the APL
interpreter or to load the appropriate application workspace. In contrast. for APEX-genrrated code
and FORTRAN, we did include the time required to initiate and terminate the application. We realize
that this approach may give interpreted M L a slight edge in pedormance, but feel that this approach
is fair, as it reflects normal modes of use.
Benchmark scaling and tuning presented us with a problem. in that scaling of benchmark problem
size in order to make one platform's timings measunbly large sometimes introduced a failure on
another platform due to rra1 memory exhaustion (mconvo) or excessive execution time (shuffle). We
nonetheless attempted to scale al1 benchmarks so that they used enough processor time that clock
precision did not materially affect relative performance measurements. Furthemore, we attempted to
scalr al1 benchmarks so that they operated rntirely within memory. with no system paging a c t i ~ i t ~ . ~

Application Benchmarks

4.2

Our choice of benchmarks was influenced by two factors. In the interest of fairness, we wished to
have

ri

suite of benchmarks that would explore al1 regions of the APL performance envelope, so that

areas of significant APEX superiority or inferiority would be highlighted. We also desired feedback
on the performance of specific aspects of APEX-generated code. to assist u s in determining where
the deficiencies of our compiler Iay.
We view the APL performance envelope as a multi-dimensional space. with the axes of this
space representing mesures of application characteristics including, but not limited to, the amount
of explicit iteration, array sizes, number of array elements manipulated by each APL operation,
and the computational complexity of the primitive APL opentions performed during execution. We
attempted to place benchmarks throughout this space, so that we could map the performance of

APEX throughout the envelope. For example, we chose only two highly iterative scalar-dominated
benchmarks, crc and shuffle. because we feel that they adequately characterize the performance of
applications of the sort that have earned APL a reputation for poor performance compared to compiled
languages.
From the opposite corner of the performance envelope. we chose several benchmarks that represent
' ~ h eeffect of paging. whcn it did occur. was to drive down execution time values. presumably due to coarse timer
resolurion causing trunca~ionerror in proccssor time measurements made by the openring systcm.

areas in which APL is traditionaily thought to perform quite well in relation to compiled code. This
ciass of benchmark included a variety of inner products, intended to let us perfonn a comparative
svaluation of different inner product algorithrns and to explore the non-itentive, computationdly
compiex part of the envelope. We also included several signal processing applications that are
non-itentive. operate on large arrays, and have lower computationd complexity than inner product.
Our benchmarks Ml into two major categories. the first being applications or computationally
intense portions of applications: the second comprises srnall. problematic fragments of industrial
applications and synthetic kernels intended to mesure specific aspects of performance. Kerne 1
performance results are discussed in Chapter 6.
We chose 12 application benchmarks. listed alphabetically in Figure 4.2. to measure the relative
performance of APEX against

FORTRAN and interpreted APL on problems that f i s e in the real

world. These benchmarks, chosen from applications used in finance, manufacturing, and engineering.
comprise code written by both professional and non-professional prognmmers. as well as algorithms
that reflect applications in those domains.
We extracted the computationally intensive portions of complete applications, as the complete

applications were often too unwieldy to work with or sirnply not available for our use due to corporate
policy. We modified them only to the extent required to make them acceptable to APEX. e-g.,
replacing goro with :for loops and writing driver functions to facilitate repeatable benchmarking.
We will now discuss each benchmark in tum. giving an overview of its purpose and the rationale for

its inclusion in the benchmark suite.

crc 50000

Source
Soliton

Application
CRC computation

dtb 30000 150
logd 500000
100 mconvo 9000
mdiv 200
metaphon 2000
nmo2 200
primes 2200
rle 10000
shuffle 1000
tomcatv 257
wivver 1200000

Reuters
J.K. Bates
Mobil Research
IBM
Reuters
Mobil Research
Pyt hagoras
Reuters
Baase
SPEC
J.K. Bates

data bases
signal processing
convolution
matrix inversion
data bases
geophysics
primes computation
data bases
dynamic programming
mesh computation
signal processing

Benchmark

Dominant Computation
iterat ive c haracter
and Boolean vector
character matiix
double-precision vector
double-precision vector
double-precision matrix
chamter vector
double-precision matrix
double-precision matrix
integer vector
iterative Boolean matrix
double-precision matrix
double-precision vector

Figure 4.2: Application benchmark sum

The crc benchmark computes the 32-bit cyclic redundancy check for a character vector of length

N. using a table lookup method [Sar88]. It was obtained from Leigh Clayton of Soliton Associates
Limited. where it was written as part of an inter-platform communications subsystem. It is highly

iterative. representing the sort of application that is difficult to implement efficiently in APL.
The dtb benchmark represents part of the index-rebuilding code for a large data base (MRD) at
Reuters Information Systems Canada Limited. To give some indication of the size of the data brise.
the data base index is itself larger than 600 megabytes. The dtb function removes trailing blanks
from character index matrices, in order to reduce the size of the index file and speed index searching.
Although this function is trivial in complexity, it consumes about 10% of the processor time required
to rebuild the entire data base index.
The Iogd benchmark is a signai processing kemel. It appeared as the logderiv benchmark in
Bates' article about COMPC, an APL to C compiler developed at IBM Research (Bat95,Chi86a].
According to Bates. logd ". . .extncts the logarithmic derivative of a waveform by computing the
ratio of the derivative of the input waveform to the waveform itself. as a way to nomalize the
shape features and to extnct the real and complex zeros." The code is non-iterative APL, openting
on acoustic s i p a l s of 500.000 double-precision nurnbers.'

Since the benchmark executes only a

dozen APL primitives. each openting on these long vectors, setup cost is negligible: APLers would
characterize logd as being well-written APL code. Our naive expectation is that we should observe
interpreted performance that is highly competitive with traditional languages - cornpiled code should
not offer much. if any. performance improvement here.
The mconvo benchmark is a signal-processing program that performs one-dimensional convolution on double-precision vectors. The driver function arguments specify the lengths of the filter and
trace. respectively. The APL version of this code was provided by George Moecket of Mobil Research and Development Corporation during the ACORN project [BBJMgO]. Convolution is typical
of the numerically intensive computations performed in the course of analyzing seismic trace data
for the purpose of petroleum exploration.
The mdiv benchmark computes the inverse of a square double-precision matrix of order N. The
benchmark is M.A. Jenkins' APL model of 8,the APL matrix inverse primitive [Jen70]. It is,
therefore. identical in functional specification to that APL primitive operating on double-precision
data. The compiled model should give some insight into the performance of compiled high-level

.4PL relative to the hand-coded C that is representative of modern implementations of the primitive.
Since the model was published in early 1970. written with no thought of being executed on parallel
cornputers, it should also serve as a good example of available parallelism in APL functions. We
made minor changes to mdiv. including removai of globals and gluing.' We also revised some code
to improve its visual appearance when formatted for publication. Finally, we changed the final array
constructor from ztzCApp; 1 to z [ p p ; 1 +z,as there did not seem to be any virtue in performing the
extra work associated with upgrade. These changes were refiected in both interpreted and compiled
' ~ a t e sused 23.000 element srimptcs. but we were unable to get sufficient precision in processor timings with such short
vcctors.
' ~ l l i i nis ~a derogatory term ripplicd to an APL coding style that provides a rneasure o f brcvity at the cost o f rcadability
and performance. Gluing was popular in the early days of APL. but has lost favor with the advent of statcrnent separators
and Setter Taste In Prognmrning.

timings.
The metaphon benchmilrk is another part of the MRD data base index-rebuilding subsystem.
This part of the system maps a matrix of names into phonetic form to facilitate data base searching
when the precise spelling of a name is not known. For example. metaphon maps both "Reuters"
and "Royturz" into "RTRS" and both "Bernecky" and "Burnekee" into "BRNK. The benchmark
comprises 189 lines of non-itentive code. In the index-rebuilding application drscribed above. it
consumes 37% of ail processor time associated with index rebuild for the MRD data base.
The nmo2 benchmark performs normal move out, a geophysics application that analyzes seismic
trace data to construct a picture of the underlying rock strata. The benchmark was provided by
George Moeckel of Mobil Research and Development Corporation. as a benchmark used dunng the
ACORN project [BBJM90].

The primes benchmark finds the first N prime numbers. It is frequently touted as an rxample
of the expressive power of APL. in spite of its brute force approach to the computation of primes.
The prim subfunction works by generating a list of the first N integers, computing the residue
outer product of that list against itself. summing the number of zero residues. and extracting the list
elements which have exactly two elements with zero residues - the number divided by itself and by
one - as the prime numbers.
The rle benchmark perfoms a mn-length encoding of integer data. This function is used at Reuters
Infornation Systems Canada Limited as part of a compressor for time-senes historical information.
The compressor is used to reduce the space required to store such data before placing it in large
data bases. Because these data bases are historical. they grow hour by hour - there is no deletion of
old data. Data compression is, therefore. highly desirable from the standpoints of retrieval time and
storage media cost. The high rate of data acquisition and heavy demands on the system for access
to this data require that it be online at al1 times, nther than stored on dismountable rnrdiaa6 The

rle function represents the iargest consumer of processor tirne in the compression step of data base
maintenance. The argument to the driver is the length of the vector to be be compressed.
Dynamic programming has been used extensively in large APL applications such as airline crew
scheduling [Tut95]. Although the inherently iterative nature of dynamic programming makes it quite
expensive to use in interpreted APL, alternative algorithms usually have exponential computational
complexity. rendering them absolutely unsuitable for solving real-world problems. We chose the
string sh@e decision problem as being representative of such applications, because it clearly invites
ü soIution using dynamic programming and it is also simple enough to be understood without extensive
study [Baa88,Ber95]. TypicaIly, dynamic prograrnming algotithms iterate over a h g e array, filling in
a single element per iteration based on the results of previous iterations. The amount of computation
per iteration is generally low. making dynamic programming algorithms ideal examples of a highly
iterative solution demain. Other examples of applications falling within this domain are simulation,
circuit analysis, finite state automata, real-time data acquisition, cornputer simulation, ray tracing,
'1n 1996. the sustained data tnnsfer rate for access to this data base was rneasured ai about 300 gigabytcs pcr day.

and Monte Car10 methods.
The tomcatv benchmark is an APL-coded version of the SPEC CFP92 FORTRAN benchmark of
the sarne name. It is a mesh generation program using Thomson's solver. Since it offers a high level
of parrtllelism, it is often used as a paraflel cornputer benchmark. The benchmark is dominated by
doubie-precision floating point opentions on square matrices of order N. It performs 100 iterations
of substantial calculations on large arrays.
The wivver benchrnark is also from Bates' article. He States that it ". . .derives both unidirectional and bidirectional zeros of the waveform as the edges from which a cIipped waveform may be
constructed. It has 18 lines of code and no loops-" It resembles logd in many ways and, since we
drive it with data similar to that presented to logd, we expect similar levels of performance for both
benchmarks.
Complete source and generated code for the appkation and kemel benchmarks is availabIe from
the author. The source code and generated code for two benchmarks, prd and mdivr, appear in the
Appendix. The prd benchrnark shows the SISAL code generated for a trivial kernel benchmark; the
mdivr benchmarks is intended to highlight more compiex aspects of APEX code generation.

Chapter 5

Performance of Compiled APL and

Interpreted APL
This chapter presents the fint pan of the results of our performance experiments. outlined in Chapter 4.
We give cornparisons and analysis of the execution time performance of APEX-generated code against
that of interpreted APL.
As expected. we found that the performance of APEX-genented code, relative to interpreted

APL, is highly dependent on the chancteristics of the application. For highly iterative applications.
APEX can produce code that executes several hundred times faster than interpreted APL, whereas
small, straight-line APL applications may execute at similar speeds in both environments. Given this
wide variance in relative performance. it is obviously unwise to characterize it without a broader
understanding of the origins of this variance.
Figure S . 1 summarizes the absolute performance of the benchmarks we discuss in this section.
The x-axis gives benchmark names; the y-axis shows the execution time. in CPU seconds. for each
benchmark. The leftmost three bars of each benchmark are CPU time for interpreted code on the various platforms; the rightmost three bars are CPU time for APEX-generated code. Figure 5.2 presents
the same information in a similar fashion, except that execution times are relative. giving interpreted
time divided by compiled time. Therefore, values greater than one indicate superior performance
for APEX. whereas numbers less than one indicate superior performance for the interpreter. The
figures present the application benchmarks in their original, untuned state. At the end of this chapter,
Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14 give performance results for these applications after they have been
tuned using methods to be described.
Two salient features of Figure 5.2 are worthy of note. First. the performance of APEX on the

RSl6000. relative to interpreted code. is genenlly higher than it is for the other testbed platforms.
We conjecture that this is an artifact of the RSl6000 APL interpreter, based on the observations that
al1 RSl6000 interpreter times are higher than the SUN interpreter timings, whereas the better APEX
times are evenly spIit between the two testbeds. The sarne phenomenon was observed in the kernel
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Figure 5.1: Initial absolute appIication performance of APL vs APEX
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benchmarks.

The second feature of note is the dramatic difference in relative performance levels of the various
benchmarks. Note that most of the APEX-generated application codes are currently performing 1.510 times faster than the intrrpreted versions. that one is several hundred times faster. and that one is
slower. So that we may shed light on this extrerne variance, we present our analysis of the benchmark
results within the scope of specific performance-related topics. We open with a discussion of the
effect of setup cost removal and loop Fusion. the two factors that made the largest contribution to
high performance in APEX-generated code. We then N m to selection of sprcial-case algorithms
and the role played therein by a m y predicates. Next, we examine the problem of array copying,
an area that has resulted in lackluster performance of some

APEX benchmarks. but in which future

work may lead to substantial performance improvements. Finally, we investigate the performance
improvements available by use of Extended APL features, APEX compiler features. and application
tuning.

5.1

Setup Cost Removal

As discussed in Section 2.1.1, setup cost - syntax analysis. conformability checking, and rnernory

management - is the primary bmier to acceptable performance of highly itentive APL applications;
Our techniques for breaking through that barrier were presented in Chapter 3. In order to quantify the
impact of senip cost reduction on the performance of highly itentive APL applications, we compared
the interpreted and compiled execution times of the shufile and crc benchmarks on our reference
pIatforms. We chose these prognms because they are inherently iterative and. therefore. exhibit high
setup cost in an interpretive environment.
Performance of shuffle 1000 (seconds)
Platform 1 APL 1 APEX 1 Speedup
241.78
356
1.04
232.48
535.60
486.91
RU6000
1.10
344.81
SUN
231.02
0.67

SUN

12-07
6.93

Figure 5.3: Performance impact of setup cost removal

The results were gratifying, especially considering that the interpreters are mature products,
whereas APEX is still in the embryonic stage. Figure 5.3 presents the execution tirnes and the
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speedup ratio achievrd by APEX over the interpreters on these benchmarks. In the case of shuffle,
the effect of removing setup cost from this highly iterative application is dnmatic. Execution time
has dropped by more than two orders of magnitude. with speedups ranging from 2 3 0 4 5 6 . moving
this application from the realm of the performance nightmare into that of the non-issue.
The significant decrease in execution time stems partially from elimination of setup overheads and
partially from the fact that the inner loop of shuffle operates primarily on scalars or single elements
of large m y s . Whereas the interpreten treat scaiars as arrays. allocating and deallocating heap space
for them. the compiler recognizes that the operands are scalars and emits code that uses register- or
stack-allocated scalars. Since the latter approach has substantially less mn-time overhead than arrays.
we observe better performance with compiled code.
The other application that itentes over small arrays is wonhy of note because of its poor performance relative to that just discussed. The crc benchmark, in computing the CRC of a character
vector. examines each character in tum. performing what should be a trivial amount of computation
on it. Essentially. the CRC algorithm is a finite state machine openting over the text string. We
exprct. based on the performance levels we observed for shufile. to see the compiled code executing about two orders of magnitude faster than the interpreted version. Yet. the actual speedup is
inordinately small - less than an order of magnitude.
Whsn we performed run-time profiling on crc. we deterrnined that major contnbutors to its
relatively poor performance are base ilal~ieand represent - radix-changing APL primitives that are
executed in the course of prcicessing each character of the argument. This language problem. and a
compiler-based solution to it. are discussed within the context of exploiting APEX compiler features
in Section 5.6. For now. we note that rethinking the algorithm to avoid ndix changes made the
compiled code rxrcute about eight times faster on the 486 chan when ndix changing code was
generated.
The performance improvement achieved by compilation of shuflie makes it clear that the efYect of
removal or reduction of setup cost can be significant. In fact, setup cost reduction probably outweighs
the effect of any other single factor in APEX performance. Nevertheless, the other factors remain

significant - they must be addressed if APL performance is to be boosted to the level of tnditional
compiled languages. There are many squeaky wheels still to be greased, and the next ones we will
silence, or at lem. muffle. will use loop fusion as the lubricant.

5.2 Loop Fusion
The curse of array-valued intermediate tesults, faced by APL programmers on a day-to-day bais.
was discussed in Section 2.1.2; loop fusion's potential to alleviate this problem was discussed in
Section 2.2.2. Unlike setup cost removal, which has its greatest impact on small array opemtions,
the benefits of loop fusion are quite effective in operations on large arrays, where it can significantly
reduce memory traffic associated with a computation. The effect of loop fusion on the three signal
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processing applications (logd, mconvo, wiwer). the prime number finder (primes). and the text
manipulation application (metaphon). is shown in Figure 5.4.
The choice of these benchmarks was based on their excetlent use of the power of interpreted
APL. as they are non-iterative and opente on large amys. Our hope was that loop fusion would be
fully exploited in the compiled versions of these applications.
The logd benchmark is a signal processing application that computes the time derivative of
acoustic signals. It is well-wntten APL - non-iterative and operating on long vectors. Thus. we
do not expect to observe much speedup from compilation. Nonetheless, when we compiled logd. it
executed 3.7-1 1 times f s t e r than when interpreted, depending on the testbed.

Figure 5.5. which shows a fragment of the code generated for the following line of logd, demonstrates that loop fusion is a major contributor to the performance speedup:
L+ S O r 5 O L 5 O x ( DIFF O , WV)+RR+WV
Without loop fusion. the genented code would have contained five non-nested for Ioops. one for each
APL primitive ( T , L , x ,+ ,+). each genenting an my-valued temp. Instead. the may-genention
code is dmost entirely absent. The code invoking the expression ( DIFF O , WV),not shown here,
comprises one fused loop, creating one arny temp, tmpl5. Similarly, the loop that computes RR+WV,
creating the arny temp tmpl6, is also not shown. These two loops are executed before the one
shown in Figure 5.5. The code generated for the other four APL primitives used in LOGDERIV is the
fused loop shown in Figure 5.5. This ioop produces one result etement. tmp22. at a time. The two
OptAElm macros select the current scaiar eiement from the two array temps, tmpl6 and tmpl5,
The six lines of code starting at i f perform the divide (including APL's check for zero divided by
zero); the next three lines perfonn the multiply, min, and max operations. The Opt~lus,showing
interprocedural loop fusion in action. implements the sum reduction used in the benchmark driver,
benlogd. to reduce the benchmark output volume to a manageable size.
The array-valued temps we associate with execution of APL primitives do not exist in the compiled

code; they neither require memory to be allocated or freed, nor do they need to have data elements
stored into them and loaded from thern - the operations are a11 performed on scalars. In addition,
d l but one set of the opentions associated with loop initiaiization, induction variable incrementing,
termination testing, and loop closure have been removed, adding to the aggregate performance improvement. Thus, we see that loop fusion is a valuable tool for improving the execution time of
applications, even when the applications have been written in a style that exploits the best aspects of
interpreter perfomance.
Performance problems arising out of the fngility of loop fusion in OSC 13.0.3 occurred repeatedly
in the course of code genentor development and continue to cause performance problems. In the
Iogd benchmark, for example, the D I F F function, invoked by LOGDERIV, was not fused into the
loop genented for LOGDERIV. We were unable to coerce OSC into generating fused code for D I F F ,
despite trying a number of different code genention schemes. At that point, we decided to measure

SUN

/

10.98
5.34

Performance of viwer 120000 (seconds) ]
Platform APL ( APEX
Speedup
486
7.47 1 4.77
1.57

Performance of 'rimes 2200 (seconds)
Platform 1 M L 1 APEX 1 Speedup
486
12.54
6.84
4.73
RS/6000 17.90
6.03
SUN
15.50
Performance of 100 mconvo 9000 (seconds).
S peedup

1 1-40

1

Performance of metaphon 2000 (seconds)
PIatform APL APEX
Speedup
486
8.76
9.83
0.89
RSI6000 9.46
6.17
I .53
4.07
8.06
SUN
1.98

Figure 5.4: Performance impact of loop fusion
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tmp2 <= trnp3; tmp2++ ) { / * Normal Loop * /
Plus ( tmpl7, tmp2, tmp4 ) ;
O p t A E l m ( double, tmp21, tmpl6, tmpl7 } ;
O p t E l m ( double, tmp22, tmpl5, tmp2 ) ;
if ( tmp22 == tmp2l ) {
tmp22 = (1.0e0);
} else {
IncFlopCountA ( 1 ) ;
O p t D i v ( tmp22, tmp22, tmp2l ) ;

for

(

;

I

OptTimes

(

tmp22, tmp22, tmpl9

) ;

C O p t M i n ( tmp22, tmpl9, tmp22 ) ;
COptMax( tmp22, tmpll, tmp22 ) ;

/ * YankedRed * /
OptPlus( tmp20, tmp20, tmp22

);

>
Figure 5.5: C code generated by APEX for logd
the effects of code tuning and use of extended APL features to perform the first difference operation
performed by D I F F , in an attempt to obtain compiete loop fusion for this part of the application. Our
success in achieving this is discussed within the context of extended language features in Section 5.5
and in the context of code tuning in Section 5.7.
Before we leave the logd benchmark, we note that Ching's COMPC compiler @at95,Chi86a],
which does rtor perform loop fusion, obtained a speedup of 1.45 over interpreted code For logd on a

486/50cornputer. Since APEX obtained a speedup of 3.67 on this same benchmark, it is performing
almost 3.5 times faster than COMPC.Thus, we see that Ioop fusion, when exploited. can produce a
substantial difference in execution time. even for well-written APL applications.
The wivver benchmark bears a strong resemblance to the Iogd benchmark. yet the APEXgenerated code did not perform well on the 486, running only 1.57 times faster than the interpreter.
Performance on the RISC platforms was better, running 4-5 times the speed of the interpreter, but
this is still less than the spsedup we observed for logd. The exact cause of this level of performance
remains to be determined. but examination of the generated code reveals that loop fusion is not being
perfonned to the same extent that we observed with logd.
We now turn to more serious problems involving faiIure of loop fusion. wherein primes, mconvo,
and metaphon exhibited relatively poor performance. We look first at the primes benchmark which,

when compiled, mns 1.8-3.8 times faster than the interpreted version. We assumed that both logd and

primes would obtain substantial benefit from Ioop fusion, yet the speedup of primes was considerably
less than that of logd. Examination of the code genented for primes revealed that the first axis
reduction was not being loop fused with the outer product code that generates its argument.
This finding Ied us to investigate the behavior of OSC loop fusion and of the overheads associated
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with a vector-of-vectors-based, as opposed to an array-based, memory management system. We found
that the current release of OSC has at least three problems with loop fusion, which we shall discuss
presently.
The fundamental problem with primes arises from OSC's present inability to fuse an outer Ioop
with an inner loop. This inability to fuse. in mm, anses from interactions between the APEX
code generator design and SISAL'S vector-of-vectors design. wherein our desire to generate highperformance intra-primitive code had a detrimental effect on inter-primitive performance. Currently.
APEX generates APL primitives independently. That is, within the code generated for one primitive.
there is no consideration given to the way in which its result will be used. This simplifies the
code generator considerably. but because it does not concern itself with inter-primitive issues such as
order of element generation versus order of element use, it opens the door to creating interpreter-style
code. Such code genentes entire arrays and then uses them in that form, rather than generating and
consuming an element at a time, in the style of scalar languages.
The optimizers of OSC operate well to mask much of this, as most APEX-generated code generates result m y s in row-major order, for reasons including code consistency, minimization of
dereferencing of arny row descriptors. and maximization of stride-l memory access. Although this
style of coding encourages loop fusion. it is not a panacea, because some APL operations are not
amenable to row-major ordering or have other constraints that interfere with loop fusion. In the

primes benchmark, for instance, its key expression, +fO = b o

. I b , sums each column of the zero test

of the matnx created by the outer product. The outer product code and the reduction code were both
written to perform in row-major order. but we were unable to develop an expression for the reduction
using a parallel SISAL prndrrct fonn loop. Unfortunately. loop fusion did not occur, because OSC
did not interchange the loop order to enable such fusion. Hence. OSC creates a very large temp arrriy
for the outer product. with concomitant performance loss.
We evaluated severai methods of correcting this problem at the levei of a single primitive, including transposition of reduction order, explicitly transposing the argument to the reduction. and
executing the reduction with non-unit stride dong the raveled matnx. None of these techniques
improved performance.
We then indirectly investigated the effect of generating code that takes into consideration interactions arnong primitives, by rewriting primes to use a rank expression rather than an outer product.
thereby effecting an implicit transpose of the matrix. The good success we had with this technique,
discussed in detail in Section 5.7, suggests that a more sophisticated code generator. perforrning
algebraic manipulation of the abstract syntax tree, could generate substantially more efficient code
than we can do currently. Driscolt and Orth present exarnpies of such a code-merging technique but,
unfortunately, do not elaborate on the methods by which they achieved their results [5086].
We believe that some of the fundamental problems we face here are at the SISAL level. Its
inability to perform matrix reduction except dong a row vector is a senous problem. The absence
of non-vector m y s exacerbates the situation by causing performance ioss when stepping down an
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array column. FinalIy, OSC's current restrictions on Ioop fusion make alternative approaches worse
than the code we presently generate. We make a brief digression here to present an example of the

kind of difficuities we face in generating code that performs loop fusion properiy.
The loop fusion difficulties we face with the current version of OSC are fairly substantial. First,
as we saw with primes. OSC only fuses outer loops. Second, it will not interchange the order of
nested loops to produce code that c m be loop-fused, nor will it make other linear adjustments that
wou!d be obvious to a trained programmer by visual inspection. Findly. it will fuse only those loops
that have identicai loop boundaries expressed in a cenain wzy.
As an example of the latter problem, consider two SISAL prograrns which compute the APL
expression

(

:ni1 ) + 2 +6 6 6 using two possible methods of code generation within

APEX. OSC

performs loop fusion on the first version of the p r o E m , which is expressed using SISAL itentors
with implicit iteration bounds (shown in boldface):
%$entry=willfuse
define willfuse
function a(y1: array[integer] returns array[integer])
for y0 in y1 at i
returns array of yl[i]+2 end for
end function

function b(y1: arrayrinteger] returns array[integer])
for y0 in y1 at i
returns array of yl[i]+666 end for
2nd function
function willfuse(siz: integer; returns array[integer])
b(a(for i in 0,siz returns array of i end for))
end function
When compiled. this SISAL code generates a single C loop that also includes constant folding for

-

the expression 2 666 :

for ( ; tmp6 <= tmp2; t m p 6 + + ) {
Plus( tmp7, trnp6, (668) ) ;
GathATUpd ( int , tmp5, tmp7 ) ;
1

/ * Normal Loop * /

However, another version of the same program, expressed using explicit iteration bounds (also shown
in boldface). is not fused by the OSC compiler:
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%$entry=wontfuse
define wontfuse
function a(y1: arraylinteger] returns array(integer1)
for i in array-limi (yl),array-limh (yl)
returns array of yl[i]+2 end for
end function
function b(y1: arrayfinteger] returns array[integer])
for i in array-liml (yl),array-limh (yl)
returns array of yl[i]+666 end for
end function
function wontfuse(siz: integer; returns array[integer])
b(a(for i in 0,siz returns array of i end for))
end function
When compiled. this SISAL program generates three non-nested C loops and creates two extra

intermediate arrays during execution:

for ( ; tmplO <= tmp2; tmpiO++ )
GathATUpd( int, tmp9, tmpl0 ) ;

{

/ * Normal ~ o o p* /

1

...
for ( ; tmplO <= tmp3; tmplO++ ) {
OptAElm( int, tmp7, tmpll, tmplO
OptPlus( tmp7, tmp7, (2) ) ;
GatmTUpd ( int, tmp9, tmp7 ) ;
1

/ * Normal Loop * /
) ;

...

for ( ; tmp7 <= tnp4; tmp7++ ) { / * Normal Loop * /
OWAElm( int , tmpi0, tmpll, tmp7 ) ;
OptPlus ( tmpl0, tmpl0, (666) ) ;
G a t M T U p d ( int, tmp9, tmplO ) ;
1
Although. in both coding examples, the boundaries for al1 three for loops are identical. the manner in
which they are e-rpressed in the second example prevents OSC from fusing the loops. The reader may
be curious as to why we would even concem ourselves with the latter coding style, which appears
more verbose and error-prone that the former. Our desire was to leave the door open for support of

array coordinate mapping within APEX. In order to do this without modifying OSC, we had to be
able to explicitly specify stride information within loops, something that is not possible with implicit
iteration bounds. Having to make a choice between support for array coordinate mapping and support
for Ioop fusion. we reluctantly chose the latter, knowing that certain benchmarks would inevitably
suffer performance Ioss regardless of our choice.

This behavior. we note. is contrary to that implied by the OSC manual [Can92a]. Once we
understood this problem, we revised the APEX code generator to produce code using the icvilijïlse
coding style that encourages loop fusion. As time permits, we have been replacing code generator
fragments with new ones that adhere, when appropriate, to this style. Note that this technique does not
solve our problem with primes, because we are still have the inner loop versus outer loop problem.
Nonetheless, it does improve the performance of our other benchmarks.
The SISAUOSC developers are well aware of these problems; work is in progress to improve the
situation when the arrays involved are rectangular [Fit93]. However. the fruits of this labor are not
yet available, so we must work with the tools we have at hand. The bad news is that these operations
perform poorly today. Part of the good news is that a solution is in the works. The other part of
the good news is that we can work around some of these problems. We can reach into our toolbox
of APL primitives and tune applications for performance; we can also contemplate the use of phrase
recognition to perform such tuning automaticaIly. We discuss primes in the light of both topics in
Section 5.7.
Returning to benchmark results. we note that mconvo suffered from a problem similar to that of

primes. The mconvo convolution benchmark reshapes the trace into a matrix with as many rows as
the filter has elements. The matrix is then padded with zeros and skewed with a row-by-row rotate.
ï h e convolution is then computed as a reduction of the outer product of the fiIter with the skewed
matrix. Although visually pleasing and elegant when expressed in APL, the interpreted performance
of mconvo is poor, because of the two large matrix temps that the interpreter creates. APEX did
little better with convolution than it did with primes, for the same reason - inadequate loop fusion
by OSC. for the reasons stated above, caused the compiled code to generate two large matrix temps.
In Section 5.5. we describe a modification to mconvo that resolved this performance problern.
We recognize that this is. in a sense. conceding defeat in the battIe against Iarge intermediate arrays,
but the war is not over - that is why Future Work was invented.
The performance of the metaphon benchmark disappointed us. Because the benchmark is noniterative. it looks as if it should be able to exploit loop fusion to full advantage and thereby obtain
substantially higher performance than the interpreter. However. metaphon compiled performance on
the 486 is about 10% worse than that of the interpreter; on the RISC platforms APEX-generated code
is only 1.5-2 times faster than the interpreter.
We propose several possible reasons for this poor performance. First of d l , the benchmark rnakes
extensive use of the APL rotare primitive. As implemented in APEX today, this will always force
a m y copying and thereby defeat loop fusion. Second, substantial use is made of the phrase /i.
This phrase is special-cased in the interpreters, but APEX currently has no special case support
for it. Hence. APEX is doing a considerable amount of extra work that the interpreters are able to
sidestep. Third. OSC stores one Boolean elernent per byte. in contrast to commercial APL interpreters,
which store 8 Boolean elements in one byte of memory. This inefficient representation has serious
implications for the performance of several of our benchmarks, as the OSC Boolean storage scheme
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requires more machine instructions to perform comrnon APL Boolean array opentions than does
the dense storage scheme. For example. relational array operations and search opentions c m be
perfonned a word at a time - 32 or 64 elements in parailel - with a dense storage scheme. Finally.
there are still a number of code fnegnents remaining in APEX that inhibit loop fusion. These may
also be contributing to the problem.
Another place we encountered inhibition of Ioop fusion in many of our benchmarks involved
checking for length errors dunng the execution of scdar functions.' APEX generates code to check
for length error when it is unable to make a compile-time determination of the conformability of
the operands. For example. scal ar+vect or does not generate conformability checking code,
nor does vectorcsingl eton when the singleton is detected at compile time. However. vectorl+vector2 senerates a check for length error if APEX is unable to determine at compile tirne
chat the vectors are the same length or that one is a singleton.
The presence of such checks inhibited loop fusion due to a bug in the OSC optimizer.'

This

produced a significant performance Ioss in some benchmarks. in spite of the fact that there are
surprisingly few mn-time length error checks present in APEX-generated code.'

We were unable

to locate or correct the OSC fault without substantial analysis of OSC optimizer intemals. so we
elected to adopt a workaround for the problem. We introduced a preprocessor directive. CONFORM,
thrtt optionalIy disables the genention of checks for Iength error in scalar functions. Inclusion of this
directive

rit

compile time permits loop fusion to occur properly, at the price of potentially undetected

mn-time length errors. Once we have a fix for the OSC bug, we will remove this workaround. Al1
execution times reported in this chapter reflect usage of the workaround.
In spite of the problems we encountered with loop fusion, we remain convinced that it offers
substantial performance benefits for many APL applications. The benefits of Ioop fusion are. moreover. effective regardless of coding style or array size. Loop fusion and setup cost reduction are,
nonetheless. inadequate to let us reach our performance goals. We need to be able to replace genenc
rilgorithms with high-performance algorithms that let us exploit special cases ansing from compiletime knowledge of data and the problem domain.

'1n APL. a scdar/lmcrion is one that is defined purely by its behavior on scalar arguments. This class includcs the
common arithmctic and elementriry funçtions such as addition and exponeniiation. A scalar function is cxtended to m a y
arguments in an elcmcnt-by-elemcnt fashion if its a m y s are identical in shape. If the arnys are not the samc shape. then
the so-cailed scalar e-rtension rules corne into play: If one argument is a singleton - a single-element array of any rank the singleton is extended to bc the sarne shape as the other argument. Otherwise. the arnys are non-conformabte and a
mnk ermr or lengrlr error is signaled. indicaiing a difference in array nnks or in length dong some mis. For example.
1 2 +4 5 6 would signal a lrngrlr ermr bccause the vector arguments were of different shapes. but neither is a singleton.
:The SISAL projcct t e m was notified of this bug. but they have not yet been able Co develop a fix or workaround for
IL.

'of 679 scalar function invocations in our benchmarks. only 138 of [hem (20%) penented mn-timc checks. The other
80% were rernoved by the cxtant shripe-checking facilities in APEX. which had exploited shape information propagated by
data How analysis.
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5.3 Special Case Algorithrns and Array Predicates
Knowledge of sub-domain properties of a generd aigorithm often pennits solution of the sub-domain
problem in less time or space than the genenl problem. These aigorithms. known as special case
algorithms, are exploited. often unwittingly, by application prograrnmers.
Programmers who write applications in C or other scalar-oriented languages are forced, by the
very nature of those languages, to think about data and algorithms in very low-level terms. As a
consequence, the resuiting prognms often naturally exploit currently known characteristics of data.
Every line of code written reflects those characteristics, becoming, in effect, a special case. In APL,
programmers tend to shun special case code except when circumstances force them to do otherwise,
as generality may provide unexpected benefits. That same generality often leads to performance
problems, because interpreters are not able to detect and exploit special cases to the same extent as
c m a programmer writing in a compiled lower-level Ianguage. The information required to detect a
special case is often evident from a static analysis of the program. but an interpreter does not have the
luxury of time to detect. propagate, and exploit such information. Hence, an interpreter is working
at a disadvantage and is. therefore, usually forced to execute code that reflects the most general case.
This situation changes when we compile APL. In contrat to an interpreter, a compiler can take the
time to perform the analysis required to detect, propagate, and exploit known characteristics of data
and algorithm. then generate special-case code that offers benefits in execution time, execution space,
or type of result. One way that APEX supports this f o m of analysis is through arrny predicates,
properties that are logically associated with each m a y created by the prognm being compiled.
We developed the concept of m y predicates when we were developing the data flow rinalyzer for
APEX. We reaIized that detailed knowledge of rirray properties often permits an expert programmer to
improve the run-time CPU or rnemory performance of an application by using algorithms that exploit
those properties. Similady. an interpreter or compiler with knowledge of m y properties can make
more riggressive choices of mn-time algorithms. For example, knowing that array PV is a permutation
of the first o P V integers perrnits PV to be sorted in linear time using a pigeonhole rnethod, rather
than having to use a non-linear traditional sorting algorithm. Since these array properties can be
described ris predicates, or assertions, made about an array, we dubbed them a r r q predicates.
Although the above exampie only affects the mn-time performance of a single primitive, other
array predicates can also affect the result type of functions. This, as we shall see, may produce
an effect on code generation that ripples through the remainder of the prognm, with concomitant
effects on performance and memory requirements. Consider the resuIt type of represent. APL's radixconverting function. Given integer arguments. represent produces a result of type integer. However,
in the special case of a left argument whose value is dl twos, as in the expression (nP21T y , the
result is the last n digits of the Boolean representation of the integer Iist y. If we could detect this
case, we could produce a result of type Boolean, nther than integer. This would reduce the space
required to store the result and rnight also permit references to that result to use faster algorithms,
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such as word-at-a-time Boolean functions. An interpreter c m detect the Boolean specid case at
run-time at the cost of some overhead, but APEX must establish the result type for each function
at compile time. Data flow analysis wilI provide the APEX code generator with the fact that the
Ieft argument to represerit is an integer vector, but unless n has a known value (either a constant or
derivable at compile tirne by partial evaluation). the result generated will be of type integer instead
of BooIean. This is undesinble frorn both performance and rnernory usage standpoints. If APEX
could deduce, at compile time. the fact that the Ieft argument to represent was a vector of twos. it
could produce a Boolean type resuIt and also emit more efficient code using shifr-and rather than

rnodrrhcs-subtracr. Clearly. then, if a functionai array language is to compete in performance with
scalar-oriented languages in which programmers code such algorithms explicitly, it must be able to
extract these predicates and mdce effective use of them.

APEX does just this, and gets substantial performance improvements by doing so. The data
flow analysis phase of APEX creates and propagates a m y predicates, which are then used by the
APEX code generator to emit code that exploits special properties of arnys. The predicates currently
supported by APEX. dong with the rules for generation and propagation of predicates across function
boundaries are described in detail elsewhere [Ber97]. In brief. APEX currently generates. propagates.
and invalidates. as appropriate, the set of array predicates shown in Figure 5.6.

1

Predicate Name

1

Description

1

I

Pv
PVSubset
NoDups
A112
SortedUp
SortedDown
KnowValue
NonNeg
lnteger

1

~ r r a yis a permutation vector
A m y is subset of a permutation vector
Array elements are al1 unique
A m y elements are al1 integer 2
Array elements are in upgrade order
A m y elements are in downgrade order
A m y value is known at compiIe time
Array elements are al1 non-negative
Array elements are a11 integer-valued

I

i

Figure 5.6: A m y predicates supported by APEX

We performed an experiment to determine the effect of array predicates on the performance of
one application benchmark. rlc. As part of a data compression step in data base construction, rle
creates a mn-length-encoded Boolean vector representing its time-series integer data argument. APEX
originally generated a result of type integer for the application, because the expression ( w i d t h P 2 1Tr
involving represent, the radix-converting APL function that nirned the integer data into Boolean form,
had no way to determine at compile time that the result would be Boolean. If its left argument had been
a numeric constant vector consisting entirely of 2s, it could genente code operating in the Boolean
domain. generating ri Boolean result. This would produce a cascade effect on code generation, in

which later uses of that result would also operate in the Boolean domain. Unfortunately. the left
argument was not a constant. but a temporary array, whose length varïed from call to call depending
on the exact values of the argument. Because the information, obvious by inspection, that the left
argument must be al1 3s. was not available to the code genentor. the code generator was forced to
rmit conservative code for the integer domain. This produced such a loss of performance that the
APEX-generated code originally ran slower than the interpreter. which examined the left argument
and dynamically made the decision to produce a Boolean result. APEX, having no such Iuxury. had
to decide on result type at compile time, and was forced to be conservative. producing an integer
result.
While contemplating this problem, we realized that it would be possible for data flow analysis
to propagate array properties, such as "Al1 elements of this array are the non-negative integer 2," in
the same way that it propagatrs other morphologicai information. We implemented APEX support
for these arrav predicates. and within a day had the code generator producing special-case code that
took advantage of them. We compiled rle with predicates disablcd to genente a SISAL program,

r l e i n t e g e r . which produced a result of type integer for the represent function. We then recompiled rle with array predicates enabled to genente another SISAL program. r l e b o o l e a n . which
produced a Boolean result for the represent function, by the following compiler actions. The offending expression ( w i d t h P 2 ) rr appeared in the rle benchmark, with the constant array 2 generated
with the predicate AI12. The reshape expression w i d t h P 2 propagated that predicate to its result.
The represenf function then exploited the AI12 predicate of its left argument to produce a Boolean
result with predicates of Integer and NonNeg.
Figure 5.7 shows the extent to which a m y predicates affect the performance of the rle application

on the 486.
Benchmark
rleinteger 10000
rleboolean 10000

CPU time (seconds)
APEX
APL
26.04
1.67
1.35
1.67

APEX memory
(bytes)
1 83254 16
8489096

Figure 5.7: Performance impact of array predicates

Part of the speedup came about because the represent primitive was able to emit more efficient code
using shi~?instead of divide; another part came from loop fusion; the remaining part of the speedup
arose from functions that made more efficient use of the now-Boolean result of represent. The
propagation of Boolean data throughout latter parts of the benchmark offered additionai performance
benefits.' The reduction of processor tirne by a factor of almost twenty and of memory use by a
factor of more than two makes it clear that support for predicates offer a substantial performance

-

' ~ h i scriscriding effect is rinother reason for prefemng application benchmarks kernel benchmarks are unable to obscrve
this cffect.

improvement for certain applications.
A m y predicates offer substantial performance payoffs for minimal effort. Exploiting predicates

in the code generator requires a certain amount of custom coding for the special case code fragment
and its selection. However. once the predicates are available from data flow analysis. special cases
that use them can be written as development resources become available.
The results we have just presented do not typify the magnitude of the speedups available with

array predicates. They c m . for instance, facilitate the use of special case code that replaces quadratic
run-time algorithms with linear ones. Such special case detection permits the APL programmer to
continue prognmming in an abstnct style. while obtaining performance IeveIs commensurate with
hand-coded special cases.
At present. APEX data Flow support for array predicates is fairly comprehensive. although some

fine tuning still remains to be done. For example, scalar functions currently invalidate al1 array
predicates, although it is clear that some predicates should survive some scalar functions. e.g.. NonNeg
shoufd survive any scalar function that produces a BooIean result.
Addition of a new predicate to APEX is a simple matter of defining the rules by which it is created,
propagated. and invalidated, then amending the data flow analysis phase of the compiler to implement
those rules. Exploitation of an existing predicate is merely a matter of introducing appropriate code
into the relevant part of the code generator. Although predicate exptoitation is currently limited to the
case described above as a proof of concept, r i m y predicates offer a nch vein of APEX performance,
to be mined as human resources become a~ailable.~Sorne of the optimizations that we envision
implementing by the exploitation of array predicate information include those shown in Figure 5.8.

-

-

Optimizations with array predicates
Relevant Predicates
Optimization
Quick hithohit for X E y. x ~ y PV, PVSubSet.
MaxVal, MinVal
SortedUp, SonedDown
Instant upgrade
MaxVal, MinVal
Upgrade by pigeonhole
Instant max reduce or min reduce MaxVal, MinVal
SortedUp, SortedDown, PV
Fast indexof, membership
Know Value
Partial evaluation
NonNeg, Enteger
Domain error check removal
NonNeg, Integer, MaxVal
Index error checking removal
Figure 5.8: Possible array predicate optimizations

5 ~ e c e n t l ywe
. implemented two optimizations that exploit the a m y predicate PV (permutation vecior) in two benchmarks
pcrformed for a European bank. The operations APVand PVI y were enhanced to genente linear-tirne algorithrns. These
improved the performance of these benchmarks by 50% and 2500%. respectively.
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5.4

Copy Avoidance

When we entered into the APEX project. we hoped that the problems of m y copying in functional
array languages would be addressed completely by our use of SISAL or IF1 as an intermediate
Ianguage. These hopes were dashed by our realization of the full implications of SISAL's vector-ofvector, as opposed to array, design. This, combined with the scaiar language semantics of SISAL.
made it difficult to irnplement certain matrix primitives of APL efficiently, particularly those. such
as take and drop, that involve the restructunng of arrays. These operations, which we hoped could
be performed purely via descriptor manipulations, turned out to be the root of our most problematic
performance problem.
There are several reasons why these performance problems exist, including the absence of SISAL
support for arrays and inadequate loop fusion in OSC. The absence of m a y s in SISAL forces
m y s to be stored as vectors of vectors. This, in the current version of OSC. may result in matrix
rows being placed in non-contiguous rnemory. With such a storage scheme, it is not possible to
compute the rtddress of an array element solely from its index and the base address of the array.
Hence. array coordinate mapping, which logically restructures arrays without requiring the copying
of m y elements. cannot be used to implement the structural functions of APL. As a result, structural
opentions force the copying of entire arrays, to no useful end. On matnx operations, performance
also suffered because SISAL'S vector-of-vectors design results in allocation of a sepante descriptor
for each row of a matrix. This increases rnemory usage and drives up rnemory management cost and
other overheads rissociated with the execution of a primitive. Furthennore, even simple structural
operations. which should be amenable to removal via loop fusion, were not loop-Fused. because of
an inadequacy in the OSC Ioop fusion analyzer, whereby loop bounds must match exactly for fusion
to occur. LVe will look into this performance problem in more detail by examining the performance
of mdiv, mdiv2. and tomcatv. Performance numbers for these benchmarks are shown in Figure 5.9.

The Jenkins' mode1 of domino. APL's rnatrix divide primitive. was used as the b a i s for the mdiv
benchmark [Jen70]. We hoped the mode1 would provide cividence that straightforward compiled APL
can compete favorribly with hand-coded C. In fact, the compiled version of mdiv executes marginally
slower on the 486 than does the interpreted version and almost four times slower than the C-coded
ciornino primitive. Speedups on the RISC platforms are slightly better for APEX relative to the

interpreter. but are still disappointing.
We conjectured that the poor performance of mdiv arose from the requirement to copy s u b m y s .

We sought to confinn that this was indeed the case by making some modifications to mdiv in hopes
of reducing non-productive copying of m y s . We created mdiv2 from mdiv by adopting a coding
style. farniliar to performance-conscious prognmmers, that avoids superfluous data movement and
coercions. The chanses we made to mdiv in creating mdiv2 were as follows. The type of the
identity mritrix created in m d 2 as the left argument to ls2 is double-real, rather than Boolean,
e!iminating a run-time coercion. The identity matrix is formed by reshape and overtake rather than
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Performance of mdiv ZOO (seconds)
Platform 1 APL 1 APEX 1 Speedup
386
89.22 92.82
RSl6000 135.07 66.43
88.64 73.50
SUN
Performance of mdiv2 200 (seconds)
Platform 1 APL 1 APEX 1 Speedup
1-25
SUN

2.06

Performance of tomcatv 257 (seconds)
Platform 1 APL 1 APEX 1 S ~ e e d u ~
2.96
SUN

2.38

Figure 5.9: Performance impact of lirnited copy avoidance

by the slower. more complicated outer product. Amy rows are swapped in mdiv pivot opentions
by use of the array expression ppC i , p i I - p p [pi,i 1, necessitating the formation of two small,

temporary arrays from the scalars i and pi. Replacing these by the three statements t e p p i i l ,

-

ppC i j -ppipi 1, and ppCpi 1 t allowed those operations to be performed without generating the

temps. The argument and result matrices were catenated in rndiv, reflecting the manner in which
matrix inversion is taught in linear algebra, but introducing the need to use complicated index or take
expressions to extract portions of the appropriate a m y . In mdiv2, we stored these a m y s as distinct
objects.

The mdiv2 benchmark performed significantly better than mdiv in both interpreted and compiled
environments, More importantly, APEX timings had improved even more than those of the interpreted
code. This implicated m a y copying as a culprit in the performance problem and suggested two
apprortches to correcting the larger problem: make array copying faster or stop copying arrays. We
examined the C code generated by OSC for a r n y copying in mdiv2. As that code appeared to be
near-optimal, faster array copying by array copy improvements was not in the cards. Another way
to eliminate many of these data movement opentions and to raise performance levels to acceptable
values is to introduce array coordinate mapping into OSC, as discussed in Section 2.2.3. Regretably,
such an enhancement is beyond the scope of this thesis.
The tomcatv benchmark suffered from the same array copying problem as mdiv. We observed
speedup ratios in the 2.4-5 range. This is good compared to the interpreted code, but inadequate. as
we shail see in the next chapter, when compared to compiled scalar languages. Part of the fault lies

in the compmrsh fùnction. which computes step-2 first differences dong both axes of two m y s .
discarding the rdge values. These and related computations introduce a total of 40 multi-ais drop
operations and 4 matnx rotate opentions, each requiring the copying of large (257x257) arrays.
Copying is wasted effort, as it does not contribute to the result of a computation. We shall retum to
this issue shortly in the discussion of the performance of APEX versus FORTRAN. wherein we will
see just how much effort is wasced. If the APL code was rewritten to use a scalar-oriented coding
style, no such copying would be required. and we would achieve better performance. However.
APL's clarity of expression wouid be Iost.

5.5

Extended Language Features

Most of the benchmarks we have presented here were written in vinmge-1985 ISO Standard APL,
to ensure cross-platform portability and to present a level playing field for al1 parties concerned.
However, for higher efficiency. we must move beyond the world of Standard APL and look at
features in the Extended APL Standard that let us make more effective use of the language [EM93].
In this section, we will revisit some applications, looking at the performance irnprovements obtainable
by the use of two such Ianguage features. the crrt conjunction and the rank conjunction [Ber87.BB93].
The adverbs and conjunctions. or operators, of APL are the controi elements by which array
elements are brought together for computation. The properties of the APL conjunctions for inner and
outer product are well-known, as are those of the parallel prefix adverbs. scan and red~rce. These
simple. yet powerful, facilities perform the bulk of the computation in APL that cannot be handled
by indexing or scalar functions on arrays. Nonetheiess. they do not support a variety of commonly

required ways of handling data. such as a row at a time, or in a tiled manner across a matrix.
In the Iate 1970s, a number of researchers in the APL Imguage design community. including K.E. Iverson, A.T. Whitney. and the author. recognizing these shortcomings of APL. designed
language facilitirs that we believed would address them in a general and consistent manner. The
author implemented support for what is now known as fiincrion rank and the rnnk conjunction in
SHARP APL in 1983; the crrt conjunction followed soon thereafter. implemented by Greg Bezoff
[ ~ e r 8 7 , B B 9 3 , ~ 1 ~ * 8 3 ]These
.'
conjunctions simplified the expression of many computations and
often improved their performance by large margins.
In the course of examining APEX benchmarks, it became apparent that several of them could
take advantage of these language extensions. We now present the results of several experiments we
performed to evaluate the utility of the cirt and rank conjunctions in a compiled environment. The
results of these experiments are given in Figure 5.10. Several of the APEX benchrnarks use language
extensions chat are not yet available on Our testbed APL interpreters. Where that is the case, we
show. in italics, the best APL interpreter time available for that benchmark. Specifically, none of
Our testbed interpreters support the cirr conjimction. and the 486 interpreter does not suppon the rank
'The rank conjunction is now part of the ISO Extended APL Standard

[EM93].
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Performance of Iogd3 500000 (seconds)
4.37
13.44
6.55

SUN

1 Performance of

1

Platforrn
486
RS/6000
SUN

1

APL
3.65
6.84
3.39

100 mconvo 9000 (seconds)
APEX
Speedup
2.07
1.76
0.60
1 1 .40
1.13
3 .O0
- -

1

Performance of 100 mconvred 9000 (seconds)
Speedup
40.24

SUN

Performance of nmo2 200 (seconds)

Performance of nmo2r 200 (seconds)

3-63
2.98

2 -69

SUN

SUN

Performance of primes 2200 (seconds)

3.78
2.57
Performance of mdiv2 200 (seconds)

1.25
4-16
2.06

1

Performance of primes2 2200 (seconds)
Platform
APEX
Speedup
2.7 1
12.54
486
4.62
3.34
RS/6000 15.92
4.77
2.72
15-40
SUN
5.67

APL

1

Performance of mdiv2r 200 (seconds)

SUN

4.70
2.20

Figure 5. IO: Performance impact of extended language features

The clit conjunction. denoted

in APL, is used to perfom moving window operations across

m y s , for applications such as moving averages, string search, and convotution. The most commonly
used crit partitions an array argument into several non-overlapping segments under control of an
argument such as a Boolean partition vector, then independently applies a specified operand function
to each such segment produced. The final result is formed by lamination of the individual results.

The variant of cirr that interests us here is the one that partitions the array into overlapping segments
before applying the operand. To demonstrate the utility of crrt, consider such a moving-window
crtr that applies an identity function (13to overlapping windows of width 3 of the text string
a b c d e f ' . The following expression, using our extended APL2 window reduction notation for cici.

mereiy demonstrates the arny segments to which an arbitrary operand is applied:
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3 Id/Y abcdef

abc
bcd
cde

de£
If we use a more rneaningful operand Function such as

A.

=&

cdet to perform an inner product

with a fixed argument. we c m perfonn a string search:
3 ~.=&~cde~/~abcdef~
O O 1 O

in the above example by the Iinear algebra inner
product + .x and give it a fixed argument of a nurneric filter, we obtain a 1-Dconvolution function.
These examples should give some indication of the power and utility of the crrt conjunction. and
Similarly, if we replace the inner product

(A.

=)

justification for its support in the APEX compiler.
We enhanced APEX to support a variant of the S H A W APL and 3 crtr conjunction and the APL2

dyudic redrrce adverb [BB93,DBM94,Ive96]. The syntax is that of APL2 dyadic reduction: the syntax
and semantics are reflected in the Extended ISO APL Standard. We feel, as did the designers of
the J clrt, that the APL3 definition of dyadic reduction is deficient, inasmuch as it only provides the
capability of a reduction, whereas the crrt enhancement pennits application to a monadic function,
thereby facilitating operations such as convolution. Our implernentation is a consistent extension of
the ISO definition. offering both capabilities. Specifically, the operand, if monadic, is a p p k d to each
window of the argument. If the operand is ambivalent or dyadic, it is applied as a reduction, as it is
in APL2 We shall now examine the efTect of clrt on the performance of logd and mconvo.
We created logd3 by rnodifying the D I F n function of logd2 to perform the first difference
operation by use of a moving window reduction of width two.'
crrt conjunction: RESç-2 - / S I G .

This was implemented using the

It was not possible to time the interpreted version of logd3. as

our extension is not yet supported on the testbed interpeters. Tfierefore, we used logd2 interpreter
timings against Iogd3 APEX timings. The compiled version of logd3 ran substantially faster than
logd2 and logd because interprocedural loop fusion was now able to fuse the D I F F 3 function's code
into the major loop. This eliminated some loop control code and replaced a r n y copy operations with
operations on scalars. The net result was a speedup of 4.4-13.2 over l0gd2, the best interpreted code.
Since the crit conjunction is eminently suitable to the task of performing convolution, we also
rewrote the mconvo benchmark to use it, creating the mconvred benchmark. This simplified the
benchmark code considerably and also provided a substantial improvement in speed, with the compiled
code running 7.5402 times faster than the interpreted code. As with logd3, utilization of crrr provided
loop fusion and eliminated the large array-valued temps that plague mconvo, bringing mconvred into
the level of reasonable performance.
The r m k conjunction has long proven to be of value in interpreted APL applications by providing
'1n Section 5.7. we discuss the modification we made to logd to creaie logd2.

a simple, yet general, way of specifying how subarrays are to be combined in the presence of a
Function. The runk conjunction. denoted

in APL and

in J, rnay be thought of as specifying a pair

of loop controls for cornbining two arrays under the control of a dyadic function. For example. the
expression

V+;O 1

m specifies that rank-0 elements (scaiars) from v and rank-1 elements (rows)

from m are to be combined by addition. This effectiveIy adds the vector v to each column of the
rnatrix m. Similarly. v+;l 1 m selects vecton from both sides. adding the vector v to rach row
of the matrix m. The rank conjunction permits such opentions, and rnany others. to be performed
without recourse to restructuring primitives such as reshape and transpose. This eliminates certain

array copying operations that would otherwise be required to achieve m y conformability.
In our experiments. we replaced cornplicated expressions in several APL applications with semantically equivalent rank expressions. ïhis presented us with a minor problem because. although
the SAX interpreter supports rank, the 486 interpreter does not. We were. therefore, unable to tirne
the interpreted rank version on the 486. so we used the unrnodified 486 code timing for that panicular
comparison. We performed these experiments on nmo2, primes, and mdiv2. In al1 cases, the use of
the rank conjunction reduced the execution time under APEX and under the SAX interpreter.
The compiled performance of nmo2 was less than spectacular, being just 1.3-2.7 times faster than
the interpreted code. This poor performance stems frorn the index subfunction. which performs a
large amount of data movement to index elements from an array. We first encountered this bottleneck
during the ACORN project. where we replaced the index function by the from ruith rank expression

x{

y to good rffect. We perfomed the same transformation here. creating the nmo2r brnchrnark.

We also replaced several other expressions with simpler ones involving the rnnk conjunction. This
boosted performance for the application to between 2-3.6 over that of interpreted code, acceptable
for such a numerically intensive application.
We made corresponding changes to primes. creating primes2. to achievs the effect of a transposed
outer product, allowing u s to use a last-ais, rather than first-axis, reduction. This resulted in a
speedup ratio of 3.7-3.3. Sirnila. changes produced a speedup ratio of 1.34.7 for rndiv2r. reflecting
the computational dominance of inner-product within matrix inverse.

5.6

Inter-Language Calls

Being a compiled language. APEX offers the APL programmer facilities. including inter-language
calls and a macro preprocessor, that are not readily available to the user of an interpreter. These c m
simplify maintenance and development work; they can also improve performance by a substantial
margin. As an example of the latter, we will consider the effect of rewriting the crc benchmark to
utilize the OSC intnnsic functions shifil, shipr, and xor.
Many computer languages offer facilities for performing bit-wise logical operations on scalars.
thereby providing the programmer with direct access to the processor's ALU. The APL lanpage. by
contrast. offers no such access because of its abstract treatment of numeric data. The APL language
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definition is silent on the existential issue of cornputer-oriented data types - word, float. doubleprecision - for numeric data. In APL, there are simply numbers; the implementation is responsible
for treating them in a sensible manner to effect maximum precision. efficiency. and accuncy in
cornputrition.
Typicaily. implementations of APL support at least four types of numeric data: Boolean, integer.
double-precision real. and double-precision cornplex. Since the mode of storage is not specified.
the actions of Boolean operations such as exclrtsive or and shi' are undefined in APL. except for
Boolean data. For Booleans. exclusive or can be written as nor equal and the logical shifts c m be
written, albeit clumsily, as phrases using take and drop. There are no corresponding mappings for
t h e integers or other data types. Therefore. processor ALU opentions that are natunlly expressed

as Boolean functions on the intemal representation of integers or chmcters in other Ianguages have
no direct cognate in APL. Instead, the APL programmer must invoke a generic, heavy-duty. radixchanging function - the represent primitive - to convert an integer scalar to a Boolean vector. The
Boolean vector can then be manipulated as desired with reasonable efficiency, after which another
radix-changing operation, base value, is required to convert the Boolean vector back into an integer
scalar.
Al1 of these operations are time-consuming, even when a compiler is able to speed up the radix
changing functions through special case detection, because the definition of the opention on nonscalar arguments involves a bit-wise transpose of the result. The performance problern is exacerbated
by OSC's storage of Boolean data in byte-wise, rather than bit-wise form. In the context of the crc
benchmark, these radix-changing operations are the main reason that a highly iterative benchmark
rxecutes only 6-12 times faster when compiled than when interpreted.
We realized that the inter-language cal1 facility in OSC [Can92a] could be used to advantage in this

benchmark by letting the APL programmer work in the integer domain and letting OSC intrinsics
handle the work in the BooIean domain. Since we have not yet defined a formal mechanism to
support the inter-language cal1 facility, we will describe the manual approach we used in conducting
Our experiment. On the assumption that a set of APL library functions with semantics identical to
those of the OSC intrinsics would be a necessary first step, we wrote simple APL libtriry functions to
perform .rot-. shifil. and shifrr on integer scalar arguments. These functions allow an APL programmer
working in an interpretive environment to write and debug applications that will eventually use OSC
intrinsics. We then rewrote the crc benchmark to use these library functions instead of the radixchanging functions already present, thereby creating crc2. We then compiled cm2 to SISAL and
manually replaced the APL library routine calls with invocations of the OSC intrinsics.'
Figure 5.1 1 presents the timings for crc2. Because the APL versions of the library functions,
of necessity. embed the scalar-onented radix-changers inside them for the interpreter's use, this
intermediate step results in slightly worse interpreted performance than the original code. For the
' ~ b v i o u s l y . ri production version of this facitity would identify such libnry routines and perform the replacements
autornatically .
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sake of himess, the -4PLinterpreter timings in the figure are, therefore, for crc rather than for crc2.

/

1

Performance of crc2 50000 (seconds) ]
Platform
APL APEX Speedup
46.49
486
35.10
0.76
98.56
0.60
RS/60ûû 59.13
56.87
0.47
26.54
SUN

Figure 5.1 1 : Performance impact of inter-language calls

The crc2 code, using the intrinsics, tan substantially faster than the original code. Moreover, of
the 0.76 seconds execution time on the 486. 0.68 seconds were consurned by initialization code that
built the CRC table. This initialization time could be completeiy eliminated with partial evaluation
during compilation, as the data involved are al1 compile-time constants. This would give performance
characteristics similar to those we observed in the other Iiighly iterative benchmarks. We have not
explored the inter-langage cal1 facility in great detail, but it is apparent that it will offer substantial
benefits to the APL programmer who uses APEX.

Benchmarking attracts two types of people: those who would seIl their grandmother for a 20%
performance boost and those who consider their favorite benchmark to be immutably cast in concrete.

The former group, stnctly results-oriented. feels free to rewrite benchmarks to any extent necessary
in order to achieve maximum performance. The latter group feels that benchmarks are inviolate
works of art to be displayed in museum cases. Although both viewpoints have their place. w e sit.
Iike the mugwump. fimly on the fence between the two. Having presented the museum piece results

in earlier sections of this chapter, we will now look into the effect of nining them to improve their
efficiency.
While studying the loop fusion problem in logd, we noted that extra work is done when computing
the first difierence. The catenate, drop. and rotate can be replaced by a catenate and a drop, to
create the logd2 benchmark. Since these structural functions usually induce array copying in both
interpreted and compiled environments, we expected that this change would improve performance
ovenll. Indeed, reduction of copy operations had precisely this effect, except on the interpreted code
for the RS/6000. which ran marginally slower. Figure 5.12 shows that, on the 386. logd2 executed
1.13 times faster than logd in an interpreted environment, and 1.15 times faster in a cornpiled
en~ironment.~
The net result is that the compiled version of logd2 is 4-12 tirnes faster than the
interpreted version of logd, and 3.7-13 times faster than the interpreted version of logd2.
'This rnagnification of effort, wherein a performance improvement to interpreted APL code resulted in a largrr irnprove-

ment when cornpiled. was also noted by Bates. although he was not specific about the form of his code modifications.
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Performance of logd2 500000 (seconds)
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SUN

5.36

Performance of dtb2 30000 150 (seconds)
Speedup
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SUN

0.82

SUN
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Figure 5.12: Performance impact of tuning
These performance differences often arise because the tootbox of APL primitives is large enough
that a given problem may educe several isomorphic solutions. Of these, the choice of algonthm used
by the programmer to solve that problem may be decided on the b a i s of esthetics, maintainability,
readability, or naivity. In production environments, the choice is frequently dictated by a programmer's perception of the relative performance of those various solutions on the system being used at
the time. For example. early work by L.M. Breed and others on reshape and dynamic compilation
of scalar functions and reductions in S H A W APL made the expression + / m x ( P m ) P V several times
faster than the equivalent m+ .xv [Tve73]. Expert APL prognrnmers, obsessed by performance concerns, began to use the former phrase in lieu of the latter, in spite of its reduced clarity. Several
years later. the author and D.B.Allen used similar compilation techniques and the CDC STAR innerproduct algorithm to design and implement a dynamic compiler for inner product. implemented in
the S H A W APL interpreter. This tilted the balance the other way. so that inner products were now
faster than the now-popular reshape phrase: programmers soon switched back to the expression using
inner product.'O This sort of performance Rip-flop is an on-going part of the interpreter experience.
Such performance imbalances among isomorphic expressions d s o appear in APEX. as we shall now
see.
The compiled form of primes executed slowly because the order of data generation differed
from the order of use, thereby defeating loop fusion and introducing significant overhead involving
maintenance of array row descriptors. A similar problem occurred with the dtb benchmark. If we
examine dtb. we realize that the expression v f
' v .f m. Therefore. we
f m is isomorphic to
can tnvially rewrite

dtb to use the latter expression, producing dtb2, and letting us sidestep the

generate-use dichotomy described in Section 2.2.2. Because the genention and consumption of the
array elements both occur within the bounds of the inner-product conjunction, the code generator

is able to avoid building large array-valued intermediate results. As Figure 5.12 shows, this simple
-

'"~heseEip-fiops in relative pcrformancc make it possible to carbon-date many APL applications based on the intersection
of coding styles thrit were used to wnte the application.
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change has a substantiai impact on performance. as the APEX-generated code is now significantly
faster than the interpreted code.
But what of the application programmers? Are we to leave them to guess which of several
isomorphic expressions offer the best performance on a specific platform today? Do we expect them
to retune their applications for each compiler release in order to exploit the hottest code? This is
unrealistic. yet, until now. they had no other choice. The use of a compiler offers a way around this
problem, at kast to some degee. A compiler could recognize idiomatic phrases in a program and
replace them according to a dictionary of isomorphisms. We are working to create a simple phrase
recognizer to perforrn this function, but it remains incomplete at present.

5.8

Surnmary

In this chapter, we have discussed several code improvemenis that result in significant performance
gains for our benchmark suite. ïhese improvemenis include the use of Extended APL language
features. expioitation of m a y predicates and OSC compiler features, and application code tuning.
Since those levels of performance are not reflected in the original benchmark figures presented at the
beginning of the chapter. we present a summary of them in Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14. Figure 5.15
summarizes the facilities of APEX chat materially affected the performance of our benchmarks. In
cases where tuning of a benchmark has also resulted in supenor performance for the interpreted APL
code. we have used those improved performance numbers. The benchmark figures we presented in
this chapter validate most of the claims we made for APEX. Specifically, compared to interpreted
APL. APEX achieves excellent performance on scalar-dominated codes and on m y codes where
setup cost reduction and toop fusion are effective. The employment of specid case algorithms. m a y
predicates. compiler feanires. and language extensions have al1 been s h o w to play a significant role
in improved performance.
The challenges remaining will become most apparent in the next chapter. when we look at FORTRAN applications. Some of the challenges aise from deficiencies in OSC; other from deficiencies
in APEX. In OSC. support for arrays and reduced array copying are the most glaring problems to be
solved. with inadequate loop fusion, excessive descriptor operations, and absence of one-bit Boolean
support running close behind. In APEX, the absence of support for universal selectors, the absence
of a phrase recognizer, and support for anthmetic progression vectors are significant contnbutors to
the performance problern. Correction of these problems would enhance the performance of most
members of the benchmark suite.
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Figure 5.13: Final absolute application performance of APL vs APEX
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Figure 5.14: FinaI relative application performance of APL vs APEX
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Figure 5.15: APEX facilities affecting APL benchmark performance

Chapter 6

Performance of Compiled APL and

Compiled FORTRAN
Since one of our design goals was to make the performance of APL cornpetitive with that of FOR-

TRAN, we conducted a number of experiments to detennine if we had achieved that goal. We found
that compiled APL kemels and applications, particularly if assisted by the use of Extended APL
ianguage features, crin approach and sometimes exceed the performance of FORTRAN. but that the
array copying problem described in Chapter 5 still remains a major hurdle for some matrix-based
applications. We will now compare the performance of compiled APL to that of FORTRAN 77 for
several application and kernel benchmarks.

6.1

Application Performance

FORTRAN is

ri

trriditional tool for signal processing and intensive numerical cornputation. Given

this, it makes sense to use such progrms to compare the performance of compiled APL to that of
FORTRAN. Thus, we now look into the performance of two signal processing applications. logd3
and mconvred. and a mesh computation program. tomcatv. As with the interpreter performance
section, the reader may find it useful to refer to Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 for summary diagrams of
the absolute and relative performance of the benchmarks to be discussed. We do not report RS/6000
performance, as we did not have access to a FORTRAN compiler for this platform.
For logd3 and mconvred, we wrote stnightforward FORTRAN, using the best algorithms we
could devise to maximize performance. We did not utilize application-specific libnry subroutines,
such as the BLAS. as they would not reflect the relative performance of the Ianguages and their
compilers. Specifically. the inter-ianguage cal1 capability of OSC would Ievel that part of the playing
field - APEX-generated code could invoke them just as easily as FORTRAN could. We used the
SPEC CFP92 version of tomcatv for the FORTRAN side of this benchmark and wrote an APL
version of it for the other side.
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Figure 6.1: Absolute application performance of FORTRAN vs APEX
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Figure 6.2: Relative application performance of FORTRAN vs APEX
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The perfomance of logd3 against FORTRAN, shown in Figure 6.3. was adequate. with APEXgenerated code beating hand-coded FORTRAN on the 486, but still lagging behind on the SUN.
Pertormance of logd3 500000 (in seconds)
Platform 1 FORTRAN 1 APEX 1 S~eeduu

Performance of 100 mconvred 9000 (in seconds)
Sueedu~
Platform 1 FORTRAN 1 APEX 1

1

Performance of tomcatv 257 (in seconds)
Platform FORTRAN APEX Speedup
486
0.23
1 14.06 3 10.36

1

Figure 6.3: Performance of FORTRAN applications against APEX

We mesured the performance of a convolution written in FORTRAN against the best of the

APEX-generated convolutions. mconvred. Despite the abiiity of native SISAL to outperform FOR-

TRAN on convolution [Feo95], we found that we were not quite able to match that speed. Code
generated by APEX code executed one-dimensional convolutions slightly slower than FORTRAN, as
shown in Figure 6.3.
As discussed earlier. the APEX version of tomcatv gave acceptable, but not outstanding performance against interpreted APL, with the APEX-generated code running 2.38-5.10 times faster.
Against FORTRAN. however. the performance of APEX-generated code was extremely poor, as
Figure 6.3 shows. As noted earlier, array copying opentions are dominating the execution scene,
bringing the speedup factor down to the 0.23-0.37 level - several times siower than FORTRAN.
We contemplated using clit and rank to improve the performance of tomcatv. panicularly in
compmesh. The expressions 3 -/x and 3 -/y1 x could be appIied within cornpmesh to reduce
the mount of array copying performed by that function. However, code profiling showed that,
as compmesh accounts for about half of the execution time of tomcatv, the maximum theoretical
performance improvement here would be a factor of about two. Since this is still considerably slower
than FORTRAN. it is apparent that other performance barriers aIso stand in Our way.

6.2 Kernel Performance
We are of the opinion that kemel benchmarks, although extremely useful for explontory and diagnostic work. are of little value in predicting the relative performance of compiled versus interpreted

applications. We offer two reasons for this claim. First. global and interprocedural optimization
rnay give compiled code additional performance advantiges that are not apparent at the level of a
kernel. For example, if the logd benchmark were decomposed into its constituent primitives and the
performance of each such primitive measured as a distinct kernel, we would come away with the
impression that compiled APL had little to offer, in terms of performance, against an interpreter. The
reality, however, is that the cornpiled application executes significantly faster than interpreted code.
due to cross-primitive performance boosts arising from compiIer optimizations such as loop fusion.
A second reason for prefemng applications over kernels is that the dominant computational

features of applications are usually difficult to detemine except empirically. Prediction of the performance of an application based on appeal to the performance characteristics of kernels is unrealistic
except for the simplest applications. This suggests that we should focus our attention on applications
and known application hot-spots, rather than on primitive and synthetic kernels. Nonetheless, since
kemels rnay highlight salient aspects of performance, we now turn to them in the light of FORTRAN
against MEX-generated code.
In the early days of APEX development, we were optimistic about the performance of APEX
against FORTRAN. largely because of the results we observed in kernel benchmarks. These numbers,
displayed in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5. show that APEX does an excellent job of competing with

FORTR.4N on most of the kernels. often outperforming FORTRAN by a substantial margin. We will
now examine these results in some detail in order to shed light on their potential or known causes.
We performed experiments on two sets of kernel codes. One set was highly iterative and scalardominated. reflecting a problem domain in which FORTRAN is generaHy considered to perform
excellently and APL considered to perforrn poorfy. The other set was an inner-product suite, in
which FORTRAN and APL are considered to be roughly equivalent, as the benchmarks operate on
large arrays and are. as expressed in APL. non-iterative.

6.2.1

Scalar-dominated Kernels

We chose several highly iterative. scdar-dominated codes to examine the performance of compiled

APL in a domain where FORTRAN traditionally does well and interpreted APL does very poorly.
The benchmarks, loopfs, loopis, and prd are ones in which we would expect FORTRAN to be
openting at pertk efficiency. They are dominated by operations on scalars and long vectors.
The loopfs, loopis. and prd kernels compute the surn of the first N integers. The former two
loop in the manner of FORTRAN or C, on integer and double-precision scalars, respectively: the
latter employs the APL expression +/IN.Apart from their simplicity, we chose these benchmarks
because we were interested in the impact of loop fusion on the performance of prd. in addition, the
former two benchmarks might offer, as does shuffle, insight into the performance of highly iterative
APL programs. Finally. we wanted to determine the extent by which compilation narrowed the
performance gap between itentive and non-iterative algorithms.
Given that these benchmarks refiect FORTRAN at its best, it is somewhat surprising to see that
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Figure 6.4: Absolute kemel performance of FORTRAN vs APEX
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Figure 6.5: Relative kernel performance of FORTRAN vs APEX
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APEX-generated code is uniforrnly able to outperform FORTRAN on ail three benchrnarks, as shown
in Figure 6.6. Loop fusion is responsible for the excellent performance level we observe in prd.
The effect of loop fusion here is remarkable, as the benchmark executes with only 23 bytes of space
required for data storage, regardless of the value of hT This sort of optimization cm be achieved
in APL interpreters by introduction of arithrnetic progression vectors [Ive73], but we have obtained
much of their benefit without having to introduce another primitive data type. On the 486, the poor
relative performance of FORTRAN in these benchmarks stems from g77-generated register spill code
within the inner loop. The 486 gcc compiler used by APEX does not generate any spill code for
these benchmarks.

1

Performance of loopfs 5000000 (in seconds)
Platform FORTRAN APEX
Speedup
2.87
1.55
486
1.85

1

Performance of loopis 5000000 (in seconds)
Platfom 1 FORTRAN 1 APEX 1 S ~ e e d u ~

1

1

Performance of prd 5200000 (in seconds)
Platform FORTRAN APEX Speedup
1-13
1.87
2.09
486

1

Figure 6.6: Performance of FORTRAN loops against APEX

6.2.2

Inner-Product Kernels

The other family of kemels we investigated was an inner-product suite, consisting of the benchmarks
ipape. ipopne. ipbb, ipbd, and ipdd. We required an extensive set of benchmarks to properly
characterize the performance of APEX-genented inner-product codes. This is because the APEX
code senerator exploits its knowledge of an inner-product's operands and arguments to ernit code
for one of three different inner-product algorithrns, dubbed QuickStop, STAR, and TrarzsposeRighr.
An explmation of the performance of these algorithms will be discussed within the context of the
relevant inner-product benchrnarks. Two of these, ipape and ipopne, operate on chmcter data and
three others, ipbb. ipbd, and ipdd, operate on numeric data.
The ipape benchmark (lnner-Prodrtct And Point Equai) performs the A . = inner product of an
order-N character matrix with its transpose. The A . = derived hnction and its cornpanion v .f ,
represented by the ipopne benchmark (Inner-Prodrrct Or Point Not-Eqrial), are frequently used in

APL applications for tasks such as table lookup and name validation. The heavy use made of these
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inner-product variants has led almost al1 APL interpreter vendon to write special-case interpreter
code to improve their performance. The presence of these special-case codes in interpreten suggests
that the compiled performance of these kemels is unlikely to materiaIly exceed that available under
a well-wntten APL interpreter. Since the ipopne benchmark is the Iogical negation of the ipape
benchmark. created only as a performance validator for inner product. its performance is essentiaily
identical to that of ipape and will not be discussed in detail.
The ipbb benchmark (Inner-Proditcr Boolean-Boolean) performs the

v

.

A

inner product of a

moderately sparse (33% density) Boolean matrix of order N with its transpose. Expressions involving
this particular inner product are used in APL for applications involving connectivity graphs. Common
applications include transitive closure and the computation of calling m e s and cross-reference tables.
The ipbd benchmark (Inner-Prodrrcr Boolean-Double) performs the traditiona1 ;.

x

inner product

of Iinear algebn on a modentely sparse (20% density) Boolean matrix of order N with a doubleprecision rnatnx of the same order. This is a benchmark in which APL interpreters are expected to
do well. since the arrays are of a goodly size, interpretive overhead is negligible. and the primitive
operation is of sufficient computational compiexity to dominate execution time. This form of matrix
product is often used for such purposes as computing sums of subsets and determinine the nurnber
of cases satisfying certain conditions. It is popular in statistics and in financial applications.
The ipdd (Inrzer-Prodrrcr Double-Double) benchmark performs the

+

.x

inner product of linear

algebra on a double-precision square matrix of order N with its transpose. This is the ciassical
matrix product of Iinear algebra and engineering, appearing everywhere that arny computations are
performed; application areas include financiai modding, statistics, engineering analysis. computer
graphies, fluid dynarnics. and thermodynamics. Its ubiquity is such that considerable research and

engineering effort has been expended to improve its performance. Hence. excellent performance on
this particuiar inner product is critical if APL is to be an effective tool for numerically intensive
computation.
The performance results we obtained for the inner-product benchmark suite rire tabularized in
Figure 6.7. Aiso listed is the algorithm used for each type of inner product. Note that, in the interest
of fairness. the FORTRAN algorithm used and the aigonthm used by APEX are identical. In a11 cases.
the algorithms used gave the best performance results for both FORTRAN and APEX. Furthemore,
we give early uniprocessor results for the Silicon Graphics Power Challenge system for this set of

'

kerne~s.
The character benchmarks, ipape and ipopne, exhibit almost identical performance in both FOR-

TRAN and APEX-genented code on the 486. but the SUN shows APEX performing about 2.5 times
faster than FORTRAN. We have not investigated the cause of this disparity in performance. Both
ipape and ipopne achieve their levels of performance under APEX by using the QrricM~opalgorithm.

' ~ h relative
e
performance of APEX-genenied code on this system was noticeably poorer than on othcr platforms. This
OSC on that plritform. as the performance of hand-coded SISAL on that platforrn was
quitc close io that of APEX-genented code.
may be duc to the immaturity of

Performance of ipape 1000 (in seconds)
Algorithm: QuickStop
Platforrn FORTRAN APEX Speedup
24.99
24.51
1.O2
386
37.80
2.5 8
SUN
14.68
SGI
6.40 4.40
1.45
Performance of ipopne 1000 (in seconds)
AIgorithm: QtrickSrop
Ptatform 1 FORTRAN 1 APEX 1 Swedup

11 :L,
SGI

--

Performance of ipbb 500 (in seconds)
Algorithm: generalized STAR
Platform 1 FORTRAN [ APEX 1 Speedup
486
SUN

SGI
Performance of 5 ipbd 501 (in seconds)
Afgorithm: generalized STAR

SUN

1 1.70

0.63
0.60

Performance of ipdd 500 (in seconds)
Algorithm: TransposeRighr
PIatform FORTRAN APEX Speedup
386
1.O7
69.46
64.96
31.43
1-21
38.13
SUN
1.80
0.69
2.60
SGI
Figure 6.7: Performance of FORTRAN inner products against APEX

This key to understanding this dgonthm is the realization that certain reduction functions have the
property that pmicular partid reduction results latch that result value into the reduction: later eiements brought into the reduction have no effect on the final result. The most obvious examples of
such fnrchirig reduction functions are rimes ( x ) . and ( A ) , and or (v). In the former two. encountering
a zero parantees a zero result for the reduction; in the latter, encountering a one guarantees a one.

APEX generates QirickSrop code for inner product when, for the inner product f . g, the function g
produces a Boolean result, and the function f is one of times, and, or, m a t , or min. Thus. we have
generalized the A . = speciai case to handle a fairly large class of matnx pro duc:^, al1 of which will
enjoy the level of performance observed in ipape and ipopne.
In ipape. we observed the effect of early termination of a reduction based upon a partial result
of the reduction. In the ipbb benchmark. APEX exploits a similar algebraic property, except that it
is based on the value of a left argument element, rather than on the value of a partial reduction.
The first Boolean benchmark, ipbb, shows that compiled APL can outperform FORTRAN on
some platforms. running nearly three times faster on the 486 and 1.47 times faster on the SUN.
Only on the SGI does FORTRAN run faster than APEX-generated code, but this may reflect the
immaturity of OSC or the APEX code genentor at the time when we ran these benchmuks."ince
this level of performance is due entirely to the code generated by APEX for Boolean matrix products.
the underlyincg STAR inner-product algorithm is worthy of discussion.
We first encountered the eponymous STAR inner-product algorithm in the CDC STAR-100 APL

system in the early 1970s. where it had been used to exploit the vector hardware of that computer. The

STAR algorithm interchanges the inner-product loop order so that each element of the left argument
is fetched but once. In cases where the type of the left argument must be coerced (say. from integer
to double precision), this can offer some improvement in performance al1 by itself by avoiding
repeated coercions. A larger performance gain, particu1arly for vector computers, aises from another
factor. The left argument element is applied to a row of the right argument in scalar-vector, stride-1
fashion, creating a vector intermediate result. That vector result is then reduced into the final result
in vector-vector, stnde-l fashion, making highly effective use of cache memory. For some vector
supercornputers. this algorithm c m provide excellent performance.
In a non-vector computer architecture, the advantage of the original STAR algorithm is often
negated by the additional memory subsystem traffic entailed by vector intermediate results. Nonetheless, a generalized version of the STAR algorithm pays off handsomely in cases where knowledge of
the derived function and the left argument permits the left argument to be treated, in some sense.
as a sparse m y . In the traditional matnx-muitipty aigorithm, a zero in the left argument does not
contribute to the result and may. therefore, be ignored, but since the time to check for a zero element
is roughly the same as the time to do the multipIy, there is no performance benefit in checking for a
zero. However. with the STAR algorithm, the cost of the zero check is amortized over an entire row
of computations. If the left argument is sparse, this can make a significant reduction in the amount
' ~ h eSGI system was a prototype installed at NERSC for a brief period of testing.
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of computation required and, hence, in the performance of such sparse array computations.
We have generalized the STAR algorithm to apply it to a larger class of inner products. The
generalization is best understood by examining the theoretical role of a zero left argument eIement in

.

traditional matrix multiply. Let us denote the inner product as f g,where f is the addition function
(-)

and g is the multiply function

( x ).

A left argument element of zero appears in conjunction with

g to form the function O x y . For any argument, y, this function produces an a m y of zeros whose

elements are, in turn, the additive right identity for the function f. Being the identity, it does not
contribute to the result and may, therefore, be ignored. Thus, we see that two pieces of information
are required to perform this optimization. First, we need to know the value of the nght identity for f
if it, in fact, has such an identity. That is, what value of y will cause x f y to produce x regardless
of the value of x? Second, for x g y, we need to know what value of x will generate that identity
element. Since the set of such values for arbitrary f and g is potentially of infinite size. we currentiy
handle only the cases for which the identity element is zero or one. Even this restricted set, it turns
out, handles the common inner products of APL very nicely.
Irnplementation of the algorithm was simplified by arnending the primitive hnction attnbute table
to include two columns for the eponymous zero and one vahtes. The code generator merely examines
the appropriate table entnes to decide if it is possible to use the STAR algorithm for matnx product.
At present, the APEX code generator emits STAR algorithm code only for Boolean left arguments,
as they are. in a sense, sparse. However, it would be a trivial matter to extend APEX declarations
to include a spnrse modifier which the code genentor could then exploit for al! data types.) Since
the performance of this algorithm on dense arrays is usually inferior to that of the TransposeRight
algorithm. to be discussed shortly, we restrict its use to sparse arrays.
Another example of the performance improvement available with the STAR algorithm is given by
ipbd. which uses Boolean left arguments and double-precision right arguments to + . x , the traditional
matrix product. This benchmark is intriguing because of the poor performance of APEX-generated
code compared to FORTRAN. particularly when its cousin. ipbb perfonns so well. Since both
benchmarks ernploy the STAR algorithm to take advantage of the sparse left argument. we expected
that their relative performance ratios would be similar. We have not investigated the cause of this
performance disparity.
The remaining kernel, ipdd. is the tnditional inner product of linear algebra and engineering.
The performance of ipdd was somewhat surprising to us because we expected APEX-generated cods
to lose some performance due to descriptor maintenance induced by OSC's vectors-of-vectors storage
scheme. We were pleased to observe that ipdd is marginally faster than FORTRAN on the 486 and
the SUN. although the SGI performance is, like ipbb, slower.

'The concept of introducing sparse a m y s as a forma1 attribute of data in APEX (via a user-supplied declaration) is
intriguing. as other functions besides inner product could exploit them without requiring the application programmer to write
expticit code for sparse amys. For exampte. the structural and selection functions would propagate the sparse attribute of
an array from argumenr to result. The interna1 rcpresentrition of the sparse a m y need not be evident io the programmer.
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6.3 Summary
The techniques we have described in this chapter for improving the performance of kemels should
be effective in applications. in severai ways. The techniques that have materially improved the
performance of compiled APL applications are shown in Figure 6.8. First. loop fusion can effectively
merge adjacent APL primitives into a single one. as was seen with the logd benchmark in Chapter 5.
Second, the benefits of the inner-product algorithms described here are available with a wide c l a s
of inner products. Since inner products are cornputationally intensive, they may dominate execution

tirne. Hence. any improvements to their performance may be quite apparent in the execution time of
the entire application. Finally. high-performance algorithms that are similar in spirit to those shown
here for inner product are applicable to other APL primitives and derived functions. These have been
shown to make substmtial improvementç in the performance of interpreted applications.
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Figure 6.8: APEX facilities affecting FORTRAN benchmark performance

The performance of APEX-generated code on kernels makes it evident that APEX has the ability
to generate code that is as efficient as, and sometimes more efficient. than FORTRAN. However.

the results we observed in the FORTRAN applications make it abundantly cleu that our task is not
yet completed. As with APEX performing against interpreted APL, a r n y copying. loop fusion. and
excessive descriptor operations remain problematic.
We believe that, once we have solved these problems. the performance of compiled APL will

approach that of other compiled languages. At that time. the abstract semantics of APL will give it
a substantial tirne-to-solution edge over scaiar languages on serial platforms.

Chapter 7

Port able Parallelism
Although parallel cornputers are now reaching the mainstream computing world, there is a paucity
of Ianguages that allow portable and efficient prognms to be written for such machines. One of
our goals in the design of APEX was to address this problem by compiling APL. a langage known
for paraIlel expression, into portable code that is able to execute efficiently on a variety of panllel
systems. This chapter presents our pre1iminax-y findings in this area.
One reason we chose to explore paralleIism in APL was Our belief that cornpiled APL has
two advantages over interpreted APL when it cornes to parallel execution - coarser grain size and
red~tcedserin1fracrion. Although compilers and interpreters both possess full knowledge of fine-grain

parallelism at the primitive function level. coarse-grain pdlelisrn, such as at the defined function
b e l , is harder for an interpreter to exploit because of potential semantic violations arising from side
effects and race conditions. A compiler. however. c m perform static analysis to detect and resolve
such hazards and thereby extnct and use such coarse-grain parallelism.

The other advantage that compiled APL holds over interpreted APL for parallel execution arises
from reduced setup time. which reduces the fraction of time spent executing serial code. By Amdahl's
Law. such serial setup time limits the potential parallel speedup available to a program [Amd67].
Since. as noted earlier. about half of all primitives executed by typical APL applications operate on
single-element arrays [Jor79,WiI9I], setup time c m forrn a significant fraction of execution time in
an interpreted environment. By eliminating most setup time, an APL compiler reduces the serial
fraction and thereby offers superior fine-grain performance.
The other reason we chose to explore parallelism in APL arose from Our desire to write parallel
programs in a portable fashion - one that does not reflect any particular paralle1 computer architecture.
The abstract nature of APL, whereby a user specifies what is to be done in a computation, without
having to express. or even know, how the computation is actuaIIy performed, is the key to this
portable parallelism. Such abstract e-rpression is inherently paraIlel, as it describes operations on
entire cotlections of data. rather than on individual items. The programmer need not be concerned
with the multitude of minutiae related to writing code for a specific parallel computer - the compiler
or interpreter maps the constmcts of APL onto the target system in a mariner that is appropriate to

that computer. Thus. programming in an abstnct language pennits expression of parallel computation
in a way that, making no presumptions about parailel computer architecture, is highly portable. In
addition. it permits a programmer who knows nothing about paralle1 computing to write parallel
programs, because the language processor will automatically detect and exploit whatever paraltelism
exists in the program.

By contmt, languages that are computer-oriented require that the programmer embed information.
such as the target system's physical memory layout and cache characteristics, in the application. This
approach obscures application code and hinders portability, but it does permit an expert programmer
to tailor code for maximum parallel performance. However, that hand-crafted parallelism has three
downsides that reduce its perceived performance benefits. First, since the ideal expression of parallelism for one computer architecture may be highly inappropriate for another, the programmer must
maintain several versions of the application or to face the loss of paraIlel performance on differing
computing platforrns. Second, as noted above, hand-crafted parallelism confounds expression of the
application with expression of the paralle1 systern architecture, bringing about comprehension and
maintenance problems. Third. hand-crafted parallelism may not always exploit al1 available parallelism. A tight development timetable may limit the extent of manual tuning for parallelism, and
few analysts have sufficient expertise in the field of parailel computation to be able to effectively
exploit the power of multiprocessors, as their forré rnay be geophysics or stock market analytics.
Since malysts rire unlikely to have significant understanding of, or interest in, the performance characteristics and foibles of a particular computer, they tend to write straightforward programs, nther
than rewriting and tuning to exploit the state of the art in parallel algorithm design.' This suggests
that hand-crafted parallelism may not. in practice, deliver maximum paralle1 performance.
Given that naive parallel programming of either sort - abstract or hand-crafted - is able to achieve
maximum parallel performance, does one method have an advantage over the other? We suggest that
the non-involvement of the abstract programmer in extraction of parallelism ensures that opportunities
for parallelism are not missed - the language processor handles the entire task; it may also customize
the rilgorithms to better exploit each target architecture. By contmt, hand-crafted parallelism places
the entire burden of parallelism detection and extraction on the programmer. APL already has a timeto-solution edge over computer-oriented languages: parallelism cornes for free. In cornputer-oriented
languages, the extra time required to hand-craft parallelism rnakes APL's tirne-to-solution advantage
even greater.
To see how this advantage works in concert with compiled APL, assume that interpreted APL
executes 10 times slower than FORTRAN.' Assume hrther that APL development time is 10 times

'At Supercomputing'88. Christopher Hsiung o f Cny Research (at that tirne) said "We should build machines for
rivrrïge prognmmers." Sirniilirty. we who are in the language design business would do well to design tanguages for
average prognmmers.

' ~ h ewide variance in performance of interpreted APL applications compared to FORTRAN makes riny ratio chosen here
suspect. This figure is intended to represent weil-written APL applications that are not entirely dominated by computations
on 13rgc a m y s .

frtster than developing in FORTRAN, as suggested earlier in Chapter 1. A program that required

15 hours to develop in FORTRAN could be developed in 1.5 hours with APL. If that program then
executed for 1 hour in FORTRAN, it would take 10 hours to execute in interpreted APL. Thus, APL
would achieve better time-to-solution, by a factor of about 30%. This is s h o w graphically in the top
third of Figure 7.1. But, if the program required 2 hours to execute in FORTRAN. APL's time-tosolution edge would be lost: the 20 hours of execution tirne in APL would result in interpreted APL's
time-to-solution k i n g 20% worse than FORTRAN. This is shown in the rniddle third of Figure 7.1.
Shorter execution time favors APL; longer execution time favors FORTRAN. Similar arguments may
be brought to bear when a program is mn. unmodified, many tirnes after creation. In such cases. the
benefits of APL's time to solution are lessened, because development time is amortized over many
runs of the application.
In a parallel computing environment, APL's parallel semantics should give it a funher advantage in
development time over traditional scalar-oriented languages. Assume that exploitation of parallelism
in a FORTRAN-like language increases development time by a third, whereas APL provides that
same amount of parallelism with no extra effort by the developer. Assume further that both methods
result in a speedup of four over the same code mnning on a uniprocessor. This gives us the situation
shown in the bottom third of Figure 7.1. APL's advantage in time-to-solution is now even greater
than before. Of course. the comment made earlier about repeated runs still applies.

7.1 Multiprocessor Performance of Compiled APL
Eariy in the APEX project. we conducted several experiments on multiprocessor systems to confinn
our assertion that APEX provides portable parallelism. We have not yet been able to conduct detailed
multiprocessor performance testing of the complete APEX test suite. We therefore present the early
figures as proof of concept. with the hope that future timing tests on paraIIel systems will substantiate
our performance claims.
We conducted timing tests on two parailel systems at the National Energy Research Supercornputer

Center (NERSC) - a CRAY C-90 and a Silicon Graphics Power Challenge

- as well as on a CRAY

EL-92 located at the University of Toronto. At the time these tests were conducted, APEX was just
beginning to turn out working code. Since that time, we have made considerable improvements in
performance which are not reflected in these timings. We caution the reader that our tests are the
inner-product kernels of Chapter 6 - ipape. ipopne, ipbb, ipbd, ipdd - which possess a considerable
amount of potential parallelism. Hence, they may not be a fair measure of the parallel potential of
arbitrary APL applications.
On the SGI Power Challenge, we executed the inner-product kemel suite of five benchrnarks,
varying the number of processors from 1-8. We then plotted the speedup obtained on N processors as
the ratio of CPU time for one processor to the muxirnum CPU tirne used by any of the N processors.
We used the maximum value as we felt it was a sensible measure of processor workload irnbalance.
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This choice did not substantially alter the levels of performance presented here.
Figure 7.2 shows the speedups we obtained on the inner-product suite. As c m be seen, speedup
increases nearly linearly until about 5 processors, when it begins to tail off for the more memoryintensive benchmuks. We did not investigate this effect, but note two possible factors that may be
relevant. First, the system was extremely heavily Ioaded, with several hundred other users. This
couId cause cache and memory subsystem interference, as well as increased processor time due to
trisk switching. Second, we made no attempt to tune the benchmarks to take advantage of OSC
run-time options such as stnp mining. Considering that neither the kernels nor the APEX compiler
makes any attempt to explicitly deal with parallelisrn, these speedups are quite acceptable.
Our second platform for measunng speedup was a CRAY Cg0 at NERSC. This system was also
heavily Ioaded. and we only performed a single inner-product benchmark on it, shown in Figure 7.3.
The ipdd kernel shows very good linearity up to 6 or 7 processors, at which point no adciitional
performance is obtained by adding more processors. We did not investigate the cause of this, but
conjecture that it could be the same as the Power Challenge performance problems or perhaps an
opemting system scheduler characteristic such as pIacing a ceiling on the number of physical processors ailocated to the task. As with the Power Chailenge benchmarks, we are pleased at obtaining
these levels of speedup for the minimal effort we expended.

Our third platform was a CRAY EL-92 that was instdled for a short period of time at the
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University of Toronto. We ran the convolution benchmark mconvo. on one and two processors
with various argument sizes, and found speedup to be reliably in the 1.93-1.98 range, as shown in
Figure 7.4.

7.2 Related Work
If we ignore vector machines, we find that relatively few concrete results have been published on
the performance of APL for SIMD and MIMD computer architectures. Ching's APW370 compiler
was ported to two parallel platforms, the iBM 3090 and the IBM Research

RP3. A paper on the

former experiment discusses their research direction in general terms, but no quantitative results are
presented [Chi90]. A second experiment involved the IBM RP3, a prototype shared-memoq, 64processor MIMD computer. On this host, they clairn best speedups of about 12 on up to 64 processors
for sevenI srnaII APL programs [JCgI].Ching's experiments, using data parallelism within APL
primitives only, panllelized the outer loops of such primitives, while leaving the inner loops in serial
form.
The only implementation of APL we know of for a commercially available massively parallel
processor is that perfonned by Schwarz, while working in the author's research department at I.P.
Sharp Associates Lirnited. Schwarz conducted a research port of the ACORN compiler run-time
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Figure 7.4: APWC parallel speedup on CRAY EL-92
library to the Thinkins Machines Corporation CM-? in 1988-1989 [SchgO]. The CM-? project. our
first attempt to exploit the power of APL on such a machine. explored the impact of linear versus grid
grometries on numerically intensive computations. The project was cut short by a major corponte
reorganization.

7.3 Summary
The APL language is unique as being the fint computer language to support m y - b a s e d cornputation.
yet its history of being an interpreter-only language has hobbled it as a tool for panllel computation.
Our preliminary resulrs suggest that. given suitable cornpilers. APL can be an effective tool for

programmine parallel cornputers and an efficient tool for executing programs on panllel computer
systems.

Chapter 8

Summary and Future Work
The APEX project tackled the problem of compiling APL proprams for efficient execution in both
serial and parallel run-time environments. Our justification for compiling APL stemmed from the
lanpage's parallel semantics which, in Our opinion, make APL an excellent tool for expressing parallel algorithms in a concise and portable manner, and from Our frustration with the poor per-f;ormance
of APL in interpreted environments,
The methodology we adopted was to create APEX, an APL-to-SISAL compiler. The APEX
compiler translates applications written in an extended subset of ISO Standard APL into SISAL 1.3.
SISAL is a single-assignment, applicative, vector-of-vectors, paraIlel Ianguage. We felt that the use
of SISAL as an intermediate code would solve a number of problems for us. including genention
of parallel code, portability to a number of serial and parallel platforms, and optimization of arrayoriented code.
APEX is a multi-phase compiler. comprising a syntax analyzer, static single assignment transformer, semi-global analyzer. data flow analyzer and code generator. The actions performed by APEX
are as folIows: syntax analysis of the source program using a parallel reduction parser. followed by
translation of the source prognm into static single assignment form. Next, data flow analysis is used
to deduce rnorphological information about the application: facts includinp, but not limited to. the
type and rank of sach m y created during the execution of the program. Knowledge of this morphologicril information permits the code generator phase of the compiler to emit SISAL code. The
SISAL code is then compiled to C by OSC, the Optimizing SISAL Compiler. Based on a compiletime option, OSC will generate either sequential C that c m execute on single-processor cornputers or
parallel C that executes in SPMD mode on pardiel cornputers. As the final step in the compilation
process. the generated C code is compiled by the native C compiler of the target computer.

8.1 Contributions
This thesis makes several contributions to the computing cornmunity: creating APEX, an APL cornpiler that generates high-performance code through a variety of techniques; providing a capability for
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mapping APL programs into single-assignment, functionai forrn, thereby simplifying the APL compilation process; genedizing sparse-matrix inner-product aigorithms to permit efficient execution for
a large family of matrix products: demonstrating that SISAL can be a highly effective intermediate
language for compiling functional array languages; clarifying the importance of using applications,
not kernels, to measure the relative performance of language processors, and proposing enhancements
to the SISAL and APL languages tc improve performance and solve semantic probiems encountered
in the course of compiler development. We also give preliminary resuIts that promise good speedup
on parallet computers without requiring changes to APL application prograns.
Our primary contribution is the creation of an APL-to-SISAL compiler that generates highperformance. portable, parailel code. That code executes efficiently on a variety of paralle1 and
serial computers without requiring changes to applications. The performance of APEX-generated
code, relative to APL executing under state-of-the-art interpeters, is highly variable. For simple,
non-iterative applications. APEX currently produces code whose performance is up to an order of
magnitude faster than interpreted code. For heavily itentive applications, APEX-generated code
executes up to severai hundred times faster than interpreted code, Serial performance of kernels
is often competitive with FORTRAN, although appiication performance currently suffers due to
excessive array copying operations.

Preliminary measurements suggest that speedup on parallel

systems will be acceptable.
The performance levels we observed with APEX-generated code arise from several factors working in conjunction. The use of SISAL as an intermediate code lets us exploit OSC's capabilities
for loop fusion and copy elimination, as well as letting OSC handle al1 details of parallei code generation. The use of static single assignrnent permits APEX to make better decisions about array
morphology than would be possible if def-rrse chains were used instead. Our integrated approach
to design emphasizes a balanced view of al1 aspects of mn-time code, with concomitant effect on
performance. In particular, the cost of syntax analysis is eliminated by the very act of compilation;
the cost of per-function setup and memory management is reduced or diminated by data flow analysis and m a y rnorphology: OSC copy elimination analysis also conmibutes to reduction of memory
management costs: the performance of mn-time algorithms is improved by use of array predicates
and a pattern-matching code generator that exploits case-specific knowledge to select special-case
algorithms.

By emitting SISAL, we generate efficient, highly portable, parallel code for a variety of platforms,
ranging from the PC through workstations to parallel supercornputers. This simplifies and speeds the
creation of paralle1 applications. Furthermore, it makes the power of APL available on a wide variety
of architectures. Heretofore. APL systems were only available for a Iimited range of computers and
not available at al1 on conternporary super~om~uters.'
The translation of APL applications into functional, static single assignment fonn facilitates
'The only APL impkmentation for a supercornputer that we rire aware of was creared for the CDC STAR-100. c i r a
1971.

generation of efficient code. As a side effect of semi-global analysis. APEX provides the programmer
with information that can potentially serve as a usefui diagnostic tool for the comprehension of large
applications.
The generation of SISAL as an intermediate code proved, by and large, to be an excellent choice.
We obtained al1 the benefits of the Optimizing SISAL Compiler with little or no cost to us. except
for the problem we encountered with empty arrays. The generation of SISAL let us ignore, for the
most part, issues such as parallelism, multiple target systems, and traditional compiler optimizations.
This freed us to concentrate on the larger issues, such as the algorithmic aspects of code generation
for APL primitives.
Loop fusion and other optimizations whose effects transcend that of a single APL primitive make
it clear that relative performance claims among lanpage processors should be based on measurements
of application, rather than kernel. performance. Kernel benchmarks are unfairly biased against systems
that are able to exploit optimizations at a larger scale than those of kernels. Furthemore, they do not
reflect differences in coding styles. nor the relative mix of array sizes and primitives found in actual
applications.
We also found that a number of enhancements to APL improve application performance in
interpreted and compiled code. These include the rank and cut conjunctions. and extension of the
ciyadic redtrctiori derived function to include monadic operands.
Our adoption of SISAL as an intermediate code revealed severaI semantic and performance
problems. The most serious problem affecting performance on al1 platforms a i s e s from the absence
of SISAL and OSC support for arrays other than vectors. OSC represents arrays as vectors of
vectors. in which rach row of an array is pointed to by a descriptor vector containing one element
per m y row. plane. and hyperplane. The presence of these descriptors, together with the absence
of any guarantee of contiguous memory allocation for al1 elements of an array, results in Ioss of
performance in at least four areas: colurnn opemtions. depth of loop nesting, memory manager
overhead, and array copying.
The absence of array support becomes readily apparent in column operations, such as extracting a
column from an array. Extracting a column from an array cannot be performed as a vector fetch with
stride equal to the number of columns in the array. The extraction invotves, instead, dereferencing
a row pointer for eczcll element fetched. This has a highly detrimental effect on the performance of
certain benchmarks.
In addition, the absence of arrays introduces the possibility of non-contiguous array storage, at
least in the current version of OSC. This affects code generation and performance for such fundamental
stride-1 array operations as adding two matrices elernent by efement. Rather than produce a single
loop that runs across atl elements of an array, it is necessary to generate a nest of loops, nested to
the depth of the array's rank. This introduces additional mn-time overhead and increases the volume
of generated code.
Moreover, vector-of-vectors storage entriils substantial run-time overhead that is not present in

array storage schemes. The requisite vector descriptors, attached to each array row in OSC-generated
code, introduce an excessive amount of memory manager overhead, another detriment to performance.
Furthemore. non-contiguous array storage prevents the implementation of array coordinate mapping, whereby most APL structural opentions and some selection operations could be performed in
fixed time by descriptor manipulation, regardless of the size of the m y s involved. Without amy
coordinate mapping, considerable time is spent moving array elements to perform array opentions
such as reversal, transpose, and drop. The absence of array coordinate mapping is probably the most
significant single pertormance problem in APEX.
A final area where OSC causes loss of performance and increased memory utiIization is in support

of Boolean arrays. Boolean mn-time performance and memory usage is of great importance in APL,
because Booleans are heavily used within APL applications as replacements for what would be control
flow operations in other languages. Because OSC stores Booleans as one per byte instead of one per
bit. memot-y costs increase by a factor of eight. This data representation slows operations such as the
de Morgan and relational functions. Such operations could be perfonned a word at a time if stored
as one bit per element; their representation within OSC causes these operations to take eight times
longer; in the case of operations such as matrix product, 64 times longer.
Returning to the thesis, we believe it offers several contributions to researchers in the array
languages community. The most significant of these is the validation of SISAL as an intermediate
language for array langage compilers. Our use of SISAL let us avoid having to reinvent the wheels
of reference count elimination. loop fusion, and traditional compiIer optirnizations. Portability and
implicit parallelism fell out of Our compiled code with minimal effort on our part and none on the
part of the application writer. Our genenlizations of the STAR inner-product algorithm to permit
efficient execution of a large clriss of matrix products should be of value to the impiementors of both
compilers and interpreters.

On the downside, we identified srveral problems in the use of SISAL as an array intermediate
Ianguage. The absence of tme arrays is a major problem, evident in terms of semantics as well as
mn-time performance. The absence of functions that extend uniformly to higher tank arguments,
as do the scaiar functions in APL, increases the amount of effort required to generate SISAL code,
although this problem is largely alleviated by our recursive macro-based code generator.
The ease with which we c m generate SPMD code from APL by use of APEX suggests that it
may be a useful tool for exploring non-uniform memory access (NUMA) computers and processorin-memory ( P M )architectures. parallel algorithms, mn-time data distribution, and scheduling algorithms.

8.2 Performance Results
Despite the performance-inhibiting feanires of SISAL and the OSC compiler, the code generated by

APEX generally outperforms interpreted APL by a considerable margin. Specifically. the perfor-

mance of inherently itentive applications, such as those using dynarnic programming, is excellent.
performing severai hundred times faster than their interpreted APL equivalents. The performance
of non-iterritive APL applications relative to interpreted APL is highly variable. In cases where
interpreted APL perfonnance is already considered to be excellent, such as in non-itemtive signal
processing appiications operating on long vectors, APEX-generated code performs quite well if OSC
is able to perform loop fusion effectively, often running an order of magnitude faster than interpreted
APL. However, when OSC is unable to perforrn loop fusion or to eliminate array copy opentions,
the performance of APEX-generated code suffers to the point of sometimes being slightly slower
than interpreted code.
The code generated by APEX is competitive with FORTRAN 77 for kernels, with some benchmarks executing up to 3 times faster than FORTRAN. Application performance varies from poor to
competitive. dependintg on the application. The major hurdles impeding APEX performance in this
arena are extraneous array copying operations and excessive memory management overhead.
Preliminary results show that APEX-compiled kernels obtain reasonable levels of speedup on
paraIlel systems without requiring any source code changes by the application programmer. More
experiments are required to validate that we main this speedup on large applications. Because we
obtained acceptable levels of performance on a variety of platforms, both serial and parallel, with
no changes to application source code. we believe that we are on the road to our goal of obtaining
perfect portability of APL applications.

8.3 Future Work
The APEX project has reveakd that. although cornpiled APL c m often compete in performance
with imperative scalar languages, several challenges remain. It is clear that APEX-genented code
performance on Boolean data and on vectors of rank greater than one is inadequate. The former could
be improved by implementing one-bit Boolean support within OSC, to permit parallel execution on a
word-at-a-time basis. The latter is best addressed by enhancing OSC to represent rectangular arrays
directly. rather than as vectors-of-vectors [Fit93]. This approach, as opposed to one in which we
mapped al1 APL arrays into SISAL vectors, would benefit al1 users of SISAL, nther than rnerely the
APEX subset of the SISAL user community.
From the standpoint of the APL language irnplemented by APEX, several syntactic and semantic
improvements to APEX are desinble. From a syntactic smdpoint, the most critical missing feature
is support for goro. This, as noted earlier, is best achieved by mapping goto into structured control
flow expressions [EH93]. Support for the bracket axis expression, niladic functions, and functions
with no explicit result are desirable from the standpoint of compiling legacy applications. From
a semantic standpoint. correcting the behavior of empty arrays is the most evident shortcorning of
APEX. As noted tater in this section, the proper way to correct this is to enhance SISAL and OSC
to support ernpty arrays correctly. Another semantic shortcoming of APEX is its inability to compile

applications, such as APEX itself, that use features of the ISO Extended APL Standard. including
nested arrays. The analysis problem here is daunting, but could be eased for a great many applications
by introduction of a structural declmtion similar to that of the C struct, to permit structured data to be
addressed by name, nther than by non-obvious index expressions. Such an enhancement would give
us a quite substantial benchmark for compiled APL, let us rneasure the extent to which parallelism
can be easily exploited within an APL compiler and, most importantly, improve the maintainability
of large applications.
We have contemplated several enhancements for improving the mn-time performance of APEXzenerated code. The enhancements fail into two categories: improvements to the data flow analysis
and code generator phases of APEX itself, and irnprovements to OSC and SISAL.
Improvements in the data flow analysis phase of APEX include partid evaiuation of array expressions at compile time. phrase recognition, detection of cases where arithmetic progression vectors can
be generated, and shape vector algebra. Partial evaluation, an extension of constant folding to a m y s
and a rich set of primitives, executes APL functions whose arguments are known

rit

compile time.

thereby eliminating the need to generate code or execute it at run time for such functions. In the case
of benchmarks such as crc. this could provide a significant performance benefit. Phrase recognition.
or idiom recognition, is intended to detect strings of APL functions of the form f g...h y and
x f g...h y, and replace them. when appropriate, by special-purpose code. Some examples of

where phrase recognition would be beneficial include x/ L y, X Ir / x , and PPy. A more genenl pattern matcher could, of course, be used to recognize a larger ctass of phrases. The power of arithmetic
progression vectors in APL is well-known [Abr70]; their utility in compiled code is substantially
greater than that in interpreted code. because they can be exploited in a compiler with no increase
in execution time setup cost. Shape vector algebra could be exploited, as it was in YAT [5086],to
remove many of the mn-tirne conforrnability checks remaining in APEX-generated code.
Possible enhancements to the APEX code genentor include greater exploitation of array predicates. result demotion. and code merging. Amy predicates can be exploited by generating code for
such special cases as can be detected by array predicate analysis. These include, but are not limited
to. bucket sorts of permutation vectors, removal of index bounds checks, and fast searching and
sorting of already-sorted arrays. Result demotion is a way of genenting a result of simpler type or
rank for a function when the consumer of that resuIt does not need the entire result usually generated.
For example, in the expression r Pvector, the index generator code is simplified if its argument
is a scalar, rather than the one-element vector that would be generated by the shape primitive in
executing Pvector. Result demotion could be used by the shape primitive to generate a scalar
result instead of the vector. This would simplify generated code for both functions and would also
eliminate the memory management overhead associated with creation and destruction of the vector.
The code merging technique of Driscoll and Orth could be used to reduce, in many circumstances,
the mn time of certain expressions, such as ( x.=~y )L 1 [J086].
Several improvements to SISAL and OSC are desirable, including support for array coordinate
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mapping, real m y s , m y operations, improved loop fusion. improved panllelism in generated
code. and one-bit Booleans. Although these changes could be made at the APEX level, the impact
of making them in OSC would be beneficial to a larger audience, including the SISAL community.
Support for a m y coordinate mapping would improve the performance of a number of our benchmarks.
particularly those that currently exhibit the poorest relative performance compared to FORTRAN and
interpreted APL. We are of the opinion that this enhancement stands to be the most beneficial of any
that we descxibe in this section. From the standpoint of language semantics, the most glaring problem
with SISAL at present is its inability to represent certain empfy arrays. This problem should be solved
by enhancing SISAL to include arrays. Although we could sidestep this problem by rewriting the

APEX code generator to emit C or C++ code directly, that would entail substantial work to recreate
the excellent optimizations thrit OSC perforrns dready. The addition of arny opentions to SISAL
would simplify the language and improve the performance of generated code for scalar functions and
other primitives. The capability to perform more sophisticated loop fusion in OSC would benefit
several applications, such as metaphon. The semantics of SISAL 1.2 limit the amount of parallelism
in some of our generated code. At present, we are forced to use iterative loop forms in certain cases
where the expression is clearly of a parallel nature, but SISAL lacks a way to express it in a panllel
fom. Finally, addition of one-bit Boolean support to OSC would reduce memory usage and enable
improved performance for a number of Boolean primitives.
A number of operational improvements are desinble to improve the usability of APEX in a
production environment. Among these improvements are graphical presentation of array characteristics and of compile-time errors. such as syntax errors, use of unsupported features. and missing
declantions. Sepante compilation would speed rebuilding large systems. Improved performance of
the SSA mapping phase and of the data flow malysis phase of the compiler would remove the two
largest performance bottlenecks in the current APEX compiler. The former is fairly straightforward;
the latter is more difficult: both would benefit from having a compiled version of the compiler.
Our success with compiling APL suggests other projects that may be of value. Compilers for
other array languages. such as NIAL and J. would give those languages performance levels comparable to those we obtained with APEX [JJSS]. Another possibility is the creation of a hybrid
interpreterkompiler that would perform compilation of applications in the background, during user
"think time." Such an approach could offer the benefits of interactive use combined with the performance of compiled code.
Finally, we believe that the APEX compiler itself possesses an abundant amount of inherent
parallelism, at both coarse- and fine-grain levels, in SPMD and SIMD modes. To date, we have
not been able to quantify the exact amount of available parallelism, due to the compiler's present
inability to compile itself. Nonetheless, the extensive use of SPMD parallelism in al1 compiler phases
except the latter part of code genention places a Iower bound on parallelisrn of one thread per defined
function in the compilation unit. In addition, SIMD panllelism exists in substantial quantities, as
most parts of the compiler operate on entire defined functions using APL a m y primitives.
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Compilation schemes that exploit parallelism appear to be relatively rare. although the advent
of inexpensive parailel systems is likely to change that situation. Wortman and Junkin developed a
paralle1 Modula-2+ compiler that created an execution thread per source program scope unit WJ92).
Each thread used standard LEX and YACC technology, operating serially by character within each
line of the source program scope unit. This is similar in spirit to the SPMD parallelisrn that APEX
uses across the functions of the compilation unit. We believe the amount of available paraIlelism
in APEX to be sigificantly higher than that of the Modula-2+ compiler, as APEX offers SPMD
parallelism at the Ievel of the function line, SIMD parallelism within the tokenizer, and considerable
SPMD and SIMD parallelism within Iater phases of the compiler. ParalIelism within the APEX
compiler is discussed in detail elsewhere [Ber97].
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Appendix A

Selected Benchmark APL Source
Code
A.1

APL Benchmark prd

rcpxd y; t
Q
Simple function for compiler
Q
dcl integer scalar y
r+-/O.OEO-iy

A.2 APL Benchmark mdivr
r+rndivr n ; x
dcl integer scalar n
Mdivr goes beyond mdiv2 in these ways:
Q
Berter id matrix gen in mmd3.
Q
Fioating point id natrix in mmd3.
Use of fn rank
x+( (2Pn)~(n-1)A1.5-.5)4 Id n
rcrrmdr x
r + + / ,l r
Q

Q

Q

z + S i n g u l a r y ;j
a W e expect a Boolean scalar y
j+l+y

z+j=l
z + b dmdr a ; v ; m ; n
a D y a d i c marrix d i v i d e using Householder
a triangulariza tion .
b t ( S t ( O b 1 ,l!Pb
z+b lsr a

z+b lsr a ; i ;j ; s i g m a ; a l f a ; a i i ; p p ; p i ; n factor;eps;mv;
p;

m ; n ; u ; t a ; t b ; cc;t d ; p ; s i n k ; t l ;c c l ; t c 2 ; t d l ; t d 2 ; n e w t a ; n e w t b ;tmp
ZenKins.
IBM Tech R e p o r t 3 2 0 - 2 9 8 9
a M o d i f i e d f o r f o r m a t t i n g and
a t o a v o i ü u s e of g l o b a l s , g l u e i n g .
a M o d i f i e d f u r t h e r t o run a w e e b i t f a s r e r 1 9 9 6 - 0 3 - 2 0
0 Fiouseholder t r i a n g u l a r i z a t i o n
o f r n x n m a t r i x f o r linear
a systerns and l e a s t squares.
Does r o w , column i n t e r c h a n g e s ,
a s c a l e s columns near unicy.
a assumes ( P P a ) =! o o b )=2
Q
M o d i f i e d 1995-05-22 t o be o r i g i n O / r b e
p+lsPb
m+l t Pa
n+ l f P a
pp-O.O+Ln
KLUDGE t o a v o i d t y p e p r o b l s m s i n d f a
factor++;f ! a divrklO m v c Ï / / a
FUNCTION RANK!
a-a mpyrkll f a c t o r
F u n c r i o n rank!
a

M.A.

Q

Q

Q

Q

tcS+tmpo

.x t b x n e w t b

/rbe
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rl+bCi; 1 - a C i ; 1-.xz
zfi;l+tl+ati;il
:endfor

z t z m w r k l 0 factor

Q

Function rank!

z t m r n d r a ;s z ;id
QCamputes inverse DY caLling dmd with an
Q
identity matrix as l e f t a r g u m e n t .
sz+( P a ) C O 1
id+( 2 P s z ) P ( 1-sz?fl.OEO

z+id dmdr a
r c x divrklO y
a r + ~ Q 0(O x ) Q y
r-x d i v 71 O y

4

x+rank 1 O y

rtx mpyrkll y
0 rcxx ( Px! oy
.
r-x times2 0 1 1 y

.

r+x tirnes y
rcx x y

r c x div y

r+x

5

y

Appendix B

APEX-Generated Code for Selected
Benchmarks
B.O.1

Generated SISAL Code For Benchmark prd

%$entry=prd
de£ine prd
% Compiled by APEX at 1 9 9 6 - 0 6 - 0 8 1 8 : 1 7 : 3 1 . 4 9 0
#include <stdlib.sis>
#include <dsfctl.sis>
#include <dscalar.sis>
#include <takedrop.sis>
Xinclude <rnmisc.sis>
#include <rank.sis>
function plusslxddxlO(yi: array[double-real]
returns double-weal )
for y in y1
returns value of sum DtoD(y)
end for
end function
%
%
%

Start of function prd

function prd(y: integer ;
returns double-real)
let
TMP-14:= iotaxOlsy((y ),I);
TMP-15 := dsfctlOllsx ( d p l u s , D,D, (O.OdO), D,
double-real, (TMP-14) , 1,integer) ;
r-O
: = plusslxddxlO( TMP-15 ) ;
r : = r-O ;
in
r-0
end let
end function % prd

CODEFOR SELECTED
BENCHMARKS
CHAPTER
B. APEX-GEXEFLATED

B.0.2

Generated SISAL Code for Benchmark mdivr

%$entry=mdivr
define mdivr
% Compiled by APEX at 1996-06-18 16:08:33.750
#include <stdlib.sis>
#include cdsfctl ,sis>
#include cdscalar.sis>
#include <take.sis>
#include <drop.sis>
#include <rnrnisc.sis>
#include crank.sis>
#include <from.sis>
function modxddx22 (y2: array [array[double-real]]
returns array[array[double,real]])
for y1 in y2
sl : = for y0 in y1
returns array of abs (DtoD(yO))
end f o r
returns array of sl
end for
end function
func tion modxddxll (y1: array [double-real 1 ;
returns array[double-reall)
for y0 in yl
returns array of abs(DtoD(y0))
end for
end function
function divxddxll(y1: array[double-reall;
returns array[double-reall)
for y0 in y1
returns array of l.OdO/DtoD(yO)
end for
end function

function divxddxOO(y: double-real
returns double-real)
l.OdO/DtoD(y)
end function
function comaxddx2î(y2: array[array[double_real]l
returns array [double-real 1 )
array-setl(for i in array-liml(y2),arrayJimh(y2)
cross j in array_lirnl(y2[SISALIO]),arrayylimh(y2[SISALIO])
returns
value of catenate array[SISALIO:y2[itj]] end for,SISALIO)
end function
function rotrxiixll(y1: array[integer ]
returns array[integer])
let
n : = array-size (yl);
in
for i in SISALIO,SISALIO+n-1
returns array of yl[(n-1)-il
end for
end let
end function
function rhoiddlSS(x1: array[integer];
y2: array[array[double-real]]
rsturns arway[array[double-real]])
% error, identity, normal
VVRESHAPE(doub1e-real)
let
rows : = ConforïmNon~egativeInt(ItoI(xl[O]));
cols : = ConformNonNegativeInt(ItoI(xl[l3));
rowsy := array-size (y2);
colsy : = array_size(y2[SISALI0l);
in
% Check for identity case
if (rows =rowsy) & (cols = colsy)
then y2 % Identity
else
let
y1 : = RAVEL2(y2) ;
ylcols : = array-size(y1);
in

CHXPTERB. APEX-GENER~TED
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for i in 0,rows-l
returns array of
wreshape (cols,
mod(i*cols,ylcols),yl)
end for
end let
end if
end let
end function
function rhoiiiOOl(x: integer;
y: integex
returns array[integer])
array-f il1 (SISALIO,
ConformNonNegativeInt ( ItoI ( x )) +SISALIO-1,y)
end function
function rhoiddl02 (xl: array [integer];
y0 : double-real
returns array [array[double-realJ ] )
let
rows : = ConformNonNegativeInt ( ItoI (x1[SISALIO]) ) ;
cols : = ConformNonNegativeInt(ItoI(x1[SISALIO+1]));
in
for i in SISALIO,rows+SISALIO-1
returns array of array~fill(SISALIO,SISALIO+cols-lm)
end for
end let
end function
function rhoiddll2(xl: axray[integer] ;
yL: array[double-real]
returns array[array[double-real]])
VVRESHAPE ( double-real )
let
rows : = ConformNonNegativeInt(ItoI(xl[SISALIO]));
cols : = ConfonnNonNegativeInt(ItoI(~1[S1SALIO+1])
1;

colsy := array-size (yl);
in
for i in O , rows-1
returns array of
wreshape (cols,
mod(i*cols,colsy), yl)
end fox
end let
end function
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furiction iotaddilOO(x1: array[double-real];
yO: double-real
returns integer)
% General case:O
for initial
i : = array-liml(x1);
l i r n := array-limh(x1);
y := DtoD(y0);
z : = array-size (xl);
topz : = 2 ;
while (z=topz) & (i <= lim) repeat
i : = old i+l;
z : = if (~to~(xl[old
i]))'=y then
old z else old i end if;
returns value of z+QUADIO
end for % End of cases
end function
function conaiiiOOl(x: integer;
y: integer;
returns arraylinteger])
array[SISALIO: ItoI(x), ItoI(y)]
end function
function comaibiOOl(x: integer;
y: boolean;
returns array[integer])
array[SISÀLIO: ItoI (x), BtoI (y)1
end function
function cornaiiilll(xl: array[integer];
yl: array[integer];
returns array[integerj)
ItoIl (xl) 1 1 ItoIl (yl)
end function
function cornaibilol(xl: arrayiinteger];
y: boolean;
returns arrayrinteger])
array-addh(ItoIl(xl),BtoI(y))

end function
function indrdxdilxOQ(1hs:array[double-real] ;
iaO : integer;
returns double-real)
lhs [ItoI(ia0)-QUADI01
end function
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function indrdxdblx00 (lhs: array[double-real];
iaO : boolean;
returns double-real)
lhs [BtoI(ia0)-QUADI01
end function
function indrixiblxOO(1hs: array[integer];
iaO : boolean;
returns integer)
lhs [BtoI(ia0)-QUAI3101
end function
function indrdxdii2xOOO(lhs: array[array[double-reallj ;
iaO : integer;
ial: integer
returns double-real)
indrdxdilx00(lhs[ ItoI (iaO)-QUADI01 , ial)
end function
function indrdxdixSxlOx(lhs: array[array[double-real]] ;
iaO : integer ;
returns array[double-real] )
lhs [ ItoI (ia0)-QUADIO]
end function
function indrdxdxi2xlxO(lhs: array[axray[double-real]];
ial: integer
returns array[double-real])
let
tmp :=for i in O , array-limh ( lhs)
returns array of
indrdxdilx00 ( lhs [i1 A l )
end for
in
array-set1 (tmp,0)
end let
end function
function indsdddilOlO(1hs: array[double-real];
iaO : integer;
r h s : double-real;
returns array[double-real])
lhs[ItoI(iaO)-QUADIO: DtoD(rhs)]
end function

function indsdddblOlO(1hs: array[double-reall;
iaO: boolean;
rhs: double-real;
returns array [double-real])
lhs [BtoI(iaO)-QUADIO: DtoD ( r h s ) 1
end function
function indsdddi1020(lhs: array[double-reall;
iaO: integer;
r h s : double-real;
returns array [double-real J )
lhs [ I t o I (iaO)-QUADIO: DtoD(rhs)1
end function
function indsdddxl02x(lhs: array[double_real];
rhs: double-real
returns array [ double-real J )
array-fill(O,arrayylimh(lhs), DtoD(rhs))
end function
function indsdddillll(1hs: array[double-real];
iaO : array [ integer: ;
rhs: array[double-reall;
returns array [double-real 1 )
for initial
i:= O ;
z : = lhs;
lim:= array-limh (ia0);
while ic=lim repeat
in&:= ItoI(iaO[old il);
z : = old ztindx-QUADIO: DtoD(rhs[old i l ) ] ;
i.. - old i +l;
returns value of z
end for
end function
function indsdddxlllx(lhs: array[double_real];
rhs: array[double-real]
returns array[double,real])
for i in 0,array-limh(1hs)
returns array of DtoD(rhs[il)
end for
end function

function indsdddii20200(lhs:
array[array[double-real]];

iaq: integer;
ial : integer;
rhs: double-real;
returns array [array[double-real]] )
let
i := ItoI (iaO)-QUADIO;
in
lhs(i: indsdddi1020(lhs[i],ial,rhs)]
end let
end function
function indsdddix2120x(lhs:
array[array[double-real]];
iaO : integer;

rhs: array[double-real] ;
returns array[array[double-real]])
let
i:= ItoI(ia0)-QUADIO;
in
lhs[i: rhs]
end let
end function
function indsdddxi212xO(lhs:
array[array[doubie-real] 1 ;
ial : integer;
rhs : array [double-real] ;
returns array[array[double-real] 1 )
for i in 0,arxay-limh(1hs)
returns array of
indsdddi1010 (lhs[il , ial,rhs [il )
end for
end function
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function indsddddx222lx(lhs:
array[array[double-real]];

iaO: array[double-real];
rhs: array[array[double-real]];
returns array[array[double-real]])
for initial
i:= O;
z : = lhs;
lim:= awray-limh(ia0);
while i<=lim repeat
indx:= DtoI (id0[old il ) -QUADIO;
z : = old zlindx: rhs[old il];
i..- 01d i +I;
returns value of z
end for
end function
function maxsllxddx2l(y2:
array[array[double-real]]
returns array[double-xeal])
function wr(x1: array[double-real];
yl: array[double-real]
returns array[double-real])
% vector-vector reduction step for matrix
array-setl(for xO in xl dot y0 in y1
returns array of rnax(xO,DtoD(yO))
end for,SISALIO)
end function % w r
% Following is wrong. Want (-1 take rho y)rho O
if IsErnpty(y2) % case of O 5 rho O
then array-fil1 ( O , -1,MINFINITYD)
% Gives empty vector ! !
else % Not empty on fiwst axis
4 Reduce vector with vector. We would like to
% figure a way îo
% to this in parallel, but not today . . . 1996-02-11
for initial
i := O;
zl := array-fill(0,array-limh(yS[O]) ,MINFINITYD);
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while i <= array-limh(y2) repeat
i:= old i +1;
zl := wr(o1d zl,y2
il1
returns value of zl
end for
end if
end function
function maxslxddx21
array [array[double-real]]
returns array [double-real 1 )
for y1 in y2
tl : = for y in y1
returns value of greatest DtoD(y)
end for
returns array of tl
end for
end function
function maxslxddxlO(y1: array [double-real]
returns double-rsal)
for y in y1
returns value of greatest DtoD(y)
end for
end function
function plusslxddxlO(yl: array[double-real]
returns double-real)
for y in y1
returns value of sum DtoD (y)
end for
end function
%
%

Start of function Singular

%

function Singular(y: boolsan;
returns boolean)
let
j-O :=dsfct10OOsx(ddiv,D lDl(: true),B, boolean, (y), B I boolean);
z~O:=dsfctlOOOsx(deq,DIB,
(j-O),D,double-real,(true),B,boolean)
;
z:= 2-0 ;
in
z-0

end let
end function % Singular

%
%

Start of function times

%

function times(x: array[double-real];
y: double-real ;
returns array[double-real])
let
r-0 : =dsfctlGllsx(dmpy,
D I D I( y ) , D,double-real, (x), D,double-real) ;
r: = r-O ;
in
r-0
end let
end function % times
%
%

Start of function times2

%

function tirnes2(x: array[double-real];
returns array[double-real])
let
D l (x),DIdoub1eerea1,(y), D l double-real) ;
r-O:=dsfctllll (dmpy,D,
r:= r-O ;
in
r-0
end let
end function % tirnes2
%
%

Start of function d i v

%

function div(x: array[double-real];
y: double-real ;
retuxns array[double_real])
let
r-0 :=dsfctllOlsy(ddiv,
D , D l (x),D,double-real, (y),
D ldouble-real) ;

r-0
end let
end function % div

%
% Start of function d i v r k l O
%

function divrkl0 ( x : array [array[double-real]1 ;
y: array[double-real] ;
returns array[array[double-real]])
let
r-O:= drarikSll0 (div,x , y
r:= r-O ;
in
r-0
end let
end function % divrklO

) ;

%
%
%

Start of function mpyrklO

function mpyrklO(x: array[array[double-realH;
y: array[double-real] ;
returns array[array[double-real]])
let
r-O:= drank2llO(times,x ,y ) ;
r:= r-O ;
in
r-O
end let
end function % mpyrkl0
%

%
%

Start of function mpyrkll

function mpyrkll(x: array[array[double-real]];
y : array [double-real] ;
rzturns array[array[double-real]])
let
r-O:= drankSlll(times2,x ,y ) ;
r:= r-O ;
in
r-0
end let
end function % mpyrkll
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%
%

Start of function lsr

%

function lsr(b: array[array(double-real]];
a: array[array[double-real]];
returns array [array[double-real J ])
function plusdotmpydddl2l(xl: array[double-real]
y2 : array [array[double-real] 1
returns array[double-real] )
function w r ( x l : arrayrdouble-real];
yl: array[double-real]
returns array[double-real] )
% vector-vector reduction step for matrix
array-setl(for xO in xl dot y0 in y1
returns array of xO+yO
end for,SISPLIO)
end furiction % w r

;

function svprod(x0: double-real;
yl: array[double-real]
returns array [double-real])
for y0 in yl returns array of xOfyO end for
end function
for initial
z : = svprod(xl[array-limI(x1) 11y2[a~rayY1irn1(y2)
1);
i:= array-liml (xl)+l;
lim:= array-limh(x1) ;
limdif : = arxay-liml(y2)-array-liml(x1);
% SISAL10 differences
wbile i <= lim repeat
i : = old i +l;
z:=wr(old z , svprod(xl[old ilIy2[limdif+ old il));
returns value of z
end for
end function
function jotdotmpydddll2(xl: arrayrdouble-real];
y1 : array [double-reai]
retuxns array[array[double-real]])
for xO in xl cross y0 in y1
returns array of (xO)*DtoD(yO)
end for
end function

sink-0 : = Singular ( TMP-165 ) ;
TMP-167 : = rnaxslxddxl0 ( rnv-2 ) ;
TMP-168 : = iotaddil00 (mv-2 ,Tt@-167
);
pi-1:= dsfct1000sx(dplus,I,I,(i-O ),I,integer,
(TMP-168 ),I,integer);
tmp-1 := indrdxdilxO0 (old pp-3 ,i-O);
TMP-173 := indrdxdilxO0 (old pp-3 ,pi-1);
TMP-175 : = indsdddi1010 (old pp-3 ,i-O ,TMP-173);
pp-2 := ( TMP-175 ) ;
TMP-178 : = indsdddi1010 (pp-2 ,pi-1 ,trnp-1);
pp-3 : = ( TMP-178 ;
tmp-2 : = indrdxdxi2xlxO (old a-7 , i-O ) ;
TMP-185 := indrdxdxi2xlxO (old a-7 ,pi-1);
TMP-188 : = indsdddxi212xO (old a-7 ,i-0,TMP-185);
a-2 : = ( TMP-188 ) ;
TMP-192 := indsdddxi212xO (a-2 ,pi-1,tmp-2);
a-3 : = ( TMP-192 ) ;
TMP-19 6 := indrdxdxiSxlx0 (a-3 , i-O ) ;
TMP-197:= ddropOll((i-O ),I,(TMP-196 ),D,O.OdO);
TMP-198 : = modxddxll ( TMP-197 ) ;
TMP-199 : = maxslxddxl0 ( TMP-198 ) ;
TMP-202 : = indrdxdxiSxlx0 (a-3 ,i-O);
TMP-203:= ddropOll((i-O ),I,(TMP-202 ),D,O.OdO);
TMP-204 : = modxddxll ( TMP-203 ) ;
TMP-205 : = iotaddilO0 (TMP-204 , TMP-199 ) ;
pi-2:= dsfct1000sx(dplus,I,I,(i-O ) ,Ilinteger,
(TMP-205 ),I,intsger);
tmp-3 : = indrdxdix2xlOx (a-3 , i-O) ;
TMP-2 12 : = indrdxdix2xlOx (a-3 ,pi-2 ) ;
TMP-215 : = indsdddix2120x (a-3 ,i-O ,TMP-212);
a-4 : = ( TMP-2 15 ) ;
TMP-219 : = indsdddixSl20x (a-4 ,pi-2 ,trnp_3);
a-5 : = ( TMP-219 ) ;
tmp-4 : = indrdxdix2xlOx (old b-3 ,i_O);
TMP-226 : = indrdxdix2xlOx (old b-3 ,pi-2);
TMP-229 : = indsdddix2120x (old b-3 ,i-O ,TMP-226);
b-1 : = ( TMP-229 ) ;
TMP-233 : = indsdddix2120x (b-1 ,pi_2 ,tmp-4);
b-2 : = ( TMP-2 33 ) ;
TMP-237 : = indrdxdxi2xlxO (a-5 ,i-O);
TMP-238:= ddropOll((i-O ),I,(TMP-237 ),D,O.OdO);

TMP-239:= dsfctllOlsy(dstar,D,D,(TMP-238 ) , D l
double-real , (2 ) , 1, integer);
sigma-0 : = plusslxddxl0 ( TMP-239 ) ;
aii-0 := indrdxdii2xO00 (a-5 ,i-O, i-O ) ;
TMP-244:= dsfct1000sx(dstar,DD (sigma-O ),Dl
double-real , ( 0.SdO ) , D ldouble-real) ;
TMP-245:= dsfct1000sx(dle,D,B,(false ) , B I
boolean, (aii-0 ),D,double-real);
TMP-246:= dsfct1000sx(dmpy,I l I l(2 ) ,I,
integer,(TMP-245 ) ,B,boolean);
TMP-247:= dsfct1000sx(dbar,III,(true ) ,B,
boolean,(TMP-246 ) , I linteger);
alfa-O:= dsfct1000sx(dmpy,D,D,
(TMP-247 ) ,Il
integer,(TMP-244 ) ,D ldouble-real) ;
TMP-251 := indrdxdxi2xlxO (a-5 ,i-O);
tmp-5 := ddropOll( (i-O ) ,Il(TMP-251 ) , D lO.OdO) ;
TMP-2 54 := indrdxdblxO0 ( tmp-5 , false) ;
TMP-255:= dsfct1000sx(dbar,DlDI(TMP-254 ) ,Dl
double-real, (alfa-O ),D,double-real);
TMP-257 := indsdddb1010 (tmp-5 ,false ,TMP-255);
tmp-6 := ( TMP-2 57 ) ;
TMP-259:= dsfctl0llsx(dplus,I,I,(i~O ) , I l
integer,(array[O: false,true]) ,BIboolean) ;
TMP-260:= ddropl22((TMP-259 ) , I l(a-5 ),D,O.OdO);
newta-0 := plusdotmpydddl2l(tmp-6 ,TMPd260 ) ;
TMP-262 : = comaibiOO1 (i-O ,false ) ;
TMP-263:= ddrop122((TMP-262 ),Il(b-2 ) ,D,O.OdO);
newtb-0 := plusdotmpydddl2l(tmp-6 ,TMP-263 ) ;
TMP-265 : = dsfctlOOOsx(dmpy,DlDl(aii-O ) , D l
double-real, (al£a-O ) , D ldouble-real) ;
TNP-266 := dsfctlOOOsx(cïbarlD lDl(sigma-O ) , D,
double-real, (TMP-265 ) , D,double-real) ;
tb-O := divxddx00 ( TMP-2 66 ) ;
TMP-268 := dsfctlOllsx(dmpy,D lD l(tb-O ) ,D,
double-real, (newta-O ) , D ldouble-real) ;
tcl-O : = jotdotmpydddll2 (tmp-6 ,TMP-268 ) ;
TMP-270:= dsfctlOllsx(dmpy,D,D,(tb-O ) , D,
double-real, (newtb-O ) , D ldouble-real) ;
tc2-0 : = jotdotmpydddll2 (tmp-6 ,TMP-270 ) ;
TMP-272 : = dsfctlOllsx(dplus,I l I l(i-O ) ,Il
integer,(array[O: false,true]) , B I boolean) ;
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TMP-273 : = ddrop122 ( (TMP-272 ) ,Il(a-5 ) , D lO.OdO) ;
tdl-O: = dsfctl222 (dbar,D,D l (TMP-273 ) , D l
double-real , ( tcl-O ) ,D ldouble-real ) ;
TMP-275 := comaibi001 (i-O , false ) ;
TMP-276:= ddropl22 ((TMP-275 ) , I l(b-2 ) ,D,O.OdO)
;
td2-0: = dsfctl222 (dbar,D lD l(TMP-276 ) , D,
double-real , ( tc2-0 ) , D,double-real) ;
TMP-278:= iotaxllsy((n-O ),I);
TMP-279:= dsfctlOOOsx(dpluslI,I,
(i-O I I I ,
integer, ( true ) ,B,boolean) ;
TMP-280:= ddropOll((TMP-279 ),I,(TMP-278 ),I,O);
TMP-281:= iotaxllsy((m-O ) , I ) ;
TMP-282:= ddropOll((i-O ),I,(TMP-281 ),I,O);
TMP-285 := indsdddii22211 (a-5 ,TMP-2 82 ,TMP-280 , tdl-O
a-6 : = ( TMP-285 ) ;
TMP-287:= iotaxllsy((m-O ),I);
TMP-288:= ddropOll((i-O ) ,1,(TMP-287 ),I,O);
TMP-291 : = indsdddix222lx (b-2 ,TMP-288 , td2-0);
b-3 : = ( TMP-291 ) ;
TMP-295 := indsdddii20200 (a-6 ,i-0,i-0,alfa-O);
a-7 : = ( TMP-2 95 ) ;
returns
value of pp-3
value of a-7
value of b-3
value of i-O
end for;
TMP-298 : = comaiiilll (n-O ,p-O ) ;
2-0
: = rhoiddl02 (TMP-258 , O.OdO ) ;
TMP-300:= iotaxllsy((n-O ) , I ) ;
TMP-301 : = rotrxiixll ( TMP-300 ) ;
i-l,z-l:=for initial
O;
CTR-302:=
C T R 3 0 2 z : = array-limh(TMP-301 ) ;
i-1 : = (1-0);
2-2 : = ( z-O ) ;
while (CTR302c=CTR302z)repeat
i-1 : = TMP-301 [old CTR-3021;
CTR-302
: = l+old CTR-302;
TMP-307 : = indrdxdix2xlOx (a-1 ,i-1);
TMP-308 : = plusdotmpydddl2l(TMP-307 ,old 2-2 ) ;
TMP-311 : = indrdxdix2xlOx (b-O ,i-1);

) ;
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t1-O:= dsfctllll(dbar,D, D, (TMP-311 , D I
double-real,(TMP-308 ),D,double-real);
TMP-315 : = indrdxdii2x000 (a-1 ,i-l,i-1);
TMP-316:= dsfctllOlsy(ddiv,D,D,(t1-0 ) , D l
double-real , (TMP-3 15 ) , D,double-real) ;
TMP-319 : = indsdddix2120x (old 2-2 ,i-1 ,TM?-316)
2-2
: = ( TMP-319 ) ;
returns
value of i-1
value of 2-2
end for;
TMP-324 : = indsddddx222lx ( z - 1
2-3 : = ( TMP-324 ) ;
2-4
:= mpyrkl0 ( 2 - 3
z : = 2-4
;

,factor-O

,pp-1

,z-1);

);

in
2-4

end let

end function

% lsr

%

8 Start of f u n c t i o n dmdr
%

function dmdr(b: array[array[double-realfl;
a: array[array[double-real]];
returns a r r a y [ a r r a y [ d o u b l e - r e a m )
let
TMP-19 : = rhox2l( (b ) , D) ;
TMP-20 : = comaibilOl(TMP-19 , true ) ;
TMP-21:= dtakeOllpi((2 ) , I , (TMP-20 ),I,O);
b-O : = rhoiddl22 (TMP-21 , b ) ;
2-0 : = lsr (b-O , a 1 ;
z:= 2-0 ;
in
z-0

end let
end function % dmdr

;

4

4 Start of function mdr
%

function mmdr(a: array[array[double_reall l;
returns array[array[double-real]])
let
TMP-24:= rhox21( (a ) ,D);
sz-0 : = indrixiblxOO(TMP-24 ,£alse);
TMP-26:= dsfct1000sx(dplus,I,I,(true ) , B I
boolean,(sz-0 ) , 1, i n t e g e r ) ;
TMP-27: = dtake001( ( W P - 2 6 ) , 1,( 1.0d0 ) , D,O. OdO) ;
TMP-28 := rhoiiiOOl (2 ,sz-O 1 ;
id-O := rhoiddll2 (TMP-28 , TMP-27 ) ;
z-0 := dmdr (id-C ,a
z:= z-O ;
in
z-0
end let
end function % mmdr
%
%

Start of function mdivr

%

function mdivr(n: integer
returns double-real)
let
TMP-21:= dsfct1000sx(dbar,D , D , ( 1.5d0 ) , D ,
double-real, (O.5dO ) ,D,double-real) ;
TMP-22 : = dsfct1000sx(dplus,I,I,(n ) ,I,
integer,(true ) ,B,boolean) ;
TMP-23 : = dtake001( (TMP-22 ) ,1,(TMP-21 ) ,D,0-OdO);
TMP-24 := rhoiii001 (2 , n ) ;
x-O : = rhoiddll2 (TMP-24 ,TMO-23
r-O : = mmdr ( x-O ) ;
TMP-2 7 := modxddx22 ( r-O ) ;
1TclP-2 8 := comaxddx21
r-1 : = plusslxddxlO(
r:= r-1 ;
in
r-1

end let
end function

%

mdivr
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